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Preface

by the
The research project reparted here was supported

number 400-79-0056.
National Institute of Education under contract
research methodology,
The report that follows contains descriptions of

findings, conclusions'and implications.

The purpose of this preface

perspectives of
is more to make the reader aware of the history and
its technical qualities
this research project than it is to discuss

and/Dr findings and implications.
the time it was
This project actually began two years prior to

met and discussed
funded, for in 1978 the co-principal investigators
and governance of
their mutual concerns regarding the management
staff development in public schools.

These conversations continued

formalized discussions involving
and over time they evolved into more
increasingly expanding groups.

The purpose of these discussions be-

to stand in the way of school
came' to identify the barriers that seem
staff development programs responsystems developing and implementing
system needs.
sive to teacher needs, administrator needs and

'zany of

involved in these preliminary
the people named on the title page were
discussions.
rise to this speBy the time NIE promulgated the RFP that gave

cific research project, the co-principal

investigators and many of

university had agreed
their colleagues in the school system and the
needed to address.
upon the kinds of problems they

And, they all

how staff development operagreed that they needed to know more about
study was to be conducted.
ated in the particular system where this

one university based and
Furthermore, the co-principal investigators,
developed a collegial relationship in
one public school based, had

which both realized each had much to offer to the other in their
mutual quest for excellence in teaching and in teacher education.
Furthermore, as the contents of this report and the results of
this project will indicate, mutual support between public school practitioners 'and university researchers expanded to include increasingly

larger circles within the two organizations.

Such mutual trust and

involvement could, of course, make findings suspect, reports biased or
data collection procedures faulty.
did not.

Perhaps this happened, we think it

Indeed, we think our study is quite scientific for we define
And, like Waller (1932), we believe

science as disciplined reason.

that at the present state of the art in the social sciences, research
findings should not get too far ahead of common sense and sometimes
we are lucky if research doesn't fall behind common sense.

Like

House (1980), we also believe that effective evaluations must be
convincing to an audience of scholars; but evaluations that count must

also be persuash4 to local audiences.

As the last chapter of this

report will indicate, this research project has in fact served to
persuade local practitioners.

It is up to the community of scholars

and practitioners to decide whether what we report is convincin:.
Finally, like Dubin (1970), we recognize that thece is a difference
between powerful explanation and precise measurement.

In our view, the

field of staff development presently needs powerful explanations more
than it needs precise measurements.

Powerful explanations are what we

have attempted to provide.

One of the peculiar characteristics of this research project is
that the operating style routinely involved many people from both
public schools and universities.

In the end, therfore, it was an

arbitra;-v decision as to whose names should be included on the title
ii
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page and in what order.
have been included.

Many people whose names do not appear could

Some could have been designated differently, for

many participated in various roles at various times.

Recognizing

that,someone must be held accountable, however, the co-principal in-

vestigators take responsibility for any weaknesses in this study and
thank others for its strengths.

We know that what is said may not

always be pleasing to staff developers (including ourselves) nor will
it always be satisfying to researchers (including ourselves).

Our

hope, however, is that this report-will raise serious questions in the

minds of staff developers and researchers which they can pursue with
more certainty and precision than we were able to do here.

Most of

all, our hope is that others from the university community and the
public schools will find the opportunity, as we have, to take each

other seriously, for we know that none of those involved in this project will approach their craft in the way they would have had they
not had this mutual experience.

Furthermore, as a result of this ex-

perience, we have become persuaded that full and honest collaboration
between and among researchers and practitioners is the only way to
assure that theory will inform and be informed by practice.

We hope

this report will help persuade the reader that this is so.
At this point in the preface, it seems appropriate to thank those
persons who have contributed to the success of this project.

various ways of deciding who to mention.

We tried

Even by the most narrow for-

mulas we could never lower the list of people to whom we owe a debt of
gratitude for time contributions of more than 24 hours to less than
100 people.

There were also many people who did much more than even

time commitments would indicate.

Therefore, we have decided to say

who
thanks to all and trust that those who should be thanked will know

they are.

We would, however,
especially like to thank the
of the

Superintendent

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, Jay
M. Robinson, and the
Dean
of the School of Education
at the University
Of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, William Self,
for their material and
moral support of
this project. Without this
support we could not
have managed this
task. Both of these
persons used the prerogatives
of their office to
provide physical and
staff support for this
research project even before the funding
agency officially notified
us that funding would be
forthcoming.
This type of support
continued throughout the
project.
Thank you both.
Finally, we owe a special
debt of gratitude to
Joseph Vaughan
who worked with us as a colleague
and friend as well as
an official
representative of NIE. There are
few representatives of government
agencies who would be
willing to make site
visits at their own
expense

and on their own time when
governmental funding did
not permit them to
do it.
Joe did it and we thank
him. He also read
a couple of thousand pages of preliminary
material and made
numerous suggestions, some
of which we rejected but
most of which we found useful.
Thanks Joe.
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Chapter One

The Site, the Study Design, and a Preview of Conclusions

Introduction

operation
Clear and comprehensive conceptualizations about the
generally
and effects of staff development in a school system are

absent from the literature.
which can be tested.

Also absent are propositional statements

Recognizing that these deficiencies seriously

design,
compromise the ability of practitioners to systematically

this project, funded
manage and evaluate staff development programs,

examined the may staff develby the National Institute of Education,
staff development and the
opment functions in schools, the effects of
activities and condiinteraction between staff development and other
tions present in school systems.

The perspective from which this

organizational
project proceeded was sociological in nature with

especially important.
theory and the sociology of occupations being

Setting of the Study
students) urban
This study was conducted in a large (75,000 plus

school system in the Southeastern United States.

This school system

involvement in staff develhas a history of strong commitment to and
opment.

and maintained a
Since 1976, the school system has developed

locally financed Teaching Learning Center.

This center routinely

month.
serves approximately 1,000 teachers per

In addition, one

into a Staff Development
entire school building has been converted

2

Center.

The Staff Development Center has been designated as a

center for graduate study by the local university.

It provides

office space for university personnel in charge of field based programs and classroom space for workshops and course offerings from
six universities.

The central staff development system offers between

300 and 400 separate workshops annually.

In addition, three univer-

sities were conducting site-based degree programs during the period of
this study.

The school system is also involved in a multi-agency Con-

sortium that is empowered to offer advanced sixth year (Specialist)

level certificates and to work cooperatively with partftipating
universities in the conduct of master's degree programs as well.
In addition to these highly visible centrally sponsored activities, there are 94 persons, locally referred to as coordinating teachers (C.T.$), one of whom is assigned to each school building and explicitly charged with responsibility for conducting and managing staff

development and curriculum development activity at the building level.
These persons have no regular classroom duties.
position is entirely from district sources.

Funding for the

The system has also fund-

ed an Incentive Pay Program that, in effect, provides tuition remission for any teacher who decides to systematically pursue an advanced
certificate program.

(The cost of this latter program alone for the

1981-1982 school year was approximately one half million dollars).
In addition to the activity indicated above, the school system
has aggressively pursued outside funding to support developmental

activity focused on a variety of equity issues.

For example, during

the time this study was being conducted, the school system was responsible for implementing and managing a Bilingual Education Program,

3

In addition,

a Sex Equity 'Program.-and an Indian Education Program.

the school system sponsors a locally funded Employees' Assistance
Program which provides confidential counseling services for any

employees who are experiencing personal difficulties (e.g.,
alcoholism).

By almost any standard, this school system is heavily involved
in and committed to staff development.

For example, the funds ex-

panded for C. T. salaries, the Teaching Learning Center and the
Staff Development Center alone

place this system among the highest

category identified by Moore and Hyde (1980).

Fibicalace.,(bn a

reputational basis, personnel from this school system are clearly

among the leaders in the field of staff development.

ger--exampla,

ever the period in which this study was being conducted, the university-based researchers observed numerous occasions upon which individuals from the school system were called on to serve as consultants to
a variety of national groups (e.g., RAND Corporation, N.I.E., National
Science Foundation and Teachers' Center Exchange).

Persons in central

staff development roles in the school system occupy or have occupied
connumerous leadership positions in various national organizations

cerned with staff development (e.g., ASCD).

Furthermore, the fact

that this commitment emanates from the highest levels in the system
is beyond doubt.

As one teacher summarized the matter, "All superin-

tendents have to make their mark.
to be staff development."

This superintendent's mark is going

Thus, the setting in which this study was

conducted provided an ideal site to study staff development especially
and reaif one was interested in finding wide variety, high commitment

sonable assurances of high competence all in one place.

There are

few school systems where all three of these conditions come together
so clearly or so well

11
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As will be seent;however, in spite of the apparently

atypical

positive nature of this school system vis-a-vis staff development,
staff.developscore of the problems experienced in the conduct of
petit were quite typical.

Teachers frequently complained that staff

developmentAwas not responsive to their needs.

Numerous administra-

that staff development
tors and teachers were distressed with the fact
interfered with the routine of school life.
ment as a waste of time and money.

Some saw staff develop-

There was generally a great deal

of staff development
of uncertainty regarding the future of any form
and a feeling that "this too shall pass."

On many occasions, when

in fovor
staff development activity was scheduled, it was cancelled

of some higher priority item.

Indeed, many suggested almost anything

had priority over staff development.

Finally, the linkage between

staff development was usually
program improvement and development and
vague and sometimes seemed nonexistent.

of the research site
Thus, in a crude sort of way, the conditions

the "variables" that
selected provide a natural control over some of
"failures" of staff development proare typically used to explain the
grams.

present in the
Commitment, variety and competence all were

research site.

variety or lack
Therefore, lack of commitment, lack of

the source of the diffiof competence could not be used to explain
culties observed.

Other explanations- were called for.

The intent

explanations might be
of this report is to illuminate what these

and

how they were developed.

Description of the Study
The study reported here was based on two assumptions.

First,

is an organizational response to
it was assumed that staff development

5

internal and/or external conditions.

Staff development programs and

activities typically focus attention on the training of individuals.
However, the purpose of this training is to establish conditions
that assure the effective and efficient operation of school programs.

Thus, the focus of staff development is on the organization as well
as people.

Second, it was assumed that since one of the primary aims

of staff development is to affect job related performances, it would
he useful to conceive of staff development as a form of occupational
socialization.

Here the term occupational socialization means those

processes and procedures that are employed to develop in individuals
to be
the skills, knowledge, attitudes and values that are perceived

roles the
essential or desirable to carrying out the occupational

individual is assigned.

Given these assumptions, it seemed essential

of complex social
to review the literature dealing with the sociology

organizations and the sociology of occupations.

The purpose of this

suggestive of
review was to identify concepts and variables that were

differences that might make a difference in the ways staff development
might have.
programs operate and the effects such programs
this review,
Given the concepts and variables identified from

a preliminary list of research questions was developed.
A for a listing of the initial research questions).

(See Appendix

The intent was to

within which more comprehensive
use these questions as a framework
could be
descriptions of alternative forms of staff development
veloped.

de-

primary data
These descriptions would, in turn, serve as the

base from which subsequent analysis would proceed.

6

Data Collection and Analysis
in the
The basic form the anal:Isis took has been described

Strauss,
literature as the constant compArative method (Glaser and
1967).

perceived,
As descriptions were developed and patterns were

preliminary explanatory propositions were developed.

These proposi-

different
tions suggested new leads and created the need for more or
forms of data.

The data collected as a result of these propositions

well as used as the
were then fed back into prior descriptions as
and explanations.
means of disciplining the emerging conceptualizations
methodologiAs the reader has probably already sensed, the basic

of a qualitative
cal stance taken in this research project was that
field researcher.

.mpirical
It was assumed that the present level of

development processes and
and theoretical understanding of staff
researchers to
issues was not sufficiently sophisticated to permit

experimentally test any but the most trivial propositional statements
about staff development.

Indeed, it was this assumption that gave

rise to this study in the first place.

It was ones,of the primary pur-

propositional
poses of this study to move toward the development of

later be tested in a
statements regarding staff development that might
variety of settings.

Qualitative field research methodology is espe-

cially well suited for such purposes.
were employProcedurally, three basic data collection techniques
ed.

These were:

(a) interviews (b) participant and non-participant

observation and (c) document reviews.

All data collected were coded

bear upon the original descriptive
so that they could be brought to

well as on new research
research questions that guided the.study as
the study proceeded.
questions and propositions that emerged as

Inten-

years, autumn 1979 to
sive data collection occurred over two academic

1 .1
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autumn 1981, and less:intensive data collection was occurring up to
the preparation of the present report (autumn 1982).

The university-

days
based co-principal investigator spent an average of two person

per week in the school site for the entire two years.

In addition,

five other university-based researchers spent, among them, an average
the first year
of three person days per week in the school site during
during
of data collection and approximately two person days per week
the second year.

The activity of the university-based researchers was supplemented
by data collection and observations by five practitioners who were emof the
ployed in the school system, and who were recognized as members

research team.

Methodologically, these five persons played the role
This

Whyte, 1943).
of key informants and participant observers (e.g.,

initial cadre of key informants included the Assistant Superintendent
investigator), a curricfor Human Resources (who was also co-principal
site-based
ulum specialist and a classroom teacher who also served as a
research assistant.

As the project developed, other practitioners beIndeed, as of the fall of

gan to assume the role of key informants.

be identified who
1981, 20 persons from the local school system could

had played an active part in data collection.

Furthermore, during the

intercourse of the research project, university researchers formally

conversations with at
viewed over 250 more persons and nad informal
least as many more.

Though no effort was made to develop a random

that those
sample for interviewing, every effort was made to assure

widest possible range of perceptpersons interviewed represented the
widest possible range of
ions regarding staff development and the
roles.

project, every
For example, during the course of this research

interviewed.
top level administrator in the school system was

5

Every
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teacher leader who could be 'identified was interviewed.

(Thirty-two

persons who occupied formal positions of leadership among teachers
or who were identified by teacher leaders as being influential were
interviewed.)

In addition, approximately 100 other teachers were

formally interviewed in connection with one or another of the staff
development projects being studied (See Appendix C for a brief description of each of the projects initially selected for the study).
These interviews were supplemented by interviews with a variety of
curriculum specialists, building principals, coordinating teachers

and others who played roles in the conduct of staff development activ:ties in the school system.

(Appendix B indicates the criteria that

were used in the selection of programs to be studied.)
Initially, the intent was to develop detailed descriptions of
10 to 20 specific programs, workshops or staff development activities.
However, as data collection and analysis proceeded, it became clear
that while individual programs and activities could serve as the foci
of the study, it would be necessary to expand data collection activity
beyond the limited confines of individual programs.

For example, it

was often the case that those directly involved in a program only
vaguely understood how decisions regarding the program were made.
Clearly, if the researchers were to understand how staff development
programs operated, it would be necessary to seek data from persons

whose roles and public performances gave them no apparent direct involvement in the programs being studied.

Thus,, it was found that to

study a staff development program, one must study as well the school
system in which the program is embedded.
In the initial stages of the study, university researchers took
the lead in identifying persons to be interviewed and in conducting

1i;
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these interviews.

Practitioner members of the research team

sched-

Simultaneously, practition-

uled these interviews and "opened doors."

ers were called upon to review the research questions initially posed
and to indicate where they perceived these questions to be deficient,
trivial or irrelevant.

(See Appendix D for the criteria practition-

ers used in reviewing these research questions.)

Supplementing both

of these activities, university researchers and practitioners began to
accumulate documents related to programs and issues of concern.

Inter-

views were continually being transcribed, coded and reviewed.
By the spring of 1980, the university researchers had developed

what they considered to be some relatively accurate descriptions of
most of the key programs being studied.
O

Furthermore, these descrip-

tions had been communicated to key informants in order to gain their
reactions and suggestions.

(See Schlechty and Noblit, 1982; Vance,

Whitford and Joslin, 1981 for a description of some of the strategies
used to facilitate these communications.)

During the summer of 1980,

the university researchers met on a daily basis for one full month to
systematically review descriptions and to begin to develop a more
holistic accounting of the operation of the staff development sytem
being studied.

The results of this preliminary analysis were cu,.. it-

ted to writing and subsequently reviewed in a.workshop setting by 20
practitioners representing a variety of roles in the system.

The re-

sults of this review were used to inform future data collection activity and to suggest new frames oranalysis.

Over the course of the next

year, 1980-81, the university-based co-principal investigator wrote
and rewrote a variety of interpretive documents which were reviewed by
a wide range of key informants as well as by members of the university
research team and the N.I.E. project monitor.

1

At the same time, addi-
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tional data were being collected.

In fact, some of the richest data

where practitioners
were collected as a result of group interviews
researchers
were asked to react to one or another of the events the

were attempting to describe and analyze.

Furthermore, as the nature

by various conof these interpretations became known and understood
co-principal
stituencies in the school system, the university-based

in the role
investigator was frequently called on to attend meetings

of consultant.

These meetings produced additional data and insights.

A Collaborative Approach
the word an inThis research project was in the largest sense of
teractive and collaborative one.

Practitioners were involved in every

the project would
step of the project and without this involvement,

not have been possible.
involvement
It is important to note that the nature of this

it changed the perceptions
changed the phenomena being studied just as
researchers initially brought
and conceptualizations the university
to the task.

developed in an iniFor example, one of the key themes

developers had in systial document had to do with difficulties staff

activities and with the lack
tematically coordinating staff development
that coordination.
of a coherent set of policies to guide

Subsequently,

aimed at developing a more cohera variety of actions have been taken
development policy.
ent set of procedures for formulating staff

To

the researchillustrate the impact of practitioners' perspectives on
example.
ers, the following is offered as an

The university re-

the tacit assumption
searchers entered this research project with

merit of staff development
that the only meaningful way to assess the
these programs in proprograms was to assess the effectiveness of

11

tucing change.

(As Griffin's paper (1982) indicates, such an assumption

tas widespread currency among staff developers.)

ibis view was fundamentally altered.
'111

Over time, however,

As later sections of this 'report

of
indicate, it is now argued that one of the primary functions

taff development is to make it possible for school systems to

Idea

chanits imposed by forces outside the control of staff developers
nd or to kee

thins from

ettin

worse while adaptive mechanisms

re being put in place bY persons other than those concerned with
tiff deveio ment.
the
It is acknowledged that the data collection procedures and

nalytic procedures employed in this study encouraged intentions
"con.
hat, from an experimentalist perspective, might be viewed as

imimating."

However, it has come to be the university researcher's

evaluations
view (see Schlechty and Noblit, 1962) that persuasive

(i.e, evaluations that lead people to act) necessarily involve such
interactions.

What practitioners need and what they feel they need

addition to "scientific evidence."
are more than facts and something in
Conventional forms of evaluation tend to overwhelm practitioneri with
facts.

do in
Practitioners know, for example, that much of what they

those who participate
the name of staff development is not honored by
in it.

Furthermore, they believe that there are many who participate

concerned
in and support staff development who are not particularly

is having the
with evidence that the staff development activity

effects it is supposed to have.

Practitioners also know that the way

organiAd and managed, there
staff development activity is typically
have systematic (1.41.,
is sometimes little chance the activity could

effects be for good
wide spread and uniform) effects whether those
or for ill.

the best
Yet, they may also believe at the same time that

12

systematically improving the
hope for improving schools resides. in
quality of employee performance in schools.

They know that improving

the quality of employee performance requires a sustained commitment
to staff development.

Furthermore, they believe that if existing

effective
forms of staff development cannot somehow be linked to the

likelihood that
and efficient operation of schools, there is little
time of fiscal
commitment to staff development will be sustained in a
retrenchment.

This combination of knowledge and beliefs is extremely

significant.

If these facts are to be dealt with, what practitioners

lucid summations of
need and what they feel they need are clear and
what is happening
what is going on around them, and as a result,
around them and to them.

Furthermore, as Mills (1959) has observed,

is that concc ,ts and ideas
the promise of the sociological imagination

from the pressure of
can be developed which liberate men and women
they have so that
their daily lives and the immediate experiences
better
(a) they have more control over their lives and (b) they are

experiences they gain in
able to evaluate and give meaning to those
carrying out their roles.

This report is an attempt to provide some

of these concepts and ideas.
The data collection

procedures and analytic devices employed

in this study admittedly lack quantitative precision.

The hope is

compensated for through
that what is sacrificed in precision will be
1970).
powerful qualitative explanation (Dubin,

Some Up -Front Conclusions

of staff develThis report is based on a variety of case studies

system and a detailed study
opment efforts in one large urban school
of the context in which these efforts exist.

Some of these case

13

studies are available'in published form (e.g., Whitford, 1981; Joslin,
Others are presently being prepared for publication as are a

1982).

variety of short essays regarding one analytic point or. another.

In

addition, this report is baser' on practitioner reactions and commen-

taries regarding the content of these case studies and essays.
As Griffin (1983) observes, it is now axiomatic that the
characteristics of settings in which staff development occurs strongly
influence the success of the staff development effort.

The difficulty,

of course, is in developing useful descriptions of these settings (i.e.,
of
the context of staff development) and in determining which features

these settings are most influential or significant in determining the
effects staff development will have.

No single study can provide

definitive answers to the perplexities 4nd complexities these difficulties present.

However, the study reported here does suggest some

possible directions in which answers might be sought.

The data

collected in'the course of this study and the subsequent analyses have
led to the following general conclusions:
1.

2.

3.

is
Establishing the capacity to maintain control and direction
who
one of the most critical problems confronting persons
would use staff development as a means of initiating change.

control is
The source of the problems related to direction and
generally located in the fact that control over the most
important elements that must be coordinated if direction is to
be maintained (i.e., control over fiscal resources, program
decisions, program evaluation, and personnel assignments) is
generally diffuse throughout the system.

authority
Those programs and activities that are located in the
above
structure of the school so that the elements identified
through
a
formal
can be coordinated from a single office, or
coalition of offices, are more likely to have systematTZT-that depend
change oriented effect than are those programs
on voluntary cooperation.

14.

4.

5.

located
Because most change oriented staff development is not
in the authority structure in ways that facilitates coordination, most staff development programs are peculiarly
vulnerable to co-optation for the purpose of serving the
For example, schools
maintenance needs of persons and systems.
schools enare systems of scarce rewards and the ethos of
courages that rewards be equally distributed. In public
education, differential rewards for differential contributions,
is practiced largely only in relation to role groups (e.g.,
principals are paid more than teachers). Furthermore, some
role groups get more or less than others regardless of their
development is
actual contributions. Participation in staff
one of the few mechanisms available to schools to assure that
the limited rewards available can be and in fact are
distributed on a differential basis related to contribution
the
within equivalent positions. Put differently, one of
effects of staff development is to assure that schools can
of
distribute rewards unequally when the traditional structure
schools encourages equal distribution of rewards.

the manifest
As a result of the conditions described above,
is
function of staff development (i.e., to produce change)
the
case;
but
less frequently obtained than might otherwise be
staff development to serve an
the same conditions encourage
maintaining
equally important function (i.e., the function of
Furthermore, regardless
persons and maintaining the system).
supporting
of the success of staff development in producing or
does make
change, staff development as presently constituted
imposed
on
it possible for the system to respond to changes
the staff
the system from a variety of sources external to
conditions
development enterprise. Under the stressful
compelled to
produced by larger societal forces, schools are
implement
the
change in ways that those who are required to
they do not
change do not fully comprehend or with which
mechanism
for adapting
sympathize. Given these conditions, some
Staff developto these societal pressures must be developed.
ment is one such adaptive mechanism.

valid, one is left with
Assuming the conclusions presented above are

developers insist that the programs they
the question, "Why then do staff
especially in the face of evidence
create do produce systematic change
to the contrary?"

of
(Indeed, staff developers seldom seek evidence

of course, for consumer
change, or other evaluative evidence, except
satisfaction checklists.)

The reason, we believe, is obvious.

Most

development are people oriented,
persons with strong commitments to staff
as opposed to system oriented.

They understand, or believe, that the
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and the needs
primary aim of their work shouTdbe individual teachers

these individuals express.

They also believe that many of these needs

have little to do with change or-improvement.

The need is for main-

tenance in a reward starved, status starved system.

(Preventing

it simply prevents
teacher burn-out does not make the teacher better,

a good teacher from getting worse.)

Furthermore, staff developers

scarce and
are generally aware that schools, where resources are

fertile territory for
pressures for improvement are great, are not
expressly intended to
gaining access to support for programs that are
observe one such
"keep things from getting worse." .(We did, however,
Program), and this
program in this school system, (the Employee Assistance
of Education mandate.)
program proceeded from an explicit Board

Thus,

they do in terms of
staff developers are prone to legitimize what

maintenace is more likely to be
change, even though they understand that
the result.

(Coordinating teachers (school level staff developers)

were particularly outspoken on this point.)
indicated above would be that
A more cynical response to the question
of the facts.
those who conduct staff development are ignorant

The

such a conclusion.
results of this study, however, do not support

Indeed, the contrary seems to be the case.

Those who are in charge of

the school system studied here,
staff development activity, at least in
that much of what they did had
were remarkably sensitive to the fact
actions were intended to
little chance of producing the changes their
produce.

this way:

put the matter
For example, one person in the school system
pleased and all the
"Given all the people'who have to be

action, it is difficult to do
persons who have a little piece of the
anything systematic in staff development."
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Another cynical explanation is that staff developers have a callous
disregard for the facts and just "keep on keeping on" in spite of what
they know,because the job they do meets their own needs for status and
rewards.

Such a view is not supported by the evidence available in

this study.

For example, in the school system in which this study was

conducted, those persons most heavily involved in the conduct of staff
development activity (i.e., staff developers) and those persons who
most frequently volunteered to participate in staff development programs were typically drawn from the population that enjoyed relatively
high status in the system or who were judged by others to be
"successful."

One of the most frequent complaints from staff developers was that
"those who need it don't get it and those who get it don't need it."
Simultaneously, those who enjoyed a reputation among participants and
peers for running staff development programs of high quality were
frequently called on to "volunteer" to run one more workshop or conduct
one more activity, frequently without pay and usually without public
recognition.

Those who most frequently were called on to conduct staff

development activity were, on an hourly basis, the least well paid in the
system and the status they enjoyed was usually marginal.

For example,

developbuilding level coordinating teachers who were charged with staff

ment responsibility at the building level were paid on a teacher level
salary.

Teachers, however, typically were released from official school

duties two to three hours earlier than were coordinating teachers.
time (e.g.,
Furthermore, coordinating teachers routinely volunteered extra

planning efforts or program
summer vacation time and evenings) to support
development efforts.

Some teachers and many administrators did the same,
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form of "volunteerism" was
of course, but for teachers, at least, this
not as routine.

associated with
In addition, numerous other persons

time to their task.
staff development voluntarily gave additional

In

in and commitment to staff developthis setting, at least, involvement
spent on
ment'significantly increased the amount of time individuals
the job.

gains in no way
Furthermore, the economic benefits and status

commitments.
were commensurate with these additional

Building

to staff development
principals who were by reputation most committc4
those who spend the mast time on the
were also observed to be among
job.

most
Curriculum specialists and coordinating teachers who were

activity also spent substantially
actively involved in staff development
infrequent that these persons
more time at work, and it was

eeeived

additioral pay for additional work.
to staff development
Perhaps more important, a strong commitment

marginal status in the system.
was often associated with

Males less

roles in staff development
frequently than females took leadership
structure of the system.
though males dominated the administrative

active roles in staff develOpment
Similarly, those males who did take
For
"not administrative material."
were prone to be stigmatized as
school based research assistant for
example, the teacher who became the

this project aspired to a principalship.

He was advised by numerous

administrators that a too close
experienced principals and other line
would jeopardize his chances for
association with staff development
promotion.

later, the system herein under
As will be more fully elaborated
For example, the individual
transition.
study seemed to be in a stage of
principalship as were numerous other
mentioncd above was appointed to a
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individuals associated with this project as well as others clearly
identified with staff development.

Thus, it may be that the Superin-

tendent's strong commitment to staff development was and is having
impact on the norms that govern the allocation of status and rewards.
It is, however, too early to tell whether this is the case., Furthermore,
the more important point is that those who were and those who are

associated with staff development entered their present roles under
conditions that suggested that clear and visible commitment to staff
development was not the most advantageous route "up" the organization.
Thus, it seems clear that a cynical

interpretation of the reasons for

involvement in or commitment to staff development by individuals,
especially individuals with clear indentities in the staff development
enterprise, is suspect.

Assuming ignorance and/or self-interests do not account for the

continuing commitment to staff development and, therefore, assuming that
that the
most who support staff development do so in the full knowledge
(at
possibility of significantly influencing the system is very limited

perplexing
least under the present circumstances), one is left with the

question, "Why, then, does a system support staff development and why do
people participate?"

As indicated earlier, our conclusion with regard

to this matter is straightforward.

School systems, like other organi-

zations, must be maintained as well as improved.

Unlike other

to
organizations, however, school systems have few resources available

serve maintenance functions.

The consequence is that for whatever

is strong
flexible rand noncategorical resources become available, there

pressure to divert these resources to serve necessary maintenance
functions.

Because few staff development programs are located in the
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needed resources
authority structure ii1 ways that make control over

maintenance purposes becomes
easy, the co-optation of these resources for
routine.

Isometimes stated
Furthermore, there is-a faint understanding
this is the case.

explicity) that

The fact is that maintenance is a

valued function in schools, just as it is in other organizations.
is in well
However, maintenance is not as legitimate in schools as it

Peters and
run business enterprises (e.g., Pascal and Athos, 1981,

Waterman, 1982).

A Caveat

and activities were
In the conduct of this study, numerous programs
presented above.
observed that violated some or all of the conclusions

observed has had
For example, there can be little doubt that the system
by-forced
unusual success in surmounting the difficulties presented
busing.

Indeed, this system was recently singled out by a nationally

where "busing has
prominent figure as one of the few school systems

worked and the intentions of busing were realized."

Local informants

attribute this fact to the effects of staff development.

As one put it,

helped us to keep the
''Staff development, more than any other thing,
doors open."

taken at face
If these observations and comments can be

has been effective in the
value, it is clear that staff development
school system.

the conditions
However, staff development did not create

to which it responded.

Rather, staff development, provided an adaptive

imposed change.
mechanism to support the implementation of externally
the researchers
Similarly, there were numerous occasions upon which
yositive eft ". is of staff
observed or heard testimony of a variety of

development programs.

Indeed, in every program or activity studied, a

of the participants reported
substantial proportion (usually a majority)
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that they felt the program was good for them or for someone else.
Furthermore, in most instances, these reports were quite specific.

For

example, many teachers who partitipated in a 'widely disparaged staff
development effort aimed at introducing a reading management system indicated that they felt "others" needed to be reminded of the importance
of basic skills.

Indeed, some went so far as to suggest that they too

needed such reminding.

The point is that in individual cases (and sometimes the number of
individuals was, relatively speaking, quite large), staff development in
this system did seem to have its intended effects.

Thus, these who would

defend staff development as an instrument of change would find much in
the data collected in this project to support their biases.

On the

other hand, those who believed that school based staff development
activity is basically ineffective in producing change would find much
to support their bias as well.

Thus, the school system in which this

study was conducted paradoxically provides nurturance for several
different biases one might have about the staff development enterprise.
These contradictory data constitute major problems for a researcher
or evaluator.

There is, for example, no definitiup judgment which can

be rendered regarding the effects and effectiveness of staff development
aimed at individual school sites.
make could be made.

Several cases which one might wish to

Furthermore, once the cases were made, one could

equal
locate many vocal proponents of the conclusion advanced and an

number of equally vocal dissidents from that conclusion.

In a broader

sense, however, the variety of perspectives that could be supported by
in which to
whatever conclusions were drawn provides an unusual setting

study alternative forms of staff development and the effects these
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alternative forms seem to have.

Indeed, the sheer variety of staff

development programs and activities present in the school system studied
provides a unique laboratory for the study of staff development
generally.

A Point of View
One of the primary purposes of this study was to develop a conceptual
framework from,which to evaluate the effects and effectiveness of staff
development programs.

The nature of the term evaluation suggests con-

cepts like good and bad, right and wrong, appropriate and inappropriate.

Therefore, there is some compulsion to pronounce a verdict regarding the
relative merit and worth of the staff development system under examination.
Given the state of the art in the evaluation of staff development programs and staff development systems, any verdict rendered would likely be
suspect.

For example, if one employed certain criteria (e.g., the

quantity of staff

evelopment activity or the amount of resources

committed to staff development activity), the superiority of the system
studied here is beyond dispute.

Indeed, even without refined or dis-

criminating analysis, it is easy to demonstrate that the amount of system
resources committed to staff developme:It in the system herein studied

is

equal to and in excess of the resources committed to staff development
by the most active system reported by Moore and Hyde (1980).

Furthermore,

internal and external evaluations of various staff development programs
are at least as effective (by conventional measures) as are other staff
development programs in other school systems.
There is certainly no reason to believe that the quality of staff

development programs in the system studied is any worse than the quality
in other systems and the quantity is generally far greater.

FurthermePa,.
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of externally
the successes the sysllem had in confronting a variety
induced changes (e.g., desegregation via forced busing) and the
significance local officials attach to staff development accounting for
in
that success suggests that qualitatively staff development programs

the local system may be superior to alternatives in many other systems.
Indeed, we believe researchers and evaluators would need to search far
and use very narrow criteria before they would find a significant
number of school systems that had staff development programs that had

more salutarious effects on individuals, school faculties or the school
system generally than were observed in this school system.
effectiveness of
In spite of.these observations, the effects and
to be
the staff development programs observed were frequently known

quite marginal in terms of their intended effects.

Put directly, in the

system studied, the data support the assertion that staff development
nearly of the
does produce some change, but the change produced is not

magnitude hoped for or claimed by some proponents of staff development.
Furthermore, the evidence supports the assertion that staff development
that its critics
has many unanticipated salutarious effects on the system
ignore.

Unfortunately, the failure of proponents to consider the un-

of critics to
intended effects of staff development and the penchant
in
ignore these effects distracts thoughtful attention from the ways

of quality of
which staff development serves and fails to serve the end
instruction in schools.

One further purpose of this report is to high-

overlooked by
light those features of staff development that are
proponents and critics alike.
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Organization of the Remainder of the Report
into four chapters.
The remainder of this report is organized

The

illuminate the general
following chapter (Chapter Two) -is intended to

context from which the above conclusions were derived.

The specific

the ways in which power and
purpose of this chapter is to describe
(and, we believe, many
authority are distributed in this school system
to staff
others) and the ways in which power and authority relative
the staff developdevelopment affect the operation and effectiveness of

ment enterprise generally.
staff development
Chapter Three centers attention on the functions
in
In this chapter, it is suggested that

serves in school systems.

development serves to
addition to the often noted change function, staff
"keep things from getting worse" (i.e., maintenance).

Furthermore, it is

to participate in staff
suggested that theforces that motivate persons

designers sometimes
development are considerably more varied than program
understand or acknowledge.
first step in evaluating
Chapter Four advances the notion that the

evaluating the capacity of
staff development programs has to do with
maintain coordinatiorrand exercise
these programs to maintain direction,
control over resources.

In this chapter, some suggestions are made

to which staff developregarding the sources of variance in the degree

direction, coordination and
ment programs and activities can maintain
control.

the most controversial
Chapter Five is likely to be perceived as

intent to convey to the reader some
chapter in this report for it is our

of this research project
general impressions developed as a result
staff development in the public
regarding the problems and prospects of
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schools of this nation.

In essence, it will be argued that the way

schools are presently organized places considerable pressure on the staff

development enterprise to keep things from getting worse and distracts
attention from the intended purpose of staff development which is to
make things better.

Furthermore, it is argued that until the mainte-

nance system of schools (i.e., the system that keeps things from getting

worse) is considerably enriched, there is little likelihood that change
oriented staff development can systematically succeed.
Given this line or argument, some concrete suggestions are made regarding how schools might be reorganized and staff development integrated
into that reorganized system so that school

personnel can keep things

from getting worse while they endeavor to make them better.
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Chapter Two

Organizational Context
statement in the field
If there is such a thing as an axiomatic
contain three elements:
of staff development, it would probably

(a)

has a direct effect on
the context in which staff development occurs
its goals, (b) the buildthe likelihood the activity will succeed in
unit to be taken into account
ing level unit is the most significant

staff development programs
when attempting to design or evaluate
the only effective forms
(Indeed, some go so far as to suggest that
building level
of staff development are those that are focused on

of leaders (especially
faculties.), and (c) the support and involvement

understanding the effects of staff
building principals) is crucial in
development in schools.

challenge any
The results of the present study'do not necessarily
of these elements.

found
Indeed, there is a sense in which everything

in this study tends to support them.

For example, it was found that

school units with regard
there was wide variability between and among
involved in staff development activto the degree to which staff were
ities.

considerable variation
Similarly, it was found that there was

to centrally initiated staff
in the way local building staff responded
development activity.

in those schools
It was also observed that,

in building level initiated activity
where there was heavy involvement

sponsored activity, the building prinor wide participation in system

role in procuring
cipal was likely to play an active and assertive
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resources, scheduling meetings and sometimes becoming directly involved
It was also found to be much
as a participant or as an instructor.
development program had systemeasier to develop evidence that _a staff
the program focused on
atic effects on instructional programs when
entire school staffs or departments.
many situations that
In spite of these confirming data, there were
simple explanations.
did not seem to square with unequivocal or
example

For

initiatives in support
it was frequently observed that strong

principals at the junior
of staff development activity by building
typically less potent than at the
and senior high school levels were
elementary level.

in which
However, not a single instance was observed

activity occurred at
widespread participation in a staff development
the principal.
the building level withoa the support of

Thus, the

the implementation of systemabsence of principal support may preclude
the commitment of the principal
atic staff development programs, but
sufficient to guarantee
to this or that program did not seem to be
its implementation.

For example, in one case, a principal had been

system-wide change effort was initipresent (and supportive) when a
to be identified as unusually
ated in a school and that school came

successful in implementing the desired change.

He was later transferr-

target for the same change effort.
ed to another school thit was also a
got beyond the exHowever, in the second school, the initiative never

commitment to the
ploration stage, and over time, the principal's
change began to erode.
there is much more involved
Situations such as these suggest that
staff development than having
in introducing charige through systematic

preferred leadership
supportive principals or principals with some
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style.

Iewas also observed that there were several system level

initiatives to which almost

every faculty responded uniformly.

In

one instance, at least, there was convincing evidence that the change

the system-wide staff development program was intended to bring about
had occurred, at least at a minimal

level in every school.

Observa-

tions such as these lead to the conclusion that while building level
will
context variables are critical determinants of the ways faculties

respond to various staff development efforts, the way the building
level unit is embedded in the larger context of the school system is
also important.

For example, Joslin (1982) attributed different levels

of success in implementing one staff development program in part to
the
the way various school faculties perceived their relationship to

status system of the larger school system and to the aspirations the
faculty had for job mobility outside the building level unit.
Thus, one proposition that was consistently supported was that
of staff
the relative success and effectiveness of alternative forms
development are at least in part determined by a variety of contextual
conditions.
portant.

Four such conditions were identified as particularly im-

,First and probably most important is the extent to which the

give direction
patterns of power, authority and status that are used to
with the
and control to the staff development activity are congruent

give direction
patterns of power, authority and status that serve to
the staff
and control to the particular work setting toward which

development activity is oriented.

It may be that one of the reasons

the building level unit has been shown to be so critical in explaining
staff development
the effects and effectiveness of alternative forms of
loosely
is that, in most school systems, building level units are only
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linked to the largerlystem of power and authoilty.

This being the

case, staff development that is not congruent with the facts and
perceptions of building level autonomy are unlikely to have the effects
intended.

On the other hand, in the school system studied here, numer-

ous school buildings were observed that were more fully integrated into
system level power, authority and status structures, and these building
level units seemed to respond quite differently and more positively to
outside initiatfves intended to produce change.

Our contention here

is that staff developers must be aware of and consider the way in

which individual buildings are autonomous from or dependent upon
district-centered power, authority and status.
A second contextual condition has to do with evaluation.

Regardless

of the source of initiation, the closer the link between the exevaleate
ercise of evaluative authority, especially the authority to

programs, and the staff development activity, the more likely...the
direction and to
staff development program is to maintain a coherent

systematically pursue the ends for which it was designed.

Conversely,

linked to program evalustaff development activity that is not closely
committed to
ation is likely to lose focus and direction and the resources

variety of ends in
that activity are likely to be diverted to support a
which
addition to and frequently in competition with the ends toward

the program is designed.
the effects
A third conclusion regarding the impact of context on

the means by
and effectiveness of staff development activity is that
delivered
which the content and intentions of the staff development are

with the structure of
to or within the work setting must be congruent
that work setting.

Put differently, the "fit" between organizational
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structure and the means of delivering staff development to faculties
goes far in determining the effects and effectiveness a staff development program will display.
Finally, given the sensitivity of staff development to the
characteristic patterns by which power, authority and status are distributed in school systems and given the difficult management task

associated with reconciling these patterns with the requirements of
systematic approaches to staff development, it was concluded that the
tendency is for systems to center staff development attention and

resources on those forms of staff development that are least affected by

these contextual condition; More specifically, given the difficulties
associated, ith coordinating prevailing patterns of power, authority,
status and evaluation with the expectations embedded in change oriented
staff development, the tendency is to concentrate attention on indi-

viduals rather that on systems and to give value to activity that
prOmises to change persons without regard to whether or not the activity
demonstrably changes programs or the effects of these programs.
The remainder of the present chapter will present a more detailed
discussion of these observations and provide the reader with examples
of the evidence upon which these conclusions are based.

Structural Integration
The school system in which this study was conducted had 104
schools.

Of these, ten were high schools, twenty-one were junior high

schools and the remainder were elementary schools.
elementary schools were K-6, some K-3 and some 4-6.

Some of the

The school system

also had alternative types of schools (e.g., open schools and traditional
schools).

.Over- arching these 104 building level units was an

3/
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administrative structure divided into eight areas1each with its own
area superintendent,

These areas roughly paralleled school attendance

(They were sometime& referred to as feeder areas:)

districts.

However,

due to court ordered b4sing, the areas were not geographically contiguous.

Furthermore, the fact that the system had been declared by

court order a unified school system placed considerable restraint on
the amount of autonomy enjoyed in each area.

For example, budgets

were generally centralized and personnel employment was centralized
as well.

Furthermore, the fiscal resources available to support staff

develOpment programs were also centralized and most of these resources
were located in offices under the direction and supervision of the
Associate Superintendent for Program Services (Figure I presents a
diagram of the formal structure of the school system).

Practically

speaking, therefore, the system in which this study was conducted was
highly centralized with authority flowing from the Superintendent to
.

the Deputy Superintendent through the area superintendents to the local
building units.
structure."

In local parlance this was referred to as "the line

As will be noted in Figure I, the office of Associate

Superintendent for Program Services, where staff development is located,
is off to the side and separated from the line structure.

Thus, sym-

bolically and in fact, those "in the line" who controlled the fiscal
resources for supporting staff development programs and activities were
administratively separated from those persons and offices who controlled
the programs staff development activity was intended to affect.
There was, in addition, one further compounding fact.

As was

indicated in the introduction, almost every building had assigned to
it one person, the coordinating teacher, who had responsibility for
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local building level.
program development a0d staff development at the
line personnel
However., these persons were accountable exclusively to

(i.e., building principals).

Officially, at feast, these building

fiscal or technical
level specialists could only make requests for

support from the central office "through the line."

Thus, those in

development and many
control of the fiscai resources to support staff

most proficient in program
of those who were by reputation technically
specialists)
development and staff development (e.g., s.ubject matter

from their counterparts
were separated not only from the line but
(

building level.
.e., the coordinating teacher) at the

the way staff develThese conditions had a variety of effects on
both to building level units
opment programs were designed and delivered
and to individuals.

Furthermore, the nature of these effects was such

what is meant by the term
that they served to demonstrate quite clearly
structural integration or
"structural integration" and to illustrate how
development programs.
lack of it affects the operation of staff
development were
Given the way fiscal resources supporting staff
fact that most of the
controlled (i.e., central control) and given the
office (the coordicurriculum specialists were located in the central
for building level
nating teachers were generalists), it is clear that

resources, it was
i''ts to gain access to these fiscal and technical
integrated into the existing
necessary for these units to be somehow

central system of power and authority.

Furthermore, gaining access to

least, embracing centralization
these resources implied, for some at
mode of operation.
(as opposed to school autonomy) as a preferred
those building level units
:tif: consequence was that in most instances
it

placed the highest
which the local administrator and/or the faculty
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priority on autonomous action were also thine building level units
in which systematic approaches to staff development were least likely
to emerge.

Conversely, those building level units in which the bound-

aries between the building and the system were less clearly defined
seemed more likely to:

(a) develop locally initiated staff development

programs and (b) participate (individually and collectively) in staff
development programs sponsored and initiated at the central office level.
A similar observation was made, at least in early stages of this
research project, with regard to area level staff development activity.

Specificely there were some area superintendents who clearly perceived, that.their role should be that of a chief executive officer of

an intermediate school district.

These persons were quite vocal about

their dissatisfaction with lack of area control of the staff development
budget.

They also were often generally less assertive in their

pursuit of centrally controlled staff development system and its human
and financial resources.

As one put it, "I don't like to be a supplicant

every time I want to run a workshop in my area."

On the other hand,

middle level
there were area superintendents who viewed their role as

managers running "departments" in a large organization.

These persons

seemed most active in pursuing centrally controlled staff development
resources and in encouraging those below them to "take advantage of"
central system.
programs, activities and workshops sponsored by the

In sum, area superintendents who perceived centralization as an
of
organizational fact were generally more likely to avail themselves

central system than were
resources and opportunities provided by the
organizational
those who saw subunit autonomy as the central fact of
life.
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building
It is also interksting that those area superintendents,

prior work exprincipals and coordinating teachers who had in their
structure
perience occupied positions in the central administrative

also seemed to be most aggressive in pursuing resources to support
and areas.
staff development activity in their school buildings

They

teachers
"were also the most aggressive in pursuing opportunities for

from their areas or schools to participate in centrally sponsored
-staff development. Activity.

For example, in her study of the differ-

system level
ential responses of two junior high school faculties to a
ininitiated staff development program intended to improve reading

several obstruction in the junior high schools, Joslin (1982) made

which the
servations regarding a successful school (i.e., a school in
school.
innovation was systematically implemented) and a non-successful

system that had
First, the non-successful school was part of a county

been consolidated with the city system.

Though this consolidation had

faculty continued to
,occurred 20 years prior to the present study, the
system, sometimes
view themselves as separate from the larger school
school district."
referring to themselves as a "school district within a
Conversely, the successful

school was built subsequent to consolidation

symbolize that it was
and was intentionally located in such a way as to

symbolize system integration (i.e., it
a part of both systems and thus to
the old city and county systems).
was located on the boundary line between
the successful
Second, both administrative staff and teachers from

the larger school
school routinely sought promotion opportunties in
in the less successful
system, whereas this pattern was not present
school.

faculty in
Joslin argues that this condition encouraged the

oriented toward system level
the successful school to be positively

initiatives

precisely:because
provided

opportunities for
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participation in

system-wide activity

visibility and thus
created the
chances of
enhancement. There
was other
evidence that the
school was more
successful
fully
integrated into the
larger system
less
than was the
successful school.
For example,
the
spent
uccessful school's
considerable time and
faculty
energy in
responding to a
date to change
th'e design
system-wide manof the
curriculum in order
low
to better serve
achieving
students. The
non-successful
this change
school's attitude
was
toward
substantially
different. As one
matter,
respondent put the
status

When the
new junior high
curriculum was mandated
Superintendent, this
faculty got busy,
by the
intention was to
and our first
design
as many of
&curriculum that
our people
would hold
as passible. For
teachers knew
that if they
example,
science
students would
didn't develop
sign up for,
electives
teachers. History
we would
was the same way. lose some science
cept under which
This was the
we operated.
conClearly, this
school's chief
mission was not
it was
responsiveness but rather
maintenance of
present
arrangements. The point
those school
here is that
building and
intermediate units
that were most
tegrated into the
fully inprevailing patterns
of power,
were also most
authority and
status
responsive to
initiatives offered
within this
Thus, it
appears that it is
structure.
possible that
one of the
few
reasons that so
centrally initiated
staff
development programs and
are effective on a
change efforts
widespread basis is
that the
school
traditional forms of
organization mitigate
against the
building level
integrated into the
unit being fully
school system.
Indeed, this is
meant by the
precisely what is
concept of "loose
linkage," which is
often used to characterize a school
system.
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There are, in ad9ition, other data that provide warrant. for the

conclusion suggested above.

First, in spite of the fact that almost

every school building had an individual who was officially charged
with responsibility for developing building level program development
and staff development activities, there was amazingly little of this
activity that occurred outside the context of the centralized staff
development system.

Most of the building level activity that did

take place occurred in dirE:t response to central office initiatives

and the units that were most responsive tended to be disproprotionately
drawn from the units that were most clearly integrated into the larger
system.

Second, almost all of those long term and systematic building
level initiatives that occurred in the less structurally integrated
school buildings resulted from local inventions and local

initiatives

as various studies (e.g., RAND, 1'975) would lead one to expect.
example, the building unit that Joslin found to be unsuccessful

For

in its

response to a centrally initiated effort to improve reading instructinn

and which was also found to be resistent to a centrally initiated mandate for curriculum change had, in fact, developed and implemented a
fundamentally restructured approach to mathematics instruction and had

coordinated this development with the high school to which it served as
a feeder school.

The critical difference between this latter effort and

the other two efforts seems to have been that the way power and authority
were assigned for the development of the latter program was congruent
with the way the building was embedded in the larger authority structure
of the school system, whereas the power and authority related to the
less successful efforts were not so congruent.

To explain further, the
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depower and authority for the development of the successful program

with the fact that
rived from within the school and thus were congruent
this school was, relatively autonomous within the school syitem.

For

the unsuccessful efforts, power and authority were based outside the
inschool (i.e., at the central office level) and were, therefore,

consistent with the autonomous nature of,the school.
Third, while it is the case that there was wide variation in the
in or
degree to which various elementary school faculties participated

degree
initiated staff development activity and some variation in the
initiated
to which junior high school faculties participated in or

the degree
staff development programs, there was little variation in
initiated staff
to which high school faculties participated in or
development activity.

The fact is that most of the staff development

activity observed in this school system involved elementary teachers
and elementary school faculties.

Some of the activity involved junior

high teachers and junior high faculties.

It was only on limited and

high school faculhighly unusual occasions that it was observed that

ties engaged in any sort of staff development beyond graduate study
leading to advanced degrees.

There are, of course, numerous possible

explanations for this fact.

For example, much of the centrally spon-

activity of the
sored staff development activity, including the
teachers
Teaching Learning Center, was oriented more to elementary

than to high school teachers.
factor.

Thus, availability might have been a

Second, high school teachers in this system, as in most

male and more well
other systems, tended to be somewhat older, more
educated (i.e., had

more degrees) than were elementary teachers.

against the development
Any or all of thes.e conditions might mitigate
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of strong incentivesor participation in staff development.
Finally, there are many more forces (e.g., departmentalization and
specialization) in the organization of high schools to encourage
segmentation and lack of unified direction than are present in elementary schools.

Putting these important matters aside for a moment, however, it

also seems reasonable to hypothesize one other reason elementary
teachers more regularly participate.in long-term and systematic staff
development efforts than do secondary teachers:

the elementary teachers'

perception of the authority base from which staff development typically
proceeds is much more congruent with the reality in schools than is
secondary teachers' perceptions of that authority base.

Specifically,

most of the staff development activity observed i.n the course of this
study centered attention on gereric principles of teaching and learning,
diagnosis and prescription, growth and development.

The assumption

seemed to be that there was something generic aboJt the teaching act
and that it was possible to transmit the generic principles to others.
The authority of staff development, at least in the system studied here,
was based on the assumption that process and technique were important.
Secondary teachers seemed less convinced that this is so.

For many

secondary teachers, what is to be taught seems more important than how
it

is to be taught and activities that emphasize how over what tended

to be disparaged by secondary teachers.

Secondary teachers tended to

view how-to-workshops as "mickey mouse, fun and games and gimmicks,"

whereas elementary teachers were generally more flattering in their
comments abount such workshops and activities.

Indeed, it may be more

than coincidence that it was found that those junior high schools in
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from
which the administratjve leadership and/or the faculty came

elementary school backgrounds were generally more likely to initiate
or be involved in systematic staff development efforts than were junior

high faculties more oriented toward secondary schools.
tural integration seems to be an importaht

Again, struc-

explanatory variable but

here the form of structural integration referred to is the structure
of knowledge about

teaching and learning upon which staff development

is based (see Joslin, 1982).

The Primacy of Evaluative Authority
In their book, Evaluation and the Exercise of Authority, Dornbusch
and Scott (1975) argue that evaluations that count (i.e., make a

difference in performance) must be based on creditable observations
be seen to
(e.g., the performance being evaluated must be seen and must

have been seen) and somehow linked to meaningful rewards.

Most important,

evaluations that count must be taken into account by those who are seen
to be in a position to distribute rewards and inflict punishments.

One

likelihood that a staff
of the most critical factors that determines the
development program will maintain a systematic direction (i.e., a
results) has to do
direction logically designed to produce the intended

development program
with the extent to which the expectations of the staff
comes to be embedded in and reflected by the systems of evaluation em-

ployed by those with evaluative authority.

In the two years and more

project, there were
that the researchers were collecting data for this

of system level initiatives
numerous opportunities to observe a variety
intended to produce system-wide effects.

For all the reasons suggested

In the effects and
in the preceding section, there was wide variability
faculties to say
effectiveness these initiatives had on building level
faculties.
nothing of the variability that existed within
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Basically, it was generally observed that almost any form of staff

development activity (e.g., one-day workshops and long-term systematic
efforts) had an impact that someone someplace viewed as desirable.
There was certainly no evidence found that any form of staff development
did any particular harm. However, it was also difficult to locate or

develop convincing or persuasive evidence that staff development programs
had systematic effects on participants.

Furthermore, evidence that

these programs had salutarious effects on children was virtually non1

existent.

Using another criterion for effectiveness, however, there was
activil.y
occasion to observe several different forms of staff development

that seemed to be linked to the effective implementation of various
programs.

(Here the term effective means nothing more or less than that

effort to do the
participants made a sustained though perhaps ritualistic
them to
things the staff development program was intended to encourage
do).

The important point here is that the only thing these programs

seemed to have in common was that the intentions of these programs somehow came to be embeded in the evaluative structure of the school.

For

found that one
example, in the study reported by Joslin (1982), it was

the staff
of the fundamental differences between the school in which
the one in which it did not
program seemed to have the desired effect and
successful school (and building
was that the building principal in the

observed
This is not to say that the staff development programs
this school system, reflecwere ineffective. Rather, it is to say that
simply could not make
ting the state of the art (e.g., Griffin, 1983),
effects and
available convidving and persuasive evidence of the
Claims
of
effectiveness
were
effectiveness of the programs sponsored.
dubious
primarily based on evidence of consumer satisfaction and on very
linkages between this or that program and improved test scores.
1

4!)
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level faculty as well

took the expectations of the program into account

in evaluative discussions that occurred at the building level.

These

discussions did not occur in the. less successful school.

The, only staff development program that clearly had a systematic

effect at the high school level proceeded from a system-wide mandate to
improve writing instruction and the insistence of a central office
functionary that this mandate provided a basis for evaluating programs
of instruction.

Furthermore, these evaluations (i.e., the evaluation of

writing instruction in secondary schools) were used as a basis for
generating a need for staff development programs centered on writing.
Perhaps the clearest illustration of what is intended here is

contained in the staff development activity surrounding the introduction
of a reading management system in the elementary schools.

The intro-

duction of this reading management system proceeded from a school board
mandate that such a system be installed.

This mandate was supported by

routine evaluations (some called these inspections) to ensure that the
system was being implemented and properly used.

The level at which

these evaluations occurred went up to and through the Deputy Superintendent
of the school system.

For example, on school site visits intended to

provide "dry runs" for regional accreditation, the Deputy Superintendent

routinely inquired into the degree to which the reading management system
was being used.

Even more routinely, he assigned the central office

reading specialist the task of conducting such "inspections."

The

result was that the central office reading specialist as well as other
level coorelements of the staff development system (e.g., building

other inservice
dinating teachers, the Teaching Learning Center staff and
specialists) were routinely called on to conduct workshops to facilitate
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the implementation ofthe reading management System and to provide a
variety of consultative activities oriented toward the same end.
The interesting, though not surprising, result was that 'the
formally

designed workshops intended to support the introduction of

this innovation (i.e., those workshops that were centrall

initiated

: positively

and those activities offered during the summer) were les
._.

regarded than were the more ad hoc responses presented by the Teaching
Learning Center and/or building level coordinating teachers.

Thus, it

appears likely that change was systematically introduced precisely
because it was linked to the system of evaluation.

However, the question

of which form of staff development (i.e., centrally supported or school
based) was most supportive of implementation of this change is open to
question.

If consumer satisfaction is an indicator, those forms of staff
On the

development that were most systematic were least well regarded.

other hand, the presence of the systematic programs coupled with the
prominence the expectations of this program had in the evaluative
structure clearly gave focus and direction to a variety of highly
individualized responses to the problems the change created for teachers
and administrators.

Clearly, embedding the expectations of a staff development program
in the evaluative structure of the school or school district does not

guarantee that a staff development program will be effective.

For

example, we are convinced that many persons complied with the expectations

of the reading management system only on a ritualistic level.

Indeed,

interview data indicate that many teachers were philosophically opposed
and would
to the assumptions underlying the reading management system

quickly abandon its use given the option of doing so.

5

On the other hand,
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the fact that the expictations of the reading management system (and
other demonstrably implemented staff development programs as well) were

embedded in the evaluative structure served to focus attention on
specific staff development needs and to make it possible to have a widespread response of a variety of forms of staff development to a single
problem.

Even if it could be demonstrated that the particular

innovation supported by the evaluative structure was without merit
(i.e., that it failed to produce intended effects upon students), the
fact remains that on the issue of implementation, connection with

evaluation gives credence to programs and related staff development
activities.

Unfortunately, given the way staff development was typically emAir

bedded in the system studied here and probably many other systems as
well, it is difficult, sometimes impossible, to find such linkages.

If

staff developers hope to implement programs that count, they must seek

ways to assure that measurement of effects of these programs are part of
the system of accounting employed by the school (i.e., the evaluation
system).

Social Structure and Technology
As the term structure is used here, it means nothing more or less
than those relatively permanent and predictable patterns of social
relationships that exist between and among persons in social situations.
In complex social organizations (e.g., schools),some of the most salient

aspects of structure are defined by the positions people occupy and the
expectations regarding the performances and obligations of persons in
those positions..

Technology, as the term is used he're, refers to the
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means of doing a job .whatever the means (e.g., processes) and whatever
the job might be (Dreeben, 1970).2
In recent years, sociologikts have advanced a Mumber of Inter-

esting theories regarding the way social structure and technology
interact (e.g., Woodward, 1965; Perrow, 1970).

Though the nature of

these theoretical arguments will not be elaborated here, the reader
should be aware that the analysis presented here proceeds primarily on
the basis of assumptions drawn from the literature on structure and
technology.

Furthermore, the reader should understand that one of the

fundamental tenets of this body of literature is that the effectiveness
of organizations is in large part determined by the degree to which
the social structure of the organization is congruent with the technology
the organization employs

in the pursuit of its goals.

In the conduct of the present study and particularly as a result of
the work by Joslin (1982), three components of staff development technology were identified.

The first of these components was labeled

recruitment and has to do with the means by which persons are attracted
to and/or induced to participate in staff development activity.

For

example, some programs rely primarily on volunteerism to attract

participants and the perceptions of participants that there is something
inherently worthwhile to be gained by participation.

Other programs

The term technology is used in preference to other choices (e.g.,
that informs
means, processes, methods) primarily btcause the literature
this analysis uses the term technology. The primary quest of this
literature and body of explanation is to describe and explain how social
structure and technology interact (e.g., Perrow, 1970). Since this
seemed
analysis was informed by the structure-technology literature, it
literature.
appropriate to use terminology that is consistent with that
2

5,3
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recruit members through compulsion or through the use of monetary
incentives.

Thus, the means used to recruit participants varies widely

from program to program and the-Pie is variance within programs as well.

A second technological component identified, by Joslin was the

knowledge transmission technology where the concern is with the means
Again, staff

by.which the content of the program is transmitted.
development programs and activities vary widely.

For example, some

programs rely almost exclusively on the use of outside experts and
written materials, whereas

other programs and activities do not use

outsiders and written materials as a means of transmitting knowledge.
Some programs and activities make extensive use of modeling, demonstration and intensive corrective feedback, whereas

other programs

rarely use such means.

A final technological element identified by Joslin was the norm
enforcement technology.

Norm enforcement includes components of the

evaluative. system but it also includes other elements.

Some programs

rely almost exclusively on self-enforcement as a mechanism of insuring
compliance with the expectations of the program.

For example, numerous

programs were observed in which individuals were given extensive
instruction. in some instructional technique or procedure though there

was no effort made to determine whether these techniques were employed
in the classroom.

Other programs (e.g., the reading management program

described above) routinely made provisions for observing performances
and providing corrective feedback.

Other differences in the norm

enforcement structure had to do with the locus of the enforcement
mechanisms.

In some instances, whatever official effort was made to

uphold the expectations of the program was solely the responsibility of
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a

designated

official.
instructor or an administrative

In other instances

expectations of
performance
observed),
the
(these were less frequently
including program
diffuse range of people
upheld
by
a
the program were
Joslin, 1982).
participants themselves (see

leads suggested by the
the
theoretical
Using these concepts and
concluded
and technology, it has been
social
structure
literature on
the
support the assertion that
this
project
that the data collected in
development programs
used to deliver staff
between
the
means
lad, of fit
work setting
structure of the relevant
prevailing
social
and the
will have
which the staff development program
extent
to
decreases the
widespread) effects on the
uniform
and
!,yste atic (i.e., relatively
staff development
Conversely, the more congruent the
rItended audience.
work
structure of the relevant
prevailing
social
technology is with the
For
is to have systematic effects.
likely
the
program
setting, the more
to a system level
contrasting
responses
eY1Tp1e, in her study of
high schools,
instruction in the junior
1,itiative to improve reading
staff developassumptions underlying the
that
the
(1qP,2) observed
of relationships at the
a
pattern
technology employed required
''('T!
approaches
other things, (a) collegial
fostered,
among
level that
classroom
and visibility of the
access
to
stlem-solving, (b) easy
;,
participation
and (c) a perception that
other
teachers,
-rmances of
rewarding to encourage volunteerism.
sufficiently
t)ir prOgraM was
which the
of the school in
the
structure
a variety of reasons,
iffr
the
etfective was consistent with
was
most
,!e\,elopment program
of the staff development
le<ss <successful
;,s1

technology, whereas

school was not consistent.

the structure

For example, in the

history of interdepartmental
school, there was a long
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cooperation, peer observation, and shared decision-making.

In the less

autonomy (nonsuccessful school, building level and classroom level

interdependence)was a highly pH-Zed value.

Thus, the structure of

relationships in the less successful school was simply not supportive
of the means used to deliver the staff development program.

The result

was intended to
was that the change which the staff development program
implemented in
introduce was not implemented in one school, but it was
the other.

There is more here, however.

At this point, the reader might

whereas the other
conclude that one school rejected the innovation,
enbraced it.

This is not quite so.

Indeed, as of the date at which

that the school Joslin
this report is being written, there is evidence

the innovation is now
found to have been unsuccessful in implementing
which had apparently been
becoming active in implementing the innovation
rejected.

difference between the
The evidence suggests that the primary

Joslin is that the technology
present circumstance and that observed by
is fundamentally
presently being used to introduce the innovation

different from the technology initially used.

For example, in the

was made of system
initial effort to implement the program, extensive use
level personnel in the role of consultants.

In addition, some building

and thus set apart from their
level personnel were designated as trainers
colleagues in special ways.

As Joslin observed, these patterns were

established in the initially
relatively consistent with routines already
in the nonsuccessful school, but they were inconsistent with those

successful school.

In its present version, leadership in the staff

from within the local
development activity fundamentally emanates
inducement t.
building and no teachers are given special status as an
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exert "leadership."

thus, it may be that the reason the innovation was

initially rejected was that the staff development means employed were
incongruent with the social strUtture of the school.

This research project has also produced other data that are
consistent with this line of analysis and reasoning.

For example, it

was routinely observed that those school faculties that had a history
of cooperative decision - making or that had engaged in long-term

sustained planning were generally able to respond to staff development
prpgrams that required the presence of a "team" more effectively and
efficiently than could faculties without such a history.

Similarly, as

one would expect, it was observed that follow-up visits to classrooms by
staff development instructors were more likely to meet with resistance in
schools where classroom level autonomy and non - interdependence were highly
prized.

This pattern seemed to hold regardless of the level of the school.

For example, there were a number of elementary schools that enjoyed
reputations of being (a) well regarded by parents and (b) almost totally
lacking in any involvement in or commitment to systematic staff development.

Interviews with coordinating teachers from these schools indicated,

fic,lever, that there was considerable staff development occurring, but

prir-mily the staff development took the form of individual consultative

efforts initiated by the building level coordinating teacher.

Indeed,

the presence of outsiders in these buildings, including members of th
research team, was perceived to cause major disruptiors o: was treated as
a "special event."
rhe rlint here is that decision,, regarding how knowledge should tr.
f,ao,,r-l.ted are riot only deciOon; reoar;!ing the processes of dPlivot
Hifh decivions must al!.() take intr,

ac«,:rrt

the comfit lolls of

th'
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the conditions of the workplace).

reception system

boundaries of the workplace

If the

are clearly drawn and rigidly maintained,

for example, staff development activity that requires substantial
boundary spanning is likely to be resisted.

Systems that are run from

the top probably must be entered from the top.

The patterned

regularities of the workplace (Sarason, 1971) seem to determine how
participants will respond to the means used to introduce change as well
as to the innovation itself.

The Primacy of the Individual

As the reader may have now surmised, most of the long-term and
systematic staff development activity that occurred in the school system
studied emanated from the central administration and required the coop-

erative action of persons functioning under the office of the Associate
Superintendent for Program Services.

However, those persons under the

supervision of the Associate Superintendent for Program Services

essentially had control of only two of the elements that seemed to be
required to provide direction and coordination to staff development
activity.

First, they had fiscal control.

Second, they had a relative

monopoly on perceived expertise in the area of curriculum evaluation and
workshop design and especially in special curriculum areas (e.g., math,
science, etc.).

One serious deficiency, however, was that these persons

did not have any authority in the area of personnel assignment or
personnel evaluation.

Even program evaluation was precluded to them

except on invitation from the line,

The result was that staff develop-

and the
ment that brought together expertise in curriculum evaluation

dorjgn of training activities with control over fiscal resources and
e:aluative authority was difficult to manage.

The huildinq pr inc
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or local school faculty that wished to access experts and financial
resources needed to be very knowledgeable regarding ways the system
could be negotiated.

(This is probably one of the reasons that those

principals, area superintendents, and coordinating teachers with prior
central office experience frequently appeared to be more successful in
securing resources for building activity.)

Similarly, central office

personnel who controlled the fiscal and technical resources needed to
support systematic staff development among school faculties needed to
be aware of a variety of subtle nuances and political strategies that

made it possible to effectively co-opt line authority, especially in
the area of program evaluation.

Indeed, as discussed earlier, without

such authority, the likelihood of sustaining a systematic staff development program is seriously compromised.

It is, perhaps, something more

than a coincidence that two of the more systematic efforts to conduct
staff development from a system level (one in writing and one in
reading) were headed by central office persons who persistently referred
to specific school board mandates and goals calling for the introduction
of a reading management system and improvement in writing.

Furthermore,

both of these persons used the specific mandates and goals as a basis
for legitimizing program evaluation activity, and subsequently, they used
the evaluations they conducted as a basis for inspiring or encouraging
staff development in the areas about which they were concerned.

In

short, in order to be effective, it was essential for central office
personnel to co-opt line authority whici they themselves did not possess.
Given these conditions, it should not be surprising that much of
the activity that occurred in this school system centered on individuals
rather than on comprehensive programs and that nearly all of the activity
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reinforced the notion-that staff development was separate from, not
integrated into, the work setting.

The point here is that the-separation of fiscal authority from
evaluative authority from expert authority created major coordination
problems which could only be effectively addressed in those serendipitous circumstances where history and the accidents of individual
experiences and relationships .led persons and school buildings to be

integrated into the larger structure of the school system.

Since such

accidents occur on a non-systematic basis, the structure.of the system
virtually precluded widespread systematic approaches to staff development throughout the school system.

Simultaneously, the centralization

of fiscal resources and expertise discouraged the systematic development

of building initiatives, especially in those buildings and areas where
subunit autonomy was a primary value.

Another related point that needs to be made is that those who had

fiscal. control and expert knowledge tended to attempt only those kinds
of things that the system tolerated and did not see as disruptive.

For

if it
example, a program described by Whitford (1981) was designed as

were intended to have systematic effects on 21 junior high schools, and

the logic.of the design was clearly oriented toward long-term systematic
change in instructional programs.

However, there was no clear-cut

system mandate to bring about such a change though there was not particular objection to it.

The result was that any evidence of administrative

taken as
dissatifaction or participant criticism of the change effort was

(i.e., change in the program).
a critical event requiring corrective action

The consequence was that this program, like many others, tended to
have a
experience constant variation in direction and thus came to

611
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reputation of being "poorly coordinated."

Indeed, almost all centrally

their
sponsored staff development programs that required, by nature of

scope, coordinated action among_units, eventually developed such
reputations.

Such consequences certainly encouraged staff developers to

shy away from systematic change efforts and conduct those forms of staff
development that required the least complex management responses.

The

simplest forms of staff development to manage are those that are
relatively short-term, focused on individual skills or attitudes and
that have relatively clear-cut and short-term payoffs for teachers.
Furthermore, the evaluations that count in such programs are
evaluations given by participants themselves.
it is bad."

"If they don't like it,

Thus, it should not be surprising that in this school

system, as in many others, most of the staff development that occurred
counted had more to
was relatively short-term and the evaluations that
in the
do wits consumer satisfication than with demonstrated performance

classroom.

Perhaps it is because school systems fail to recognize the

and
need for unifying fiscal authority, authority for program evaluation

expert authority that so much staff development appears to be piecemeal.
that the
Even given the above comments, the reader should not infer

quality of the individually oriented workshops was necessarily poor.
Some 'were poor; some were excellent.

Similarly, the reader should not

the classroom,
infer that these activities had no systematic effects on

for they may or may not have had such effects.

The point is that the

structure of Ois school
way staff development was related to the

system

that were
made it difficult to create staff development programs

logically designed to product systematic effects.

When such programs

for them to
were designed, it was difficult for those responsible
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maintain direction and control precisely because the needed authority
bases were segmented rather than unified.

Finally, because evaluative

authority is such a critical component of the staff development
structure and because those with the expertise and fiscal resources to
support staff development were not in a position to exercise evaluative
authority, there was generally no way to know whether the actions taken
were having the intended effects.

Thus, those who were responsible

for initiating staff development activity were often faced with proceeding on the basis of informed intuition and evidence of consumer
satisfaction.
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Chapter Thr'ee

Functions of Staff Development and the
Incentives and Rewards for Participation

What staff development programs do, what they are intended to do

and the reason persons participate are shaped by the organizational
context in which they occur.

In the preceding chapter, the intent was

to indicate some of the ways this context varies and the kinds of

effects this variance seems to have.

In this chapter, the purpose is

to give more detailed attention to the functions staff development serves
in schools and the sources of motivation for participation in these
activities.

The Functions of Staff Development
Broadly speaking, staff development serves two basic functions.
acknowledged in
The first of these functions and the one most frequently

the literature and commented on by practitioneri has to do with change
and improvement.

The second of these functions is seldom acknowledged

yet it is
in the literature and seldom commented on by practitioners,

critical and important to school systems.

This function is referred to

here as maintenance and includes both staff and system maintenance.

Reviews of the literature and our research experiences indicate
acknowledge the mainthat few practitioners and few staff developers
tenance function, and man;
repungnant.

find the idea of maintenance ideologically

Ideology aside, it remains the case that much staff

and that
development is designed to "keep things from getting worse"
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is maintenance.

Manr;workshops are run in schools simply as refresher

courses intended to remind people of what it is assumed they already
knew but may have forgotten.

This is staff maintenance.

Coffvention

suggests that it is staff development.
Similarly, schools frequently use substantial portions of preschool
inservice days to orient new faculty to existing procedures, to introduce
new faculty to experienced faculty and to engage in a variety of useful
and not so useful, inspirational and not inspirational, rituals intended
to inspire faculty solidarity and to encourage a feeling that one bebelongs.

This is typically called staff development, but its purpose is

usually system maintenance.

Thus, staff development in schools includes

organized training and consultative efforts to produce change or improve-

ment and organized training and consultative efforts intended to prevent
the erosion of the present level of,pperation in the system or the

erosion of the level of skills possessed by individuals.

Two Types of Change

Reviews of the literature on change and staff development as well
as empirical observations conducted during this study have led to the
conclusion that staff development is basically associated with two types
of change.

The first.will be referred to as technological change, the

second as structural change.

As was mentioned earlier, the term technology as used here, means
nothing more or less than "the means of getting the job done" whatever
the means and whatever the job happen to be.

Hence, "one should not

the definition
equate technology with hardware, nor exclude hardware from

of technology, for the latter is a very general concept"

(Dreeben, 1970).

Furthermore, as used here the definition of technology will be limited to
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1) instructional processes or programs where the concern is presenting
curricular materials, developing classroom activities, engaging students
in instructional activities and-establishing favorable sentiments among
students toward these activities, and 2) the means by which teachers

and schools maintain order, manage the assemblage of pupils and create
a climate conducive to learning.

Thus, when staff development is

oriented in a way that is intended to alter or improve the way
instruction is delivered, programs are designed and students are managed
and.motivated, staff development is oriented toward technological
change or improvement.

When the intent is to alter the ways roles are defined, power and
authority are allocated, social relationships are carried out and
responsibilities are assigned, structural change is involved.

For

example, during the time that the present research project was being
conducted, the school system created a new role called coordinating
teacher.

The purpose of this role was to provide direct assistance to

teachers at the classroom level and to facilitate the development and
coordination of staff development activity at the building level.

The

introduction of this new role in schools had a significant impact on a

variety of relationships in the school (e.g., the relationship between
the assistant principal and the principal, the relationship between
central office supervisors and classroom teachers).
structural change.

This was a

On the other hand, during the same period of time,

a systematic effort was made to install a reading management system in
the schools.
activity.

This effort was supported by a wide range of inservice

For example, there were short-term and long-term workshops,

individual consultations, voluntary workshops offered by the Teaching

C.)
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LeArning Center staff and other voluntary workshops as well.

As the

was a
term is used here, the change intended by the reading program

technological change.
here
One should not assume, however, that what is being described

is an either/or situation, for technological change frequently requires
structural change and structural change almost invariably must be
supported by changes in technology.

Indeed, it is the failure to

recognize that structural change and technological change are intertwined
both
(see Perrow, 1970) that frequently compromises the effectiveness of

forms of change.

For example, one of the most frequently expressed

occupied
concerns of the coordinating teachers was that the role they

called upon them to assist teachers in diagnosing classroom environments
and classroom instructional

problems.

However, they were never given

specific instruction in the means of carrying out this task.

Consequently,

felt inadequate to do so.
many avoided engaging in the task because they
included a
Fortunately or unfortunately, the role description also

involved in
specific prohibition against coordinating teachers being
personnel evaluation.

This prohibition served many CT's well as a formal

teachers in the diagnosis of
reason for not working more closely with
though it was
classroom environments and instructional problems, even

clearly iotended that they do such work.
development can
The critical point here is to understand that staff

structural change or technolbe used to initiate and to support either
forms of change
ogical change and it can be used to support both
simultaneously.
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Two Types of Maintenance
With regard to maintenance, staff development resources can be

oriented in at least two ways. -First, staff development resources can
be used to maintain staff motivation and commitment.

Second, staff

development resources and programs can be used to maintain existing processes and procedures.

(This includes skills and knowledge.)

For

example, morale maintenance was as frequently the purpose of workshops
as was the. development of new understandings.

Indeed, some of the most

highly lauded consultants were those consultants who presented their
message in evangelical style.

After one such presentation, several

informants independently commented on the presence of an evangelical
style.

One summed up the sentiment by saying, "I don't know that I'll

do anything different, but he does make you feel good and at least he's
not boring."

In a world where criticism and problems dominate one's attention

and where the hum-drum of routine sometimes overwhelms sensibilities,
such inspirational speakers may serve a necessary maintenance function.
If nothing else, they may inspire some teachers and administrators to do
them to do
as well tomorrow as they did today even if they do not cause
better.

There are, of course, other ways in which staff development is
used to maintain motivation.

For example, it was routinely observed that

building principals often recommended teachers to participate in what the
principals perceived as high quality programs or at least attractive pro"needed a shot in the arm"
grams because the principals felt the teachers
or "were getting stale."

Indeed, many teachers and administrators

reported that their primary reason for participating in staff development

6/
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was to overcome boredom.

Very, frequently, teachers reported that one

the opportunity
of the most pleasant things they got from workshops was
to "share war stories" and find that their situation was no worse,
and sometimes better, than that enjoyed by their colleagues.

It is also

the case that various administrators used or.attempted to use staff
development resources to reward teachers who had in the past or were
presently going "above and beyond the call of duty."

For example,

preparation of regional accreditation reports was routinely encouraged
by offers of renewal credit.

One can argue that such reports are aimed

toward improvement and change, but evidence that improvement and change
resulted was not a prerequisite for getting credit.

Credit was given as

a means of maintaining motivation.

The way staff development serves to maintain processes and proce ures
is perhaps the easiest of all
identify and document.

the forms of staff development activity to

For example, in the school system where this

requests made by
study was conducted, one of the most frequent assistance

building level staff had to do with assistance in clarifying policy or
illuminating a process.

Sometimes these requests for assistance were

level and somedirected to curriculum specialists at the central office

times to specialists at the intermediate level.
requested this form of inservice.

Administrators especially

Furthermore, some administrators very

much resented efforts to encroach upon their meeting time for purposes
other than the clarification of policies and procedures.

For example,

in one summer workshop for system administrators, the principal
six principals who
investigator became involved in a conversation with
getting down to "brass
were expressing concern that the workshop was not
tacks."

pointed to
When asked what they considered brass tacks, they

I
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consideration of issues like staff allotment,. student assignment and

the meaning of an impending systemwide discipline policy.

To these

administrators, the system's effort to bring in speakers to address
a variety of instructional issues was nothing more than a distraction
.

from what their inservice should really have been about and what it
really should have been about was procedures.

On the other hand,

numerous other administrators expressed great satisfaction that this
workshop was not just a rehash of policies and procedures and were
gratified with the substantive content they were receiving.

The point here is that there are numerous persons in positions
of influence in schools who obviously believe that it is proper to
use staff development resources to maintain processes and procedures.
Thus, to assume that the only proper use of staff development resources
is to produce change and improvement is to deny the reality of the
workplace.

The question is "How much and what type of maintenance is

necessary and sufficient to make change possible and under what
conditions does the use of staff development resources to satisfy
maintenance needs actually inhibit change rather than support it?"
Perhaps an even more fundamental question is."To what extent does a
change effort actually increase the perceived need for maintenance to
the point that the resources designed to support change are necessarily
diverted to system maintenance simply to ensure that the system 'doesn't
fall apart'?"

Summary

To summarize, in the school system studied, and probably in many
(Jile school systems as well,. activities that are perceived to be staff

development activities can and do serve two different sets of functions.
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and written
The first of these an4 the one about which the most is said

The second function served and the one about which the least

is change.

is said and written is maintenance.

Within the change function two

forms have been identified (i.e., technological change and structural
change).

Within the maintenance function, two additional forms were

identified.

The first had to do with the maintenance of morale,

motivation and commitment.

The second had to do with the maintenance

of procedures and processes.

Conceptualizing the functions of staff development in this way
makes it possible for program designers and, evaluators to ask a variety
of questions that might otherwise be overlooked if one were to concentrate only on the manifest intentions of staff development.

For example,

program designers using this conceptual frame might well ask themselves:
"To what extent can and should staff development resources be committed
to maintenance functions?"

"To what extent is the introduction of a

change likely to increase maintenance needs and how might these maintefor supporting
nance needs be met without diverting resources necessary
the change effort?"

"What is the likelihood that the maintenance needs

change, and under
of the system will overwhelm the needs of the system to
to support
what conditions will resources committed to change be co-opted

maintenance activity?"

"What strategies might be developed to resist

the co-optation of change oriented resources to support maintenance
activity?"

to
"When is it desirable to resist and when is it necessary

comply?""

be of interest.
For the evaluator, some of the same questions might

However, the evaluator might ask

other questions as well.

For example,

designers were
the evaluator might be concerned with whether program
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sufficiently cognizant of the maintenance needs and/or change created

by their program and whether they had created conscious strategies to
deal with these needs.

Similarbi, the evaluator might be concerned with

assessing the degree to which structural changes were introduced to

support technological changes and vice versa (e.g., Herriott and Gross,
1979).

In addition, this conceptual framework might encourage evaluators

to systematically look beyond the rhetoric of program descriptions in
order to understand the effects of programs and activities.

It might

also encourage evaluators to consider the possibility that there are
times when what is done may appear to be 7agically unrelated to what
is intended precisely because it is so deeply embedded in and consistent
with the sociologic of the school system itself.
Finally, for both evaluators and staff developers, this conception
level of conof the functions of staff development might raise to a

sciousness the possibility that one of the most important prerequisities
has to
to instituting healthy and progressive change in organizations

do with taking actions to first assure that "things don't get worse."
Incentives and Rewards for Partici ation in Staff Develo ment
Having discussed the potential

functions of staf development for

school systems, it now becomes necessary to turn attention to the
potential reasons individuals participate in staff development.

Broadly

that attract,
speaking, the concern here is with describing those things

various forms of
compel or encourage individuals to participate in the
staff development offered by schools.

Three broad categories of in-

centives and rewards were identified in this project.

The first of

(incentive) on the part of
these categories had to do with the desire
social position
individuals to somehow improve their performance, their

7
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or their career standing, and the perception that participation in
some form of staff development might lead to the realization of this
desire.

Thii broad category was labeled enhancement.

EnhanCement

included skill and knowledge enhancement, status enhancement and
career enhancement.

Skill and knowledge enhanceMent is an obvious and straightforward
category.

People.do attend staff development because they feel the

content gained or the things experienced will improve their capacities
to perform their jobs.

Indeed, most of those interviewed in the present

project who participated in staff development said that this-Ai-the
primary reason they participated.
as well.

ings

However, they said many other

sons

For example, numerous respondents indicated that their

for participating in staff development, especially system level s
development, also had to do with the perception that the visibilty
gained served to enhance the honor and prestige (i.e., status) they were
afforded by administrators and, thus, increased their opportunities to
gain access to other resources in the system.

There was clearly a

strong tendency for those who were most actively involved in staff
4

development to also be invited to serve on system level and area level
committees where they had an opportunity to become recogrized as a
"teacher leader" (status enhancement).

It is also obvious that many

persons participate in staff development, especially those forms of
staff development leading to advanced degrees and certificates in order
to enhance the possibility of promotions or new job assignments
(career enhancement).

The second broad category of incentives and rewards identified had
to do with the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards participants perceived
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to be significant.

Here lortie's (1975) distinction between psychic,

anOilary and monetary rewards was useful.

Fitit, it was found that

many persons participated in stet' development at the building level,
intermediate level and system level primarily because they found the
experiences personally satisfying.

Numerous teachers, especially

elementary teachers, regularly participated in credit-bearing workshops,
but did not enroll for credit since they "did not need credit."

Many of

these persons indicated that their primary reward had to do with the
self satisfaction they felt in keeping abreast of things.
One could argue that such inducements are simply a subset of

those inducements associated with skill and knowledge enhancement.
There is, however, more here.
IP

For example, many teachers who attended and

were as
were heavily involved in staff development for psychic reasons

likely as others to be disparaging about the specific content or procedures employed in a staff development activity.

However, if the

program provided a forum in which teachers could discuss concerns and

share ideas, they were likely to value the experience.

For some of these

activity was designed were
persons, the official purposes for which an
opportunities for
much less signficant than the officially unrecognized

collegial interchange which the situation provided.
4

Indeed, persons who

frequently
attended staff development for psychic reasons were more
concentrated on
negative about activities that were highly structured,

other teachers found
tasks and products and overlooked process, whereas
too much emphasis on process a source of dissatisfaction.
induce people to
Among the ancillary incentives that seemed to
had to do with
attend to staff development, one of the more powerful
"being in the know."

Being "in the know" refers to the desire or need
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to be, or appear to IA:, knowledgeable about action and activities

that are occurring outside of one's immediate work milieu.

Sometimes

this knowledge has to do with policy change, sometimes with opportunities
and sometimes with procedural alternatives (e.g., how other schools or
faculties are confronting an issue).

Being "in the know" was a partic-

ularly powerful inducement for participating in system level workshops
and continuing education activity.
It is probably the case that the size of the school system and the
existence of a central staff development facility (i.e., The Staff
Development Center) contributed to this condition.

It is probably

also the case that spatial relationships in the school system contributed
to this condition.
school units.

For example, the school system had 104 separate

In spite of various efforts to create a flow of commu-

nication from teachers to the central office, the fact remained that in

this system, like many other systems, the frequency of communication
from the bottom up was much lower than the frequency of communication
from the top down, at least through formal channels.

Furthermore,

between 1975 and 1980, the system had moved toward decentralization
which resulted in the creation of area offices which housed area
superintendents and support personnel attached to these offices.

The

most frequent flow of communication to building level units came through
these offices.

Spatially, the central office, which was located in the heart of the
city, was a four story building of relatively modern design.

Many

meetings were held in this building and teachers frequently attended
these meetings.

However, the odds of accidental encounters with other

persons from other meetings or other

hool officials were greatly
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reduced by the .archilIcture of the building.

This is a building of

business offices with few convenient places to carry out casual

conversations and.with traffic flow which does not encourage accidental
encounters.

On.the other hand, the Staff Development Center is a refurbished
elementary school building.

On the first floor the flow of traffic

is such that people typically bump into one another.

In this building,

which is frequented regularly by all levels of persons in the school
system, at least from the area superintendent level on down, the
opportunity for chance conversations across roles and administrative
units is greatly enhanced and they frequently occur.

Indeed, based on

observations made over two years, it seems clear that one of the most
vital functions served by the Staff Development Center was that it
facilitated conversation across roles and between administrative units.
It was not uncommon, for example, to observe an area superintendent
from one area carrying on a conversation with a teacher.from another
area and with a principal from yet another area.

Similarly, the

bulletin boards and the display counters served as sources of information
about what was going on in the system including staff development
opportunities available.

Thus, many persons found it advantageous to

have some reason to go to the Staff Development Center for the Staff
Development Center provided one of the few places where face to face
conversation across roles and across administrative units was likely
to occur on a spontaneous basis.

This was not, of course, an unmixed blessing, for persons who did
not frequent the Staff Development Center often felt, or reported that
they felt, that they were excluded from opportunities in the system
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because they were not,An "that network."

During the first year in

which this study was conducted, some area level personnel indicated
that they felt their areas were being overlooked and not provided the
opportunities provided other areas.
fully attended to this issue.

The university researchers care-

Most particularly, data indicating that

there was an uneven flow of communication to different areas was
explored as was the issue of whether central staff development
personnel were more responsive to some areas than to others.

There

there was an
was virtually no evidence td support the assertion that

official or in any way conscious effort to distribute staff development
resources unevenly among the areas.

There was, however, considerable

evidence that some areas did receive more resources and more support
from the central office staff development system than did others.
Furthermore, the most consistent correlation with this preferred
treatment seemed to be the degree to which key area level personnel
of the
frequented the Staff Development. Center and availed themselves
"1
opportunity to pick up the information that gave them "the edge.

In addition to being "in the know," there were numerous other

ancillary reasons for attending to staff development.

For example,

continuing involvement in intensive building level staff development
it was through such
seemed frequently to be motivated by the fact that

Since this first year, the perception of differential treatment
In part, this decline may be
seems to have substantially declined.
located Staff developdue to conscious efforts on the part of centrally
Furthermore,
ment personnel to assure a more even flow of communication.
for this project, there
over the 2-1/2 years data were being collected
which building level and
was a marked increase'in the frequency with
(e.g., coordinating
area level personnel concerned with staff development
teachers) frequented the Staff Development Center.
1
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involvement that oneould most easily maintain a sense of collegiality
with other faculty members.

Furthermore, at the building level at

least, participation in staff development activity seemed to:provide,
for some, an opportunity to influence policies and procedures.

Teachers

and administrators frequently used staff development activity sponsored
by the central system as a forum to express views and concerns regarding
existing policy and procedures.

In one workshop for assistant principals

which was aimed at developing skills in analyzing organizational environments, several participants made repeated efforts to communicate
their dissatisfaction with present policies regarding the appointment
of principals.

This latter observation and numerous similar circumstances

development
observed suggest the possibility that participation in a staff
the system
,activity where persons who are perceived to be influential in
are present is as likely to be motivated by desire to influence the
by the
behavior of these influentials or to change school policy as

desire to have one's own behavior changed or skills improved.
participate
The significance of monetary rewards as an inducement to
in staff development cannot and should not be dismissed.

It is clear,

at least in the school system studied, that the presence of monetary
individuals were willing
rewards greatly 'increased the degree to which

to participate in staff development.
introduced an

For example, the school system

Incentive Pay Program specifically intended to induce

teachers to participate in continuing education activity.

This program

completion
offered teachers a five hundred dollar per year bonus upon
of a specified number of hours of training.

during the first year (1979-80) was $25,000.
$500,000.

The budget fur this program
By 1982, the budget was

Thus, nearly 25% of the professional work force positively

7/
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responded to economio;incentives.

Indeed, many administrators and

teachers expressed concern that by establishing such a direct link
between monetary rewards and staff development, the system was discouraging participation in any form of staff development that did

not.
What is perhaps less obvious is that there are many forms of
staff development sponsored by schools in which teachers
participate unless they are paid or compelled to do so.

will not
Furthermore,

there is a tendency for teachers and others to be more disparaging of
the quality and relevance.of those forms of staff development for which
they are paid than for those forms of staff development for which they
are not paid.

In the present study, few interview respondents who

possessed the master's degree reported that the courses taken in pursuit
of the master's had done anything to increase their skills or ability to
teach.

A typical comment regarding the worth of the master's degree was,

"The way things are now, you have to take eight courses that are
Irrelevant to get two that are worth anything.

If you want to know what

I got out of my master's degree, it was a raise."
of explanations for this condition.

There are a variety

Some skeptics have suggested that

the reason teachers and administrators disparage graduate programs is
because these programs have more rigor than do other forms of staff
development.

"What they want, " one said, "is something that is simple,

convenient and doesn't require them to read books or think."
Another possible explanation is that school systems only pay money
that would
to induce people to participate in forms of staff development

otherwise be resisted.

In effect, money may be used to encourage people

to want what the system thinks they need.
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explanations as well
Thereis probably some validity in both these

as other explanations one could generate along the same lines.
another line of reasoning might be productive.

However,

Specifically, it is

typically the case that school systems provide monetary rewards to
people for participating in staff development in exchange'for evidence
that the person is willing to give more time for the school or to
activities the school values.

It is not suggested that this timemoney

equation is altogether conscious, but its effect may be real just the
same.

For example, it is conventional on university campuses to suggest

that the successful completion of a three semester hour course should
reasonably require a student to spend approximately ten hours per week
for fifteen weeks on course work.

Even though this is probably an

unrealistic expectation, when one considers the fact that for most
teachers the completion of a three semester hour course involves some
commuting time, some class time and some preparation time, it seems
likely that a teacher would in fact invest ten hours per week in a
course.

This means that the completion of a 36 hour master's degree

requires one to work approximately 1500 hours overtime.

Fifteen hundred

hours translates into the equivalent of one full school year.

In

and transportation,
addition, when one considers the cost of tuition, books
of salary to
the idea that a teacher is required to spend one full year
has to cover
gain a master's degree is not preposterous if that teacher
his/her own costs.

Given a teacher's salary and the salary increment

attached to the master's degree, it would take a teacher seventeen
higher level of pay to
years,at least in the system here studied,at the

recover this monetary investment.
the matter is too
The reader may think this time and money view of

4N"
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calculative and too dtsparaging of the professionalism of teachers and
the commitment of teachers to self-improvement.

Certainly, it is.

Indeed, if teachers thought about the matter only in these terms, few

would ever pursue a master's degree or any other advanced training.
simply does not pay, at least in monetary terms.

It

However, teachers need

not be non-professional or uncommitted to unconsciously or consciously
take such facts into account.

For example, many older teachers,

especially secondary teachers, resented the Incentive Pay Program
precisely because they would be required to make sacrifices to take
advantage of it.

As one older teacher (about forty) put the matter,

"The Incentive Pay Program is probably a good deal for a beginning

teacher or someone who does not have to depend on a part-time job to
send his kids through college.

For me, it's not worth it.

I've got

one child starting college next year and two more right behind him.
get incentive pay, I'd have to give up my part-time job.

To

I can't afford

it."

The point here is that the meaning, significance and relevance of

any system of pay designed to induce persons to engage in staff development or continuing education is very likely to have different effects on
persons depending upon their present circumstances and their present life
styles and their anticipated obligations.

A beginning teacher who is

unmarried and sharing an apartment with a friend would be likely to be
more excited about the $500 increase on a $13,000 salary than would an
experienced teacher who is making $20,000, paying off a mortgage and
anticipating college tuition for three children.

Somehow, those who

develop monetary incentive systems for teachers to participate in staff
development must come to grips with the literature on relative deprivation.

JI
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What is good and whale is bad,.what is an incentivi and what is an
abomination depends on the life circumstances in whichone finds oneself.

The failure to take such factors into accountmay indeed make a
significant contribution to the generally negative aura that surrounds
much staff development for pay.
It was found in the present study that older teachers, in the main,

were more concerned about time, whereas younger teachers seemed more
concerned about substance or relevance.

The reader should nipt assume,

however, that older teachers are not concerned about substfnce, for they
are.

However, the time-substance equation seems more critical to older

teachers than to younger ones.

For example, it was found that younger

teachers and teachers whose life circumstances made less necessary the
concern with part-time Jobs were more tolerant of philosophically.
oriented discussion or problem-solving exercises.

Older teachers,

especially older secondary teachers, were less tolerant of such activities.
Indeed, such activities were considered "mickey mouse" and frivolous wastes
of time.

This condition could, of course, be attributed to the conserva-

tism of age and the liberalism of youth or some other Judgment that'
reflects poorly on older teachers.

Perhaps a more promising explanation

resides in the fact that the life circumstances of older teachers
generally correlate highly with increases in demands for time.

An un-

married teacher is likely to have fewer competing demands than persons
who have social obligations to spouses and children.

(It is recognized

that such an assertion may be ideologically repugnant to some, but social
reality is not totally determined by ideology.
some

very strong historical

Indeed, the policies of

institutions (e.g., the Roman Catholic Church)

are shaped in part by well-founded belief that family obligations can
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become distracting to:a single- minded commitment to the service of

others.) it is not, however, suggested that for staff development to
be effective, it-must attend onty to needs of unattached womeri. and
unattached men.

Neither is it suggested that the young and inexperienced

are more likely to be responsive to qualitative differences in staff
development, whereas older teachers are more likely to be responsive to
quantitative dismensions.

What is suggested is that age and life

circumstances are likely to shape how one will respond to various forms
of staff development, especially those forms of staff development that
are attached to monetary incentives.

Furthermore, efforts to make

monetarily embedded forms of staff development relevant to the needi of
some will make the time constraints too demanding for others.

As will

be more fully developed and argued in the last chapter of this report, a
resonable way out of this situation is to divorce staff development and

continuing education from any direct involvement in the way monetary
rewards are distributed and monetary rewards are used in schools.

An

alternative approach would be to use money only to reward performance
and goal achievement.

Staff development and continuing education would

then become vehicles that make it possible to achieve such rewards.

So

long as "succeeding" in staff development (i.e., finding a way to be
present at a workshop or to comply with the expectations of a professor)
rather than qualitative outcome measures determines the rewards one will
development
receive in a school system, there is little chance that staff

will be designed and conducted in ways that systematically assure
improved or enhanced performances.

Indeed, the way staff development is

currently embedded in the reward structure of schools often makes staff
development an end in itself rather than a means to an end.
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The third broad siategory of rewards and incentives identified as

a result of this project was labeled confirmation.

Basically, this

category has to do with incentives and symbolic needs to indicate one's
relationship to the system and to others within the system.

The first
To

and most obvious of these needs is the need for role confirmation.
anyone familiar with the operation of staff development,

it should not

come as a surprise that in the system studied, and most other systems,
many persons participated in staff development only because they felt

The only incentive for attending was to demonstrate

obligated to do so.

to self and to others that one was capable of and willing to meet these
expectations.

Teachers frequently expreised the matter as, "As a

professional, I feel obligated to attend meetings like this.

teachers should be expected to keep up."

I think

Administrators frequently

indicated that their primary reason for participation was to demonstrate

that the event was important or to give "moral support."
staff developMany persons perceived invitations to participate in
in the system
munt or the lack of such invitations as evidence of status

order of things was as one
ar, confirmation that one's position in the

vc(eived it to be.

For example, assistant principals frequently observed

teachers were "invited" to participate in preferred

staff development and many took this as evidence that the
f,,ahce of the role of assistant principal was on the decline.
the pretence of the
w,;:i conducted workshops frequently took
other
f..prr!rt.t, an area superintendent, a building principal or some

significance of their program
W, 4 symbolic confirmation of the
when highly visible staff development programs
virjbli- actions, numerous strategy sessions wore
wiz. should be invited to participate, who would
.

)

t.
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insulted if they didpot get an invitation and so on.
question being asked "

.,

In effect, the

"Which roles need to be confirmed by this

activity and whe will be the cost if such confirmation does Dot take
place?"

Conversely, those who were invited to participate frequently

might be conengaged in conversations regarding the meaning that

veyed if they lent their presence to the program or activity.
Sometimes individuals would refrain from such activity precisely
the longbecause they felt that their presence would be detrimental to

run health of a program in which they believed.

For example, one

could happen to a
informant related the view that the worst thing that
closely
program in which he/she believed was that it would become too

too many
identified with him/her since that individual had taken

controversial positions on the topic at hand.

In all, at least five

indicated similar
instances were observed in which other individuals

sentiment about other programs they supported.

Thus, in this system

participate or fail to
at least, and probably others, many persons
demonstrating
participate precisely because lending their presence or
themselves as playing.
their absence confirms the role they perceive

confirmation
One of the more interesting effects of this role
that
incentive is that some persons seem to participate precisely so

they can show their antipathy to the system.

For example, some of the

and all forms of staff
most vocal and active critics of almost any
development were also some of the most active participants.

For these

provide a forum to confirm their
persons, staff development seered to
forum wherein they could
roles as organizational critics as well as a
in the system is consistent
gain assurance that who they think they are
with wt

others think they are.

of incentive
A second and sonliwhat overlapping confirmational type
superordinate to a
is the confirmation of loyalty expressed from a

subordinate, sometimes from a peer to a peer, and sometimes from a sub:-

ordinate to a superordinate.

For example, top level functionaries

were 'frequently observed attending staff development activities

precisely because they wished to convey their faith and loyalty to
those in charge of managing the activity.

Indeed, the interview data

indicate that superordinates show a strong preference for explaining
subordinates
why they attend staff development activities targeted on

in terms of expression of support and loyalty.

However, there is

the loyalty is
substantial variation regarding the persons toward whom
expressed.

which
For example, numerous occasions were observed upon

workshop
superordinates made their presence felt in order to convince
41,

development that the
participants or other participants in staff
activity had support from above.

In other instances (e.g., Joslin,

frequently participated in
1982), it was observed that superordinates
their loyalty to
staff development activity in order to demonstrate
staff
subordinates who were resisting substantial elements of the
development program.

in
Similar .y, many instances have been observed

development to provide "moral
which individuals participated in staff
support" for the person in charge.

Teachers sometimes sign up for

numbers will be
workshops offered by other teachers 'so that the

opportunity to hear what they have
sufficient that others will have the
to say.

is, "I already know what
In essence, what is being suggested

it well and others should hear
he or she has to say, but he or she says
it."

Given the dominance-suhriscion et hr-, that

permedipe.
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structures generally,'it should not be surprising that many persons
participate in staff development activities for no other reason than

that they believe that somebodyabove will take congizance of=their
loyalty.

Therefore, many persons participate in staff development

activities, especially at the building level, precisely because the
boss wants them to.

For example, Joslin (1982) reports on one

instance in which highly influential teachers participated regularly

in a system-wide form of staff development primarily because the
principal asked them to.

Furthermore, these persons, upon finding the

training received to be generally inappropriate to their situation,
continued to participate because they felt that their failure to
continue would cast their school in a bad light as 'opposed to schools
that responded more positively.

This is what is meant by confirmation

of loyalty.

The final form of confirmation that has been observed is generally

recognize in the literature though its effects are seldom explicated.
This form of confirmation is referred to here as confirmation of subordination.

Persons who attend renewal workshops in a ritualistic

fashion (the evidence in this study is that there were many of these)
and persons who are assigned to participate in staff development
(there are few of these in the context of this study) are in effect
confirming their subordination.

The interesting thing is that, at

such
least on the basis of this study, those who get involved in

activities seldom differentiate between those activities that cause
that only
them to remediate perceived deficiences and those activities
«olfirm subordination.

For example, it was frequently observed that

wincipdls held long and generally, ti

the prticipint-, at

lear,t,
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procedures that only
unsatisfactory meetings to clarify policies and
a few were violating.

For this few, the activity could be viewed as

thing that was
confirming their inadequacy, but for many t,e only

confirmed was their subOdination.

In this system, every Wednesday

and teachers had the
the principals had the right to call a meeting
obligation to attend.

Based on information provided by informants

of these Wednesday
and direct observations, it seems clear that many
afternoon meetings were confirmational exercises.

For a few, these

(i.e., they learned somemeetings may have constituted enhancement
they could not do).
thing they didn't know or learned to do something
that was accomplished in most
For the many, howevey, the primary thing
of the participants,
of these meetings, at least from the perspective
principal to hold them.after
was a confirmation of the right of the
distracting to dinner plans
school for interminable meetings that were
discomforviing.
and family obligations and which were personally

and Incentives
The Significance of Functions and Rewards
been made
Throughout the present chapter, implicit reference has

and incentives provide a useful
to the reasons functions and rewards
between and among various forms of
way to conceptualize differences
staff development.

these reasons more
It seems well, however, to make

explicit.

project, the researcher,
First, in the conduct of this research
to the manifest functions pf
have become convinced that over attending

staff development may lead evaluators to erroneous
merit, of any given form of staff development.

conclusions about the

For example, it may lead

fail to produce the desired
evaluators to conclude that programs that

L.
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change are without vaiue to the system and should be abandoned when in
fact the programs may be serving very important functions that are
unarticulated and/or unrecognizid.

Conversely, failure to take into

account the pressure that any change-oriented staff development activity
is likely to place on the maintenance of e school may lead to an overestimation of the systemic value of a program that is demonstrably

:

.effective in producing the change intended.
*,-

For example, th.e can be

little doubt that one of the primary effects of many of the National

Science Foundation sponsored summer institutes and school year
institutes that were prevalent during the 1960's was to make it possible
for universities to identify and recruit high quality graduate students,
most of whom never returned to the classroom.

Given the manifest

ntent of these programs (i.e., to improve science instruction), such
.. an unintended consequence could be viewed from the school system's

perspective as undesirable.

Similarly, in the cchool system studied here, it is important to
examine the degree to which participation in and commitment to staff
development facilitated patterns of informal communication regarding
school policies and programs.

The importance of such communication

within a large urban school system cannot be easily dismissed.

Indeed,

even if it co. 'd be convincingly demonstrated that none of the forms of

staff development that were studied in this research project were
clearly effective in achieving the objectives that were officially
intended, a reasonable case could still

of staff development.

e made concerning the importance

A system's commitment to staff development and

the activity generated by that commitment supports and maintains a
pattern of communication in an informal network of relationships that is
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essential to effective responses to pressures for change emanating from
the larger environment.

It was frequently observed that when crisis

situations arose, those persons-Most likely to be called on to respond
to these crises were persons who, in the past, had assumed major
responsibility for staff development activity.

It was also observed

that these persons frequently were able to bring together configurations
of persons to address those issues that cut across roles, organizational
assignments and institutional affiliations.

Indeed, outside of building

level meetings, there were few instances of cross role and cross
administrative unit interactions that were not directly or indirectly
facilitated by some form of staff development activity.
A second reason for the belief in the importance of distinguishing
staff development in terms of the function served has to do with
planning.

It appears, based on this study at least, that one of the

primary reasons many change-oriented forms of staff development fail to
their
produce the changes intended is that program planners fasten
and
attention primarily on problems associated with producing change

efforts.
tend to overlook the maintenance requirements produced by change

For example, most specialists in staff development are ideologically
effective if
committed to the proposition that staff development is most
it is job embedded and takes place on school time.

Teachers generally

say that they would prefer to participate in staff development activity
during the school day.

However, it was found in this study, as in Ward

and Tikunoff's (1983), that many teachers who were provided released
being taken
Ulric to participate in staff development actually resented

taken away meant nothing more
away frost their students, even when heing
than going dow. the hal'

t(;

a classroom other than their own.

lndee''
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of
Lawrence (1974) reports as one of the main findings of his review

research on inservice teacher education that the inservice programs
'that were
most successful in accomplishing their objectives were ones

scheduled at times that did not compete with but complemented other

professional obligations of the participants. and that programs
scheduled during work hours were considerably less successful

in

achieving objectives.
Logically, such empirical findings present designers of change-

oriented staff development with a paradox.

On one hand, designing

during the
staff development so that it occurs during the evening or
setting and suggests
summer sets staff development apart from the work
one's job.
that participation in staff development is not a part of
that it occurs
On the other hand, designing staff development so
teachers be called
during the school day necessarily requires that
what,
on the attend to matters that will distract them from fulfilling

from their perspective, are their classroom duties.

Indeed, some of

those involved in consultative
our interview respondents, especially
specialists) raported
roles (e.g., coordinating teachers, curriculum
finding time
that one of the greatest difficulties they eYdlerienced was

the teachers' workday.
to talk with teachers without interrupting
solution, but underThis paradox does not lend itself to a simple

development may
standing that theoretically desirable forms of staff
developing alternative
increase maintenance needs is essential in
designs.

change-oriented staff
For example, if a particular form of

development seems to call

for teachers being routinely released from

such a program might
classroom duties, the first step in implementing
substitute teacher'
be to identify, orient and train a cadre of

in whim
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4

and over whom the

the regular classroom teacher had some co

regular classroom teacher had some degree of co/trot.

Monie's might

than
more appropriately be spent to support these types of activities

teacher corps" in
to provide stipends to teachers to Join the "pooped
Professionally oriented teachers and admin-

after school workshops.

improvement
istrators need not be opposed to change or uncommitted to

long-term improveto resist participation in activities whe-e possible

ment is bought at the price of what they perceive to be inevitable
instruction in their classshort-term deterioration in the quality of
rooms.

The reasons incentives and rewards are perceived to be a
staff development
significant basis for distinguishing among forms of
are as follows.

to
First, those forces that attract or induce persons

participate in staff development undoubtedly shape the expectations
they have of the activity itself.

This is neither a profound nor

novel insight, but it is important nonetheless.

It is especially im-

portant since the form

staff development takes (e.g., the place it

is offered, the patterns

status
of instruction employed, the roles and

types of incentives
of participants) seems to serve to actualize some

and suppress others.

For example, Lawrence (1974) reports that staff

objectives are
development programs that emphasize skill performance

most effective if delivered on the school site.

In general, persons

with
interviewed in the present study indicated that they concurred

the cohclusions susgested by Lawrence.

For example, interview

activitic3 that involved
respondents indicated that staff development
children they taught were more
demonstrations in their schools with the
programs delivered
likely to produce change in their behavior than were
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in some other contexi.t.

Thus,.it,seems reasonable to suggest that pro-

grams that intend to encourage persons to enhance performance
capacities or modify classroom behavior should be delivered on site
or in a context that approximates on-site experience.
It is,,however, mistaken to assume that the only purpose of

staff development is to change teacher behavior or to improve teacher
performance.

Such a view of staff development is inherently patho-

logical, for it assumes that something is wrong or that there is
something known that the participants do not understand.

In effect,

such a view of staff development centers attention almost exclusively
on the introduction of technological change and the enhancement of
performance to support the conditions of such changes.

Such a view

totally overlooks the potential of staff development as a mechanism

for introducing or supporting structural change and totally ignores
the possibility of using staff development as an intentional mechanism
and processes
for motivating continual effort and sustaining procedures

which presently seem to be serving the system well.

For example, it

is generally accepted that one of the major frustrations of classroom
teachers is the lack of opportunity to gain or confirm status among
public demonstrations of competence
peers and colleagues on the basis of
1970; Waller, 1932).
to perform (Lortie, 1975; Little, 1981; Dreeben,

Participation in staff development coupled with opportunities to
valued can
demonstrate competence before others whose judgments are

effective vehicle for conserve to provide competent teachers with an
firming their competence and assuring their status.

Indeed, many

indicated, directly or
persons interviewed in the present study
directly, that one of the re.sonr

f)

they valued some forms r!'

in-

Oaff
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forms provided them with an
development over others was that some
capable of doing. As one
opportunity to show others what they were
I like about this program_is that
teacher put the matter, "The thing

others what I am doing and to find
it gives me the opportunity to show

out what they think about it.

All teachers think they're pretty good,

than kids agree with you."
and it's good to have someone other

In a

and
becoming less attractive to able
time when teaching is apparently

development as a means, at least within
assertive persons, using staff
competent and confirming the
schools, of enhancing the status of the
desirable and appropriate goal.
competence of teachers may be a
incentives are important.
There are also other reasons tbat

It

development is more effective when
is generally acknowledged that staff
the activity are involved in problem
those who are to be recipients of
regarding how programs
identification, program design, and decisions
will be delivered.
is that participant

this condition
At least, a part of the reason for
involvement tends to clarify goals and objectives

investment and commitment to courses
for the participants and creates

of action outlined.

that
There can be little doubt that programs

participant commitment are, in
positive
and
active
develop and sustain
that depend on passive compliance.
the long run, more effective than those
such
in developing strategies to gain
The difficulty, of course, is
does one induce a faculty that
positive commitment. How, for example,
problem identification, shared goal
has had no experience in shared
such a task in the beginning?
setting and program planning to undertake
but if one considers
Again, there is no easy answer to such questions,
one is
be used to induce participation,
the range of rewards that can
in a
conscious decisions that may rermit
position
to
make
in a better

movement from passives:compliance to active commitment.

For example,

1981;
in one of the programs studied in this project (see Whitford,

Joslin, 1982), the early stages'bf the project depended almost entirely
on three forms of inducement.

First, some,people became involved

because they felt. an obligation to assure that their faculty was
represented.

For others, the primary inducement was a stipend or the

opportunity to receive credit toward a master's degree.

In interviews

with program participants, very few people were found who initially
participated because they felt the program would improve their knowledge or skills,

Indeed, most of those who initially participated

indicated that they agreed to do so even though they did not know why
the program was being put in place or what was involved.

The way the

provided numerous
program was designed, however, participants were

opportunities to gain or confirm status (e.g., participants frequently
nationally known
'presented demonstration lessons to other teachers, to
consultants and to top level administrators).

The program also

provided opportunities for building level skill development and.inclass consultation as well as cross building visitation and support
groups.

By the end of the second year of implementation of this program,
for calculative reasons were
many persons who had initially entered it
positively committed to it.

The consequence was that by the time

opportunities were no longer
resources to support stipends and credit
opportunities to
available, there were more teachers actively seeking
the claims of loyalty
participate in the program than was the case when
or subordinate roles were the primary inducers to participate.

The

the program designers
bey here seems to have been that wittingly or not
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the-program that actualized
created a condition within the context of
incentives that were not present to induce initial participation.

pdmarily
Conversely, another prograi was observed that relied
means of inducing particion monetary rewards and easy access as a
pation.

to confirm
However, this program provided no systematic means

of teacher incentives
status or advance careers and most other forms

were not considered in the program design.

In the initial stages,

provided.
numerous persons seized on the opportunities

It quickly

(i.e., the Incentive
became apparent to those who designed the program
participating
Pay Program mentioned earlier) that many persons were

for no other reason than to attain a salary increment.
the program was redesigned.

Consequently,

The economic incentive was retained, but

the ease of access was reduced.

The result was a dimunition of interest

in participation, in the program.

attending to the incentives
In sum, what is suggested is that by
design, program planners might well
created by various forms of program
increasingly
be able to develop programs that, over time, become

involvement is at best passive
attractive to participants whose initial
and at worst negative.
also important.
For program evaluators, incentives are

For

that, in general,
example, in the present study it was observed

differently to particular forms of
secondary teachers responded quite
teachers.
staff development than did elementary

As mentioned earlier,

workshops and building level
many secondary teachers objected to
whereas elementary teachers
meetings that emphasized process goals,
Undoubtedly, pali of
tended to place greater value on such workshops .
general orientatiun nt
thi', difference had to do with the

9)

of elementary school
teachers as contrasted with the orientation
teachers.

teachers, as a rule,
It seems to be the case that elementary

deve14mental activities,. whereas iome
are more comfortable with
secondary teachers

seeidevelopmental activities as "mickey"mouse."

However, there may be more here.

While it is the case that both-

most of their occuelementary teachers and secondary teachers spend
relatively young students, the
pational lives behind closed doors with
provide many more
conditions.of employment of secondary teachers
than do the conditions of
opportunities for adult-adult interactions

employment of elementary teachers.

In the school system studied here,

at least one free period which
for example, all secondary teachers had
lounge working on papers and conversing
many spent in the teachers'
not routinely provided such
with colleigues. Elementary teachers were
for adult-adult communication
opportunities. Consequently, opportunities
elementary teachers than for
probably provided more psychic rewards for
secondary teachers.

this study as well as our
Observations made during the course of
indicate that, in general,
review of the literature on teacher centers
centers than are
elementary teachers are more responsive to teacher
secondary teachers.

why this is so,
There are undoubtedly many reasons

school teachers' lounge
but one of the reasons may be that the secondary
for secondary teachers, many of
and the uncommitted lunch period meet,
teachers find best met in the atmosthe psychic needs that elementary

phere of a teacher center.
staff development programs as
Thus, evaluators and designers of
need to be sensitive to the
well as those who implement such programs

work place may actualize very
1,,v,ihility that the context of the
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and the
different incentives 'for participatiop in staffdevelopment,

responded to by the
degree to which these incentives are effectively
explain why a, program
staff development program probably goes far to

effective, whereas others
is perceived by some to be attractive or

perceive it to be unattractive or ineffective.

Persons who enter a

enhancement may respond
program seeking opportunities for status
whereas persons entering
positively to one form of program design,
design more
the'program primarily to enhance skills may find another
desirable.

the mixture of
Variations in incentives, and variations in

shape the values they
incentives present among participants clearly

and worth of a given
bring to their own evaluation of the merit
program or activity.
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Chapter Four

Direction, Coordination, and Control:

Three Key Aspects of Staff Development

One of the greatest difficulties confronting program evaluators

is determining whether the program being evaluated was in fact implemented in the way intended.

Indeed, numerous researchers (e.g.,

Gross et al., 1970; Sarason, 1971) have suggested that one of the
more plausible explanations for the failure of a program to produce
intended results is that the program was in fact never really installed.
Saying that a program was implemented does not make it.so.
In the present study, numerous instances were found An which it
development
was easy to.document that the intended design of staff

programs was never fully 'implemented and sometimes never implemented
at all.

For example, the original intention of the Incentive Pay

Program mentioned earlier was to have priC:ipals and building coor-

dinating teachers work with classroom teachers in systematically
assessing staff development needs.

Based on these assessments, the

intention was to develop uniquely tailored staff development programs
and to pay individuals for successfully completing these programs.
changed to the
Over a three-year period, the claracter of this program
in which
point that it evolved into a middle step on a salary scale

teachers were rewarded for pursuing standard programs based on the

established curriculum of colleges and universities.

Thus, over time,
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what began as an individualized program controlled exclusively by the
school system became a standardized program Controlled by another
agency (institutions of higher education).

This case and others like

it have led to the conclusion that the inability to maintain direction
is one of the most persistent problems confronting the staff develop.

ment enterprise.

Furthermore, this difficulty seemed clearly related

to the inability of those charged with the responsibility to
effectively coordinate action relevant to programs and to control the
resources necessary to support that action.
In Chapter Two, some of the reasons for these difficulties were

pointed to (e.g., the way power and authority related to staff development were distributed).

In Chapter Three, at least by implication,

some other sources of difficulty were pointed to (e.g., the diverse
functions staff development is called upon to serve and the diverse
sets of incentives individuals bring to staff development).

The

purpose of this chapter is to bring these scattered explanations together into a more coherent whole.

It is intended that this more

holistic picture present the reader with a conceptual framework which

might facilitate both the design and evaluation of staff development
programs.

This framework proceeds from a number of assumptions.
(1)

These are:

In most cases, the official intentions of staff development

programs have to do with inducing or supporting change or improvement
efforts.

For good and logical and bad and illogical reasons, courses

of action are mapped out, intended activities are designed and resource
needs (e.g., personnel requirements, time requirements) are specified.

To determine whether or not a particular form of staff development has
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had its intended effdats, it is first necessary to demonstrate that
the program was able to maintain the direction intended or that shifts
in direction were made because formative assessments indicated that
for the program to produce its intended outcomes such shifts were
appropriate.

In sum, it is assumed that a first order effect and a

primary criterion for evaluating staff development programs is the
extent to which the program is able to maintain the direction intended

and to resist pressure to thane direction except in the light of
evidence that the present direction is not achieving intended effects.
(2)

The ability of an organization or a program to maintain

direction is in part dependent upon the ability to unify action (i.e.,
coordination) in such a way as to maximize mutually supportive activity
and to minimize competitive and/or mutually exclusive actions.

Thus,

another effect or criterion for staff development that must be assessed
is the ability to coordinate action in the direction intended.
(3)

The ability to coordinate action is in part, at least,

determined by the extent to which those who are called on to provide
such coordination are in positions that permit them to exercise direct

or indirect control over the resources needed to support the actions
the intended direction suggest.
evaluative
The three assumptions listed above suggest three types of
questions.
(1)

Examples of these questions are:

What is the evidence that the program under study was able to

they
maintain the directions intended (e.g., Were meetings held when

were supposed to be held?

Were assignments done?

Were appropriate

what
personnel assigad?)? When directional changes were undertaken,

were the bases of these changes?

For example, when a decision was made
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the
format of a presentation, was
change
the
to cancel a meeting dr
because emerging
satisfy political forces or
primarily
to
decision made
developed-would
knowledge or skills to be
indicated
that
the
evidence
transmitted under changed. conditions?
be more effectively
in a way
evidence that program activity proceeds
What
is
the
(2)
and that in the
mutually reinforcing
supportive
and
that is mutually
share a
those associated with the program
least,
all
of
long run, at
of the
goals, purposes and intentions
regarding
the
common perception
those who participate
is the evidence that
Furthermore,
what
program?
legitimate (i.e.,
value, embrace and accept as
come
to
in the program
requires
and the actions the program
of,the
program
rightful) the goals
planned
the resources required or
evidence
that
of them? What is the
planned are in fact assigned,
the personnel
fact
delivered,
are in
these resources
fact available and are
allocated
is
in
and the time
the inframe that is consistent with
within
a
time
made available

t ntions of the program?
the program
responsible for coordinating
Do
those
who
are
(3)
materials,
command the presence of resources,
authority
to
have the
Do staff
have such control?
those
who
do
and personnel or to influence
those
to impose sanctions on
the
authority
development personnel have
when a consultant
resources? For example,
deliver
desired
who fail to
coordination have any
program
responsible
for
fails to appear, do those
fail to carry
If individuals
impose sanctions?
authority
to
official
those in
are available to
what
sanctions
out tasks and assignments,
personnel in a position
development
Are
staff
charge of coordination?
in
provided by important "others"
support
is
to ensure that necessary
school and/or
the activity to the
importance
of
terms of reinforcing the

101.
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school district?

Is there sufficient control present to ensure that

providers will be
stated performance expectations of participants and
'important, and tranassessed in a reasonable fashiori, reinforced as

slated into specific implementation measures?

Determining that a staff development program is able to maintain
direction does not assure that the program will be effective.

However,

that the prothe inability to maintain direction practically assures

gram cannot be effective in the ways intended.

At the very least, it

assures that the program designed is not the program being evaluated.
Similarly, assuring that programs are well coordinated does not assure
that the programs will be effective.

Far example, voluntary workshops

relatively'easy to
held after school with a single instructor are
coordinate.

Indeed, it is probably the case that such workshops are a

to
preferred mode of delivering inservice because, they are easy

coordinate.

the
However, determining whether this type of workshop is

dimensions.
most effective necessitates evaluation of many other

Finally, it is not suggested that the ability to control resources
necessarily produces effective programs.

For example, one of the ways

issue of control of inthe school system studied here dealt with the
universities (i.e.,
service was to delegate control to colleges and
,field based degree programs).

Through the expedience of delegation,

relatively well assured.
control over program activity and actions was

load, grades were
Instructors were assigned as a part of regular course
and the routinized
used as rewards for compliance with expectations
simply transposed to the
control structures of college programs were
school system.

Control, therefore, was usually not a problem.

Yet

disparaged by many participants
many college programs and courses were
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perceived to
as being ineffective 'in that much that was delivered was

related needs of teachers and
have little relationship to the job
administrators.

Potential Effectiveness
(1932), Willard Waller
In his book, The Sociology of Teaching

that they were generally
admonished students of education to.acknowledge
suggested that the
ignorant regarding the processes of schooling and
regarding these processes
quest for precise statistical formulations
might be misguided.

state of
He went on to state that "in the present

hope to get very far ahead of common
our our science, (one) cannot
if (One) does not fall behind it."
sense and (one) is. usually fortunate
(p. 3).

state of science in
it is suggested here that the present

in schools is no further advanced
regard to staff development processes

schooling processes at the time of
than was our understanding of the
this time begins from a
Wailer's writings (1932). Our perspective at
perspective, we can
common sense approach. But, to that common sense

of staff development prdcesses.
add new understanding to the complexity
starting poirit.
The following conclusions provide a

understanding of staff developFirst, at the present state of our
and schooling processes
ment, the complex interactions of schools
virtually preclude'the

development of a causal framework that assumes

and that some form of student outcome
that staff development is a cause
is only one small component of those
is an effect. Staff development
1

that have effects on students.
actions and activities in schools

(1979) and Good and Grotms (1979)
Studies such as those of Stallings
behavior and increase student
show that inservice can change student
for
difficult to justify such findings
learning. However, it is
logistical, financial, and other ITT
1

I
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Second, in isolated and controlled situations, it is possible to

determine the extent.to which particular forms of staff development
Bruce Joyce (1980), for example, has-

have intended effects.

identified a variety of training components (e.g., modeling, corrective
.

feedback) that must be present if one is to systematically impact upon
teacher behavior in the classroom.

Understanding what these components

are can help set the direction for staff development (i.e., indicate
what one should do).

However, knowing what one should do or what one

wants to do does not assure that one can do these things in the complex
environment of schools. 'The critical question (i.e., the "can do"
question) is determined by the ability of the staff development program under study to maintain direction.

Furthermore, the maintenance

of direction is dependent upon the ability to coordinate action and
control resources in the direction that is intended.

Thus, it is

argued that among the most critical questions confronting staff
developers and those who evaluate staff development programs are
ability of the
questions, largely unaddressed, that have to do with the
program to maintain direction, the ability to coordinate action aimed
needed to
at that direction and the ability to control the resources

support that direction.
differences
Given this view, the question then becomes "What are the

development prothat seem to make a difference in the capacity of staff
grams and activities to maintain direction, to coordinate activities
of that direction?"
and to control resources in ways that are supportive
effectiveness,
The presence of these capacities does not assure program

evaluative
but the absence of these capacities may well make other
'criteria meaningless.

In the broadest sense, the answer provided by
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er

'that the primary
the present study is

determinants of the ability of

to purposeto maintain direction and/or
a staff development program
(a) the way the staff development
fully alter direction are

pram

or activit

is embedded in the authorit

structure of the school

activity is
staff development program or
(b)
the
way
the
system and
The intent of
of the school system.
related to the reward structure
meaning
is to more fully explicate the
of
this
chapter
the remainder
at the issues of
This requires us to look again
conclusion.
of this
of rewards.
legitimacy, authenticity, and distribution

Legitimacy,

Authenticity, and Distribution of Rewards

To understand the

school systems,
operation of staff development in

must be
studied here, three conditions
at.least in the school system
rightful) goal of
legitimate (i.e.,
taken into account. First, the
the
education of children, whereas
provide
for
the
schools isto
legitimate (i.e.,

is to provide for
rightful) goal of staff development

the education of adults.

development can
The consequence is that staff

assocschools to the extent that the activities
legitimized
in
only be
conceptually or
development can be intellectually,
iated with staff

education of children.
empirically linked to the
the fact that in the end
Second, one must take into account
they are exschool systems. As employees
employees
of
teachers are
by
in performances that are valued
goals
and
engage
pected to pursue
with
important or necessary by those
which
are
viewed
as
the system or
of an
time, teachers are members
At
the
same
system.
authority in the
Thus, many
aspires to be a profession.
that
is
or
occupational group
committed to the proposition that as
teachers are ideologically
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professionals they shOuld have considerable autonomy in making judgments

about the kinds of services they will deliver and the way in which those
services will be deliverer(

Sociologists have long observed that there is a necessary tension
between employing organizations and professionals (e.g., Merton, 1968;
Corwin, 1965; Schlechty, 1976).

Furthermore, sociologists have

observed that the interests and needs of all employees whether or not
the employees are professionals are sometimes not in harmony with the
needs and expectations of the organization.

Gouldner (1980), for

example, writes, "A stress on authenticity implies that a concern with
the claims of society (or organizations) is necessary but not enough

either for the fulfillment of individuals or even for the effective
operation of society." (p. 424).

Tnus, anAker social fact that must be taken into account

in

developunderstanding direction, control, and coordination of staff

antagonism between
ment programs in schools is that there is potential
of teachers, both as
programs directly related to the authentic needs
that organizations
persons and professionals, and the requirements
place on employees.

Thus, one of the major problems that must be con-

staff
fronted in developing systems of coordination and control of

development programs is the problem of reconciling the legitimate
with the
requirements that the organization imposes on its employees

authentic needs of teachers as persons and professionals.
Finally, schools are systems of scarce rewards.

School personnel,

engage in some
however, are frequently called on to "work overtime" or
call of duty."
task that calls upon one to go "above and beyond the

recognition) are
Differential rewards (e.g., pay, higher status, public
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needed to encourage surh performances.

Unfortunately, administrators

except through vo
generally do not have access to such rewards,
Indeed, one of
development.
optation of the rewards attached`to staff

the most profound

rewards
realities is that in a system of scarce

incentives to be used to maintain the
few
flexible
sa where there are
ievelopincentives are attached to staff
the
flexible
system, most of
is that responding to maintenance
The
consequence
ment activities.
of the mission of staff development.
overwhelming
part
needs becomes an

The Question of Legitimacy
life that those who are in a
It is a fact of organizational
evaluations
allocation of resources and render
control
tfie
position to
life
that make a difference in the
(i.e.,
evaluations
that count
programs) are
organizational chances of
individuals
and
the
chances of
what programs,
at least in the short run,
to
determine,
in a position
(f.e.,
be considered legitimate
performances
will
activities and
that
is legitimate to the extent
a
program
In organizations,
rightful).
allocate those reare willing to
control
over
resources
those who have
that those who
activity and to the extent
support
program
sources to
program
that the goals pursued by the
authority
concur
have evaluative
definition of legitimacy,)
avowedly pragmatic
Given
this
are rightful.
and our undermade, based on our study
suggestions
are
the following
regarding the ways in which program
literature,
standing of the relevant

basic
concerned about some of the more
who
is
Dornbusch
and
For the reader
definitions of legitimacy,
involved
in
theoretical issues
(1975) is recommended.
Exercise of Authority
and
the
Scott's Evaluation
1
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legitimacy affects the coordination, direction, and control of staff
development programs.
1.

So long as those who control scarce resources.are also those

who exercise evaluative authority, it is likely that program direction

will be maintained and the coordination and control problems will be
minimized.
2.

When control over the resources needed to support program

activity is dispersed or when evaluative authority relevant to the program is diffuse, directional problems and problems of coordination and

control are increased.
3.

When the authority structure that governs the allocation of

resources is separate from the authority structure that governs the way

evaluations are made and acted on, the ability to maintain program
coordination, direction, and control is greatly compromised.
be
In summary, these conclusions suggest that for programs to

legitimate in the
effective, program activity must be acknowledged as
made.
authority structure that governs the way evaluative decisions are

those with
Furthermore, as the following discussion will indicate, when
supported by
authority over resources render judgments that are not
authority will
those with evaluative authority, those with evaluative

finally determine what forms of program activity are legitimate.
will demonFinally, the analysis presented in the following discussion
organized, those
strate that because of the way schools are presently
positions that
with evaluative authority are likely to be located in
change functions.
emphasize maintenance functions as opposed to

Thus,

and activthere is a tendency to evaluate most highly those programs

ities that contribute most to keeping things from getting worse.

O
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those programs
Concurrently, there is a tendency to, devalue most of

maintenance system or place
that divert resources from the existing
change and improviment
additional pressures on this system (e.g.,
efforts).
that it is ,not being
It is important that the reader understand

conservative
suggested here that those with evaluative authority are
interested in change
defenders of the status quo or that they are not
and improvement.

of
What is being suggested is that the scarcity

discretionary rewards,
rewards available in school systems, especially
places considerable pressure on the maintenance system.

Though

better and teachers
ideologues and publics may demand that schools get
with additional resources.
improve, they seldom couple these demands
rewards to support
Furthermore, given the scarcity of discretionary

resources are made
necessary maintenance functions, when additional
is a strong drive for the
available (e.g., a grant is procured), there

these rewards simply to
reward-starved maintenance system to co-opt
Corwin, 1973).
keep on keeping on (see, for example,

Those who would

their first aid lessons.
change schools might do well to consider

It

if the patient stops
does little good to engage in elaborate surgery
breathing.

is to assure the mainThe first thing that must be done

tenance of vital signs.

and the
Similarly, when the demands for change

many school personnel under
demands for accountability are placing so

that those with evaluative
stress, it should not be surprising

in ways that offset the
authority give preference to using resources
(e.g., rewarding teachers for
deleterious effects of these demands
call of duty).
past service above and beyond the
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Illustrative Cases

project, numerous instances were
In the conduct of this research
legitimating structures hcd 4 clear
identified in which the nature of

.

programs were coordinated and
impact on the way staff development
Many of
to maintain direction.
controlled and the ability of programs
similar cases have already received
commonplace
and
these instances are
has observed
For example, Corwin (1973)
attention in the literature.
outlocated the control of resources
projects
that
that Teacher Corps
(e.g., in universities) seemed
side the authority structure of schools
control of
change than did those in which
more likely to produce
the school system. This is a clear
resources was located within
maintenance system of schools to
illustration of the tendency, of the

co-opt resources committed to change.
numerit was found that there were
present
study,
However, in the
ous instances in which change-oriented

efforts did have systematic

direction and
extent that they maintained
least
to
the
effects, at
In each of these
control were minimized.
coordination
and
problems of
the school system.
were controlled within
furthermore,
resources
cases,
coordination, and control were
However, in cases in which direction,
only by the
rendered legitimate not
activity
was
maintained, the
support within the evaluative
allocation of resources but also by
described
of the reading management system
the
installation
system (e.g.,
Joslin, 1982).
earlier and the case reported by
this reis that in the course of
important,
perhaps,
What is more
which those with direct
were observed in
numerous
cases
search project,
directors with fiscal authority,
control over resources (e.g., program
courses) made
instructors in college
and
sometimes
workshop instructors

tj
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by
action that were later reversed
courses
of,
decisions regarding

building principals, area
authority
(e.g.,
persons with evaluative
case in which those with
there
was
seldom
a
superintendents), but
authority were able to reverse
fiscal authority and no evaluative
those
authority. Furthermore, in
decisions of those with evaluative
fiscal authority.
reversals did occur, those with
in
which
few instances
authority for
to some super evaluative
generally were able to appeal
of the decision.
the basis of the reversal

For example, project

state and
for funds allocated through
fiscal
authority
directors with
and top level
sometimes able to induce principals
federal projects were
resisted on
they might otherwise have
support
actions
administrators to
lost if
it and/or funds would be
guidelines
required
the basis that
school
with evaluative authority in
Thus,
those
do
it.
they did not
primarily
by those with fiscal authority
be
influenced
systems seem to
evaluator
could identify a higher order
fiscal
authority
when those with
therefore, seems to be the
Evaluation,
who would be displeased.
directions of programs are
operational
which
the
primary mechanismja
between those with
there is disagreement
Furthermore,
when
established.
the direction of
those with fiscal authority,
authority
and
evaluative
of the prothe direction and control
irratic
and
the program is often
unusual to
For example, it was not
maintain.
gram is difficult to
available to
fiscal resources were made
in
which
observe instances
attend staff developteachers so that teachers could
provide substitute
cancel the use of substitute
administrators
have
line
ment only to
director
instance, a federal project
In
one
teachers for this purpose.
Saturday
stipend for attending a
principals
a
gained permission to pay
evaluative authority vetoed
1981). Those with
Whitford,
workshop (see
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felt that this constituted
the action as inappropriate since it was

double-dipping on the part of twelve month employees.

At the same

did not think it, was legitimate
time, those with evaluative authority

of principals at the Saturday
or desirable to command the presence
activity. The effect was
workshop or to provide school time for such

willing to volunteer-were
that only those building principals who were
portion of the funds were
involved in the program, and a substantial
returned to the funding agency.
designers quickly come to underUnder such conditions, program
and control over
stand that it is not enough to have fiscal resources
those resources.

cooperation of those
In addition, one must have the

have evaluative authority
who have evaluative authority and/or must
oneself.

level
Perhaps this is one of the reasons that building

principal seems to be one of the
activity that has the support of the
development activity.
most effective forms of staff

The office of

the lowest level in the organization
building principal is, after all,
over resources is likely
in which evaluative authority and authority
unit.
to be combined in one organizational

between fiscal authority and evaluative

And, it is the congruence

authority that seems to

legitimacy to proceed
determine whether a program will have sufficient
in intended directions.

Reward Structures
development operates in schools,
If one is to understand how staff
reward
activities are associated with the
one must understand how such
conditions that seem to be
structure of the school. There are several
typical.

P2
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purposefully distribFirst, in most schools, rewards that can be
increases, promotions,
uted on a differential basis (e.g., merit pay

opportunities for travel) are scarce.

The way schools. are organtzed

structured make rewards generally
and the way the teaching occupation is
likely to be distributed
scarce, and those rewards that do exist are
salary increments based
equally among categories of employees (e.g.,
on experience).

employees
Second, to the extent that schools do differentiate among
rewards, this differentiation
in terms of rewards, especially monetary

in staff development than
is more likely to be based on participation

on any other condition.

Indeed, the idea of differentiating among

in
employees for pay purposes on any basis other than participation

ideologically repugnant to
continuing education (and experience) is
many teachers.

also closely linked
Third, opportunities for status rewards are
with participation in continuing education.

For example, if one aspires

to the ranks of administrators, one
to move from the ranks of teachers

must pursue a course of graduate study.
reward structure of schools in
Staff development is related to the
federal funding policies and
other ways as well. For example, due to
there is a growing feeling
lobbying efforts by teacher organizations,

education activity they undertake
among teachers that any continuing
time should be rewarded with
other than that which occurs on school
Another
supplements or stipends.
direct payment in the form of salary
universities have frequently
examples is the fact that colleges and
education as a means of
used the right to participate in continuing
(the IHE's) need to have done. Many
inducing teachers to do work they
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in exchange for supercolleges provide teachers with tuition remission
.

vising student teachers.

Furthermore, along with the personal

couises and
satisfaction one might gain from participation in college
provide,
the opportunity for self-improvement that these courses may
.

salary is also an
the fact that such courses can produce increases in
important consideration.
attached to
In addition, more subtle forms of reward seem to get

participation in continuing education activity.

For example, much of

to be associated with
the activity sponsored by teacher centers seems
other adults and the
the psychic rewards gained through instructing
being successhonor one gains for being acknowledged by one's peers as

ful in the enterprise.

The visibility one gains from participating in

system-wide inservice can
(or better yet, taking a leadership role in)

who desire to move up in
also be highly valued by classroom teachers
prerequisite to upward
the system, for such visibility is often a
school).
mobility (e.g., promotions, transfer to a preferred

condition in which
In sum, the way schools are organized creates a
force in determining
participation in continuing education is a powerful
those few differential rethe degree to which one will gain access to

wards that are available in the system.

Since such rewards are scarce

in schools, this relationship is an important one.
that the way continuing education
It is also important to understand
schools makes it difficult for
is embedded in the reward structure of
how these rewards will be
building level staff to exercise control over

distributed or to whom they will be extended.

The financial resources

the building level.
of schools are seldom controlled at

Furthermore,

and staff are granted some autonomy
even when building administrators
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limited by proscrip-.
with regard to.budgeti, this autonomy is usually

tive guidelines which border on being prescriptive.
school buildings frequently

The fact that

appear to operate as relativelOutonomous

units sometimes serves to distract attention from the fact that most

material rewards and many symbolic rewards available to support
continuing education are controlled by or located in organizational
units that transcend the confines of the local building unit and sometimes the school system.

For example, few building principals or

faculties are in a position to determine the content of college courses
complete those courses.
or the performance in which one must engage to
These determinations are a jealously guarded prerogative of institutions
of higher education.

Thus, teachers who would pursue the courses

performance exassociated with graduate degrees must comply with the
faculty.
pectations of colleges and universities not those of a school
and
Similarly, the offering of stipends, tuition remission,

beyond the building
release time are all typically controlled at levels
level.

level of
Sometimes these controls are located at or below the

to whom he/she
the school board (e.g., the Superintendent or someone
located outside
delegates authority) and sometimes these controls are
agencies, federal
the school system (e.g., IHE's, state education

agencies, or private foundations).

Frequently, these controls are

auditing procedures
lodged'in offices concerned more with budgets and
than with piogrammatic considerations.

Unfortunately, those in

must respond to audits find
positions to conduct audits and those who
it inconvenient to give others discretionary authority.

Rather, their

protection against
tendency is to promulgate guidelines that provide
the worse possible case.

Such accounting procedures generally emanate
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limiting the
from the system level'or outside the system, thus
to reward pardiscretionary authority of those at the building level
r

ticipation in continuing education (Whitfdrd, 1981).
building level units
The result of this condition is that those

associated with jobthat are most likely to gain access to the rewards
maintain control
related continuing education and at the same time

over the shape of the activities in which they will participate are
and/or teachers.
those buildings that have "system-wide" administrators

For example, in this study it was observed that school buildings and

chief administrator
intermediate administrative units that had as their
roles or
persons with prior experience in central office administration
had available
who had served on system-wide committees seemed to have
support continuing education
to them more discretionary resources to

activity than those without such experiences.

It is, of course, possible

and associated with
that this differential was based upon favoritism
informal influence networks.

The data do not make it possible to

definitively rule out this possibility.

However, there is some evidence

system-wide resources to
in this instance to indicate that access toodk
opportunities to participate in high
support staff development (e.g.,
enrollment) was attributable
demand system-wide workshops with limited

and/or staff development
to the fact that building level administrators
better
specialists who had had prior experience at the central office

that information with more
knew where to seek information and acted on
development specialists who
dispatch than did administrators and staff
had not had system-wide experience.

There was no evidence that system

those who received more favorable
level personnel initiated action toward
those who received less favorable
responses any more than they did toward
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responses.

-

abundantly clear that persons
Furthermore, the data make it

staff development activities were
who participated in system-wide
in part
participate in other activities, at least
likely
to
more
made them more aware of other opportunities,
because participation
It is this
were less aware.
while those who did not participate
are available and how they
aware"
of
what
resources
quality of "being
to here as being "system-wise."
can be used that is referred
4
of other important consequences
There are, in addition, a number
are
development and continuing education
from
the
way
staff
that flow
First, given the scarcity of difreward
structure.
embedded in.the
and given that participation
ferential rewards available in schools,
(a) one of the clearest ways to access
in continuing education is
by which rethe few legitimate means
these rewards, and (b) one of
unequal basis, continuing education
wards can be distributed on an
to a variety of pressures and
become
subject
policy and procedures
concerned with instructional
:interests that are only tangentially
For example, there can be
improvement and/or professional growth.
to differential
pursuit of graduate degrees
that
linking
little doubt
teachers and administrators to
encourages
some
salary increments
the salary
ocher reason than to advance on
degrees
for
no
pursue such
study could, should,
That the pursuit of such
promotion.
scale or gain
instruction is not
professional growth and improved
lead
to
or might
that present conditions
would be naive to assume
However,
one
denied.
ritualism whereby teachers and
great
deal
of
do not encourage a
irrelevant (from their
"tolerate" a wide range of
administrators
primary
in order to achieve their
least)
courses
perspective, at
increment.
goal, a promotion or salary
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enrollments are declining
Furthermore, in.p time when college
worth of salary increments is
(especially in education) and the
teachers, administrators,
diminishing, there is strong pressure on
to engage in an unspoken conspiracy
and higher education personnel
rewards there are in exchange for
to assure easy access to what few
job-saving enrollments in college programs.

The fear that such a

certainly widespread among
"conspiracy" is already under way is

educators and some school boards.
job-ielated continuing education
A second consequence of the way
of schools is that there is conis embedded in the reward structure
rewards attached to participation to
siderable pressure to use the
in addition to those for which
support many activities other than or
in the
For example, a routine procedure
the rewards are intended.
that school system personnel negotiate
school system studied here is
sometimes college credit) for faculty
(renewal
credit
and
for credit
preparation of regional accreditation
who take active roles in the
which
of at least four states in
(The
authors
are
aware
studies.
value
One need not deny the potential
this is a common procedure.)
inquire as
ass' staff development to
accreditation
studies
of regional
beyond the
receives for giving time above and
the
rewards
one
to
continuing
those rewards associated with
requirements
are
routine job
Is it because there is a logical
renewal
credit).
education (e.g.,
and the continuing growth of
what
must
be
done
connection between
the
system of scarce rewards, one uses
it
because
in
a
teachers, or is
must?
available rewards to do what one
illustrations pf how the
blatant
addition,
more
There are, in
other
support programmatic concerns
is
co-opted
to
reward structure
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the development of systematic
than, and sometimes i7 competition with,

continuing education programs.

For example, as McDonald (1981) notes,

interest in maintaining the
colleges and universities have a vested

degrees and salary increments
link between the pursuit of graduate
maintain college enrollments.
precisely because this linkage serves to
system studied here
Similarly, building principals in the school
travel to conferences, and released
use stipend producing workshops,
for past performance ratheer
time as a means of rewarding teachers
growth.2
than as a means of assuring continuing

Thus, in effect,

especially if that participation
participation in continuing education,
graduate credit leading to
involves stipends, tuition remission or
function--as a proxy for merit
salary increments, functions--or can
pay.

of continuing education
A third consequence of the relationship
is that the nature of this reto the reward structure in schools
of conflict in school,
lationship can serve to enhance latent sources

actions between and among
activate (for good or ill) competitive
administrative units, and foster
school building, departments, and
that are structurally
feelings of relative deprivation among groups
available.
denied access to the rewards that are

equity
federal programs intended to address
For example, state and
focused more
studied here were typically
issues in the school system

distributed on an ex post facto basis,
Because these rewards are
Thus, the value of
them.
individuals can not anticipate receiving
is compromised. In addition,
these rewards as positive motivators
seldom linked to performance
rewards distributed in this fashion areis as likely to be viewed as
expectations and the awarding of them
positive incentive.
favoritism as it is to be viewed as a
2
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the secondary school level.
at the elementary sch9o1 level than at
emphasis
In addition, these programs typically placed considerable

for-participation in continuing education
on the provision of rewards
graduate credit and
activities, including stipends, tuition remission,
advanced degrees.

The fact that secondary teachers were largely pre-

cluded from participation became a source of resentment.

This condition

pre-existing view
also served to reinforce among secondary teachers a
to do with elementary
that "Whatever staff development is., it has more

teachers than secondary teachers."

Thus, the structure of the reward

and priorities and goals
system, which is often shaped by system goals
drive an even deeper
derived from sources outside the system, can

elementary and secondary
wedge between groups in schools (in this case
positive affect toward the
teachers) and create negative as well as
job-related continuing education enterprise.
between system rewards
With regard to the tendency of the linkage
competition between buildings or
and continuing education to enhance
districts, one needs to
between departments or intermediate school
these rewards is typically
take into account the fact that control over

located outside these lower units.

Thus, decisions about the distri-

which units will or will
bution of the rewards are decisions regarding
position vis-a-vis the reward
not enjoy a relatively advantageous
structure.

designated as a pilot
For example, if a school building is

part of the project involves
center for one or another project and a

advanced degrees, other
systematic continuing education leading to
likely to be resentful of those in
faculties and administrators are
the preferred building.

(Numerous instances of such resentment were

observed in the course of the present study.)

2

Furthermore, this
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strong to exert pressure on the
become
sufficiently
resentment way
among buildings in
central administration to distrubute resources
in an absolute sense, of
an equalizing fashion. Given the scarcity,
the effect may be to dilute the *pact
such resources and rewards,
that there is little effect in
of the rewards available to the point
any building.

to the
another example which relates
Attentibn should be given to
of
deprivation". Over the years
aforementioned concept of "relative
that the colleges and
this study, it was frequently observed
system seemed to find it easier
universities that served the school
readand Courses for specialists (e.g.,
to operate site-based programs
and school administrators) than
ing specialists, special educators
cooperation from liberal arts
programs and courses that required
pursuing degrees
that persons who were
faculties. The consequence was
frequently
and administration were more
in reading, special education
those
the school site, whereas
appropriate
courses
on
able to access
secondary English, mathematics, science
who were pursuing programs in
the
to campuses. Furthermore,
and so on were required to commute
less inclined
university compuses seemed much
liberal arts faculties on
commuter students
schedules to accomodate these
their
teaching
to adjust

than did those in education departments.
were that some teachers perAmong the results of this condition
education,
and/or supported continuing
ceived that school sponsored
reserved
degrees and salary increments, was
which
led
to
especially that
the fact
categories of persons. In addition,
and
select
for special
taught by
delivered to the school were
the
programs
that most of
reinforced,
seldom by liberal arts professors
education
and
professors of
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stigma that is sometimes
especially among older secondary teachers, the
gual4ty."
attached to extension programs regarding 'inferior

Un-

faCt that many
pleasant though it may be for educators, it is a

that rely
teachers view education courses with disdain, and degrees
primarily on education courses are seen by many as "inferior.'!
related to the
In sum, given the way continuing education is
is
reward structure of schools, job-related continuing education

providing for the
called on to serve many functions in addition to

systematic improvement of instruction.

The failure to distinguish

considerable confusion about
among these functions seems to lead to
who should control what and at whose expense.

)

Chapter. Five

Enhancingthe Potential of Staff Development:
A Point of View

In the preceding chaters, the intent was to describe how staff
development ftinctions in one relatively large urban school system.

Given th ; description, some explanations as to why things occur as
they do were also offered.

The purpose of this final chapter is to

basis for making
use the preceding description and analysis as a

development might be
some concrete suggestions regarding how staff
improved.

While our suggestions are based primarily upon findings

from this study, we believe that there is much that will resonate with
staff developers and decision-makers in other settings.

A General View
conclusion that
Like Moore and Hyde 11981), we have come to the

which presently
unless significant changes can be made in conditions
development in schools or
exist, there is little likelihood that staff

be systematically
the continuing education of teachers generally can
schools.
improved and, in turn, play a significant role in improving

qualitatively and quantitaIndeed, we would be prepared to argue that
study was conducted is
tively, the school system in which the present

development under
exemplary of the best that can be done with staff
present conditions.

for the
We would also be prepared to argue that,

development has not produced
most part, the system's commitment to staff
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change and improvement as designers
as much in the way of4systematic
hoped would be the case.

What it has done is 'provide a powerful

and .dministraadaptive mechanism which has served to support teachers
other sources.
tors in their efforts to cope with changes initiated from

As discussed earlier, the school system

has successfully responded to

busing.
a court ordered desegregation plan including a heavy reliance on

Most informants in the system as well as experts from outside the system
have attributed much of the success of this effort to the school system's
commitmene.to human relations training.

Similarly, when the school

board mandated that a reading management system be installed, staff
with
development was a primary mechanism used to help teachers cope
1

these new demands.
is to become a vital
In our view, however, if staff development

decision-makers must attend
force in bringing about change, school
issues of legitimacy and
more carefully than they now do to the
which personnel
authenticity for staff development'and to the ways in

rewards shape the way
and program evaluation and the distribution of
these issues are to be resolved.

As mentioned earlier "legitimacy"

staff development is
has to do with the extent to which, in this case,

with and result from
The fact that these changes did not begin
The subtlety
staff developmdnt is a subtle but important point.
integrate the schools and the
resides in the fact that the decision to
not a staff decision.
decision to install a reading management system was
decisions. Thus, the
Indeed, staff had virtually no voice in these
control of the staff or staff
source of the change was outside the
direction of the change had been estabdevelopers. However, once the
assured, the staff
lished and the requirement for change had been
adapt to the
development system was called upon to help personnel
new requirements.
1
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"rightful" thing to do, and
endorsed by the organIzation as a
"authenticity"

staff
refers to the perceptions of recipients of

personal
development that it addresses their professional and/or
needs.

issues will be discussed
In the "remainder of this chaper, these

be provided with an
in considerable detail and the reeler will

of staff development.
indication of their implications for the future

Sources of Legitimacy
(i.e., rightful) in
Organizational action can be made legitimate
at least four ways.

legitimate
First, organizational action can be made

and local conventions.
by appeal to traditional authority

For example,

relatively autonomous
the idea that a school building should represent a
justified primarily by tradition.
social unit in the school system is
rational or bureaucratic
Second, action can be justify .1 by legal,
mandates for action.
authority as manifested in the farm of

For example,

and install the reading
the decisions to desegregate the schools
this type of authority and resulted
management system were both based on
in mandates.

to models and
Third, action can be justified by reference

claim to technical or moral
exemplars which are viewed as having some
superiority.

school systems to
For example, it is not uncommon for

worthy of emulation by others and
identify a building unit as a "model"
"do like they do."
encourage others to observe and

Finally, organi-

basis of the emergence of new
zational action can be justified on the
knowledge (research and theory).
knowledge or a reformulation of existing
expect that all teachers make their
School systems could rightfully
discovered in recent years regarding
practice conform with what has been
could use research literature to justify
effective teaching just as they
with
alter their practices to conform
administrators
to
requiring school

what is known about effective schools.
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and Conservative
Why Staff Developmenys Adaptive
developers have little
As professionals, teachers and staff
derived from either tuditional
access to or direct impact on mandates

authority or legal authority.

They have only slightly more impact on

will have saliency in
decisions regarding which models and exemplars
the school system.

Few teachers or administrators are knowledgeable

Indeed, many teachers are dis-

abolA research on teaching and schools.

themselves and their
disdainful of research and find it irrelevant to
practice.

explain (1) why
These facts, taken together, seem to us to

(2) why those
most staff development is conservative and adaptive,

to most positively
forms of staff development that teachers respond
and (3) why so little
are those that involve models and exemplars,
the introduction of prostaff development contributes directly to

gressive and systematic change and improvement.

most staff development
With regard to the first point (i.e., why
be observed that in schools
is adaptive and conservative), it need only
.

authority are those that emanate from
most of the salient forms of
1967; Waller, 1967).
tradition and legal requirements (Dreeben,

Tradition by its nature is conservative.
conservative though it often is.

Legal authority need not be

Furthermore, when legal authority is

change), the tendency
used in progressive ways (i.e., ways that require
authority to be required to
is for those who are responsive to that
whether or not the change is
adapt to the requirements of that change

consistent with their interests or values.

Equally important, however,

position to impose traditional and
is the fact that those who are in a

typically in a position to
bureaucratic expectations on others also are
and distribute rewards that count.
engage in evaluations that count
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evalGiven the demonstrated connection between rewards that count,

uations that count, and compliance with performance expectations
SD.

(Dornbusch and Scott, 1975), it is not surprising that-those :With
bureaucratic authority and traditional authority in and over school
systems primarily determine the direction that change will take.
staff
Since in most school systems, at least, those who conduct

development and participate in staff development are subordinate to
those with bureaucratic and traditional authority (e.g., line

administrators, parents, and community influentials), it stands to
to uphold the
reason that staff development would be oriented in a way
determine
expectations of legal authority and those who by tradition
expectations.

Thus, it is not surprising that those who exercise

in the long run,
bureaucratic and traditional authority also determine,
also
how staff development resources will be used since these persons
ha:$e'control over meaningful evaluations and rewards.

For example, it

teacher is much more dependent
could be argued that the reputation of a
colleagues.
on the response of'parents than on the respect of

Indeed,

by the
collegial respect is probably determined in considerable measure

response of parents.
(i.e., why models and
With regard to the second point made above

exemplars have more saliency with teachers), there are undoubtedly numerous factors to be taken into account.

For example, the literature

1980) certainly supports
in staff development (e.g., Joyce and Showers,
of transmitting knowledge
the notion that modeling is a preferred means
in education.

teach one"
The medical school adage "Watch one, do one,

is a folk expreision of the same preference.

Probably one of the more

"models" to refer to
critical aspects of models, and here we use
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authority, is that the use
individuals and programs as a source of
reduce the social distance between
of models and exemplars tends to

the source of authority and the recipient.

Direct contact with

and knowledge becomes
another individual reduces social distance,
(i.e., the recipient can come to
much more personal and compelling
techniques being
believe in the person as well as the ideas and
conveyed).

presented
The difficulty, of course, is that knowledge

developed in unique contexts
by models and exemplars is generally
is always suspect.
and the generalizability of that knowledge

For

confidence with a
example, teachers generally have much more
students than with a
demonstration done in their school with their

demonstration done with other students in. other schools.

In addition,

conveyed directly by models
it is frequently the case-that knowledge
and frequently loses fideland exemplars is difficult to articulate
For example, in two instances we
ity in subsequent transmissions.
activities that seemed to have
observed long-term staff development
the original model, in
widespread effects on teachers so long as
available within the conthis case, outside consultants, were made
text of schools and classrooms.

However, when surrogates and'second

models and exemplars, the
generation trainees attempted to act as
clearly present.
intended effect seemed to be less

Thus, the

based on models and exemplars
,effectiveness of organizational action
effect of charismatic authority,
must be in part attributable to the

S

and there is no known means of producing such authority "on call."
Charisma is known when it is seen, but the creation of charisma remains. a mystery.

.

2

With regard to the third point above (i.e., why so little staff
development contributes directly to the introduction of progressive
and systematic change and improvement), it is our view that the

greatest barrier to making staff development change and improvement
oriented is the fact that teachers, staff developers, and those in
control of evaluation and rewards not only do not use research to
improve practice, they do not believe in research or even know about
it to any significant extent.

Indeed, for most of the persons we

interviewed, including many with PhD's, both research and evaluation
had very narrow and specific meanings.

These meanings can be

summarized as follows:
(1)

For most teachers and administrators, "doing research" means

nothing more or less than going to the library to find out what some-

one else has to say about the subject.

2

It seems reasonable to speculate that one of the reasons
highly paid
charismatic consultants are in such high demand and so
traditional
is that such consultants present an alternative to
contain
authority and bureaucratic authority and simultaneously
For
elements of personal appeal and the excitement of subversion.
effective charisexample, it was frequently observed that the more
impersonality of
matic consultants routinely "preached" against the
and
emphasized in
bureaucracy and the silliness of some traditions
good
their stead humanness and humaneness. "How bad we are and how
bureaucracy did not blind us" seems
we could be if only tradition and
Some, of course,
to be the text of the majority of these evangels.
good we are if
took a slightly different tact. For them, it was "How
only we knew it and the impersonal world we live in honored it."
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administrators, "doing
For a smaller group 'of teachers and

(2)

test of statisresearch" means counting something and developing a
tical significance.

For a very small number of teachers and administrators,

(3)

and then
"doing research" means asking a question of importance
using all possible means to find the best answer to it.
(4)

For most teachers and administrators, evaluation means

quesselecting-or developing an "instrument," usually a test or a

numbers.
tionnaire, administering it, and reporting the
(5)

evalFor a smaller group of teachers and administrators,

from some instrument to
uation means comparing the numbers derived
some desired (i.e., valued) state of affairs.

(6

administrators,
For a very small number of teachers and

that will help one
evaluation means developing a wide range of data
the effort, and if it is
to decide whether what one is doing is worth
doing is the most effective and
worth the effort, whether what one is
.

efficient method of doing the job.3
framed, our biases are
Given the way these six alternatives are
surely clear.
,

and administraIt is our view that until most teachers

out what is really going on
tors view research as a way of finding
they view evaluation as "a
and why things go on as they do and until
what they have done, decide
systematic method for schools to sort out
continuing to do it"
what they do well and enjoy doing, and rationalize

should also add a fourth
Lest the reader think we are naive, we
and administrators, evaluation is
alternative: for many teachers
numbers to satisfy some bureaunothing more or less than generating
interference from some outsider
cratic requiremnt and/or tolerating
threaten to 0 harm.
who promises to do little good and may
3
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theory 'are unlikely
(Clark and McKibbin,1982 p. pl), research and

staff development.
to serve as a basis for legitimizing

Furthermore,

research and theory serve as a basis for
we would argue that until
development will be
legitimizing staff development, most staff
oriented.
conservative and adaptive rather than change and improvement

especially in those
Isolated exceptiOns will be found, of course,
charismatic or where a
instances where a careful researcher is also
research findings.
charismatic person is intuitively responsive to
gives so much emphasis
i4wever, change oriented staff development that

laws of chance and the vagaries
to charisma is enslaving itself to the
of individual biographies.

The remainder of this chapter is an

those suggested by
attempt to set.forth a third alternative to
tradition and chance.

Legitimizing Authenticity
point 'we would make is
The first, and perhaps most controversial,

health, school decisionthat if schools are-to maintain organ.izational
to the authentic needs
makers must be more attentive than they now are

of employees.

we would
Somewhat paradoxical to earlier concerns,

of employees cannot be appropriately
argue that the authentic needs
explicitly require that all
responded to if school systems implicitly or
linked to systems of evaluation
forms of staff development be directly
of evaluation give priority to
and reward, especially if these systems
direct and inimproved-student performance or outcomes. A mixture of
warranted.
directattempts to bring about change and improvement seems
rather than
at as a long-term process
Staff development must be looked
a

short-term solution.

is a critical
Keeping things from getting worse
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dimension of making things better.

Indeed, management specialists in

and Athos., 1981) have pointed out
America (e.g., Ouchi, 1981; Pascale

management system .1s its
that a part of the genius of the Japanese
employees even when these
attention to the authentic needs of
line equations.
authentic needs are not translatable into bottom

management practices in well
Similar conclusions have been drawn about
Waterman, 198?).
run U. S. businesses (Peters and
(i.e., that
The empirical basis for the above recommendation

attentive than they now are to the
school decision-makers must be more
result of the study reported
authentic needs of employees) is a direct
in which this study was conhere." Specifically, the school system
reputation as one of the most
ducted presently enjoys a national
It has also been quite
successful urban school systems in America.
in reducing discrepancies
successful im improving reading scores and

white majority on standardized tests.
between minority children and the
this success in addition to those
There are clearly many reasons for
However, at least some of
development.
to
staff
that are attributable
needs of
to the fact that the authentic
be
attributed
the success must
development and neither the
individuals is a central focus of staff
of
have been insistent that all
the
Superintendent
school board nor
be directly tied to evidence
the dollars spent on staff development
Indeed, some of the
improved.
teachers
have
somehow
that individual
development in the system are avowedly
most visible forms of staff
school system's Employee Assistance
therapeutic. For example, the
staff
than to respond to individual,
Program has no other purpose
difficulty. By school board
members who are experiencing personal
participants, even including who they
policy, all information about
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introduced into personnel decisions.
are, is confidential.scan cannot be
School
Teaching Learning Center.
The school system also funds a large
stiff of
for'the program as well as the
administrators responsible
that the initials of the center
this center are most proud of the fact
Tender Loving Care.
are TLC which also means

Furthermore, since its

staff has successfully been
inception, the Teaching Learning Center

activities other than those requested
able to resist engaging in any

by teachers on a voluntary basis.
300 workshops per year for
In addition, the system conducts over
came into existence simply beteachers and many of these workshops
they had an interest in the topic.
cause 20 or more teachers indicated
that
is that a) there is no insistence
What is perhaps most startling
instance
be evaluated and b) in every
the outcomes of these workshops
have caused participants to resist,
where efforts to evaluate programs
As was indicated
or. abandoned.
evaluation plans have been modified
primacy and
studied, the individual has
in
the
system
in Chapter Two,
is intentionally conducted in
much of the staff development activity

ways that are

non-threatening and non - evaluative.

Some
course, not without critics.
Such a mode of operation is, of
conducted in the name
of the activity
saw
much
interview respondents
without
"mickey mouse," "touchy-feely" and
development
as
of staff
than half of the professional
In spite of this fact, more
substance.
participated in one or more
voluntarily
school
system
employees in the
this study was being conducted,
workshops each year during the time
It should be
school.
were conducted after
these
workshops
and most of
encouraged by the
this participation was
pointed out that some of
and status
in our view, the need for money
Incentive Pay Program, but
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through staff development, is
rewards, both of which could'be net
indeed' authentic,

especially in a reward starved environment.

benefits afforded:by the
Put differently, one of the greatest
that it provided teachers with
system
studied
was
staff development
of the classroom and a means of
the
isolation
of
overcoming
a means
with the larger school system
feeling
of
"correctedness"
maintajning a
emphasized, for
of which they were a part. Numerous' interviews
development was the primary
example, that participation in staff
system. And,
out what was going on in the
which
they
found
means by
report, the staff development system
has been noted elsewhere in this
link for the school system.
served as a primary communication
these
however, that while some of
It is crucial to point out,
with direct ties to
activities may not be concerned
staff development
learning, there are
increased student
changed teacher behaviors or
what we are
the importance of meeting
research results whith indicate
improveauthentic needs as an indirect means to
calling participants'
opportunities for collegial
and recognition,
Increased
status
ment.
and increased self-esteem
activities, enhanced financial stability,
staff
direct outcomes of the above
might be seen as a few of the
be difficult if not imposdevelopment in the district. While it would
achievement,
directly to increased student
sible to tie these outcomes,
based ties that support the
and
/or
research
there are logical
has
For example, teacher motivation
importance of those outcomes.
efficacy
the existence of teacher
correlated
with
been shown to be highly
highly correlated with
in
turn,
been
(Ashton et al., 1983) which has,
(Berman
effective program implementation
receptivity to change and more
be a key element
Collegiality has been shown to
1978).
and McLaughlin,
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1981; Purkey and Smith, 1982) as
in more effective sctibols (Little,

achievement and other
identified by relatively greater student
criteria.

in these
An important part of-developing collegiality

status to those
studies was providing recognition and additional

leadership in the collegial efforts.
who fully participated and provided
the ability to establish
The point is that, while we may lack
adoeess these types of
direct linkages between staff development to
there certainly is a basis for
authentic needs and student learning,
that they are likely to have a
making some well-educated "guesses"
probably much more than
positive indirect influence. It is also
outcomes of a direct nature
coincidence that most of these current
"stability" in terms
could be labeled, as a group, as contributors to
of their work setting. Logically,
of teachers feeling more a part
and desirable part of any system's
that stability is a significant
function of staff development which
attempt to "maintain" itself, a
in this district.
we have previously documented

with the recognition that both
But, a paradox is introduced

outcomes of staff development. On
maintenance
coexist
as
change and
ideologically viewed maintenance and
one hand, we and others have
exclusive. But if many of
change as an either/or pair and mutually
present staff development activities
the "stability" outcomes of the
and
correlated with effective change
have been shown to be highly
exist in a school system
implementation, and yet are outcomes which

operation, how then can change
dominated by a "maintenance" mode or
Unless one doubts the empirical
and maintenance be mutually exclusive?
the above
this study or the results of
evidence we have derived from
reasonable conclusion to accept.
referenced studies, there is only one
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They cannot be mutually exclusive.

Furthermore, if staff developfient

maintenance function produces
that is clearly intended to perform a
and
correlated with effective change
outcomes that are also highly
that
then consider the possibility
implementation,
we
must
program
paradoxical as that may sound
contribute
to
change
as
maintenance may
it may seem.
or as ideologically repugnant as

A Possible Lesson
credence
present study has been 0 give
One of the results of the
be
McKibbin (1982) that it might
of
Clark
and
to the suggestion
systematic method for schools
appropriate to view evaluation as "a
well and enjoy
done, decide what they do
to sort out what they have
to do it" (p. 671). Specifically,
doing, and rationalize continuing
the
research was being conducted,
in
which
this
during the first year
convinced that much of the
became
increasingly
university researchers
at best only
activity in the school system was
staff development
clearly had
goals and priorities and
tangentially related to system
systematic change. The university
little prospect of leading to
(and some were appalled) by the
particularly
amazed
researchers were
being spent and so little evaluation was
fact that so much money was
reported to the
and concerns were
being done. These conclusions
others who
researcheams as well as to
public school members of the
permission,
research team (with appropriate
members
of
the
were not
lack
conclusions were resisted and the
Initially,
the
of course).
of dialogue,
accepted as a problem. In the course
of evaluation was
researchers and to
the university
however, it became clear to both
rather,
not in school practice, but
practitioners that the problem was
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matter was being viewed.
the problem was in tpe way the

The fact

and the practitioners had
is that both the university researchers
preference that suggested
been unwittingly biased by an 4deological
should be rational and goal
that schools and school action are or
related.

Over time and as a result of much pain, all the researchers

of schools was wrong
came to embrace.the view that such a perspective
the university
and that to insist on such a view would lead both
conclusions and
researchers and the practitioners to inappropriate
actions.

researchers and the
Almost unwittingly both the university

organizational
practitioners came to discover collaboratively what modern

theorists have been saying for some time:

"there will be ambiguity

they are not necessarily
and. anarchy in organizational systems; that
simply because
failing or in need of reorganization or restaffing

responses" (Clark and
their institutions manifest nonsystematic
McKibban, p. 672).
costs.

Of course, such a "discovery" is not without

costs well when they write:
Clark and McKibban summarize these

by political and
Classical views of organizing are supported
to
be nearly unassailpsychological structures that are so strong as
For example:
able.
boards of trustees the
Who wishes to point out to legislators or
eliminated in an interorganizational
redundancy and waste that cannot be
inevitable but probably
arrangement and then to defend it as not only
desirable for attaining effective operations?
that, based on current
Would you like to be the first to report
set of post facto goals
'activities, you have discovered an appropriate
for your organization?
that the new whool improvement
Who will volunteer to point out
is likely to result, at best,
program is based on uncertain technology;
to be wasteful in execution;
in some incremental change; is certain flexibility (a bit of playfulness)
might better be designed to emphasize
structured to make some failure safe
rather than orderliness; and is
rather than to be fail-safe?
.

.

.
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psychologically protective
A rational viewili;f organizations is
accountIn that rational world, one can be
expedient.
and politically
systematic and forceful,
able and responsive, orderly afid efficient,
ambiguity is low.
in control of one's own destiny. The tolerance for
one's grasp.
Grandiose schemes and promises are within
planning is feasible.

Fail-safe protection is possible.

Long-range
Of course,

of the time, such a world
the evidence is overwhelming that, most
does not exist for most of us.

But is it foolish to assume that the

enthusiastically in the real world
new perspectives will be embraced
simply because they are grounded in that world?

Much of the language

to soften or to obfuscate the
and action of practice is designed
Those who feel
harsh realities of everyday, life in organizations.

eventually to stronger, more
that the new perspectives will lead
with the powerful hold exereffective organizations must first cope
makers, and decision-makers by
cised over practitioners, policy
rational, systems-based organizational models.
that the costs related to these
One important lesson learned was
Specifically, once the
new perspectives may not be overwhelming.
researchers had agreed that
university researchers and practitioner
had
staff development in the system
in
the
name
of
much that was done
understood
systematic change and once it was
no direct relationship to
undesirable condition, it became
that this was not necessarily an
to critics in ways that made
possible to present such conclusions even
conclusions were first presented
sense and were persuasive. When these
After
overwhelming response was negative.
to a school audience, the
pointed out that maintenance is
subsequent discussion in which it was
attitudes began to change.
organizational
function,
a necessary
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Recently, many

a

adminlltrators have indicated that they enthusiastically

should
the missions of staff development
notion
that
one
of
endorse the
"What this
worse." As one put it,
be to "keep things from getting.
something most of us knew but would.not
research has done is tell us
argued that one of the results of
or could not say." Thus, it can be

legitimize some practices that would
this research project has been to
non-legitimate if they had been openly
have otherwise been considered
belief that the best way to legitimize
talked about. This leads to the
authentic needs in schools may be to
oriented
toward
staff development
that is grounded in actual pracconduct research on staff development
ideological commitments to a
icerather than grounded in a priori

rational systems approach.

Legitimizing Staff Maintenance
Implicit in the foregoing discussion on

authenticity is the idea

employers, have an obligation to assure
that school systems, like other
of employees as
promote the personal growth
conditions
of
work
that the
persOns entechnical growth. Indeed,
professional
and
well as their
health
(e.g., psychiatry, social work,
gaged in human service activities
out"
much more susceptible to "burn
teaching)
are
probably
services, and
persons are likely to manifest and
the
values
these
precisely because
psychological
undertake require much more
the nature of the tasks they
in critical life
in which one is not aiding
do
occupations
stamina than
occupations
This being the case, human service
decisions for .others.
occupations
attentive than production-oriented
must necessarily be more
argue.
capacity of employees, or so we
to maintaining the present
embedded in public
is that schools are
of
course,
The difficulty,
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based more on a
bureaucracies and bureaucracies, by their nature, are

growth (see, for
punishment system than on a system of reward and
example

Corwin, 1965).

For eXample, recent actions intended-to

much more on
"improve the quality of teachers" have concentrated
selecting and
identifying and getting rid of bad teachers than on
nurturing good. teachers

(Vance and Schlechty, 1982).

In the process

investigator had the
of conducting the present study, the principal
who were in
opportunity to talk with and interview ten persons
the state in
personnel management in high technology industries in

which this study was conducted.

In every case, these personnel

and lack of understanging
managers were amazed at the insensitivity
the need to attend to the
school managers and school boards had toward

maintenance of psychic needs of employees.

One, for example, said,

comforts of our employees
"If we were as inattentive to the creature
survive."
for so little reward, our business could not

He went on to

rewards that I am speaking of, even
say that "It is not only monetary
likes to be told he is doing a
the lowest level person in our, business
good job.

doing a good job
Infact, if you are telling people they are

when they are not
when they are, then you don't have to tell a person
suggests something is
doing a good job, because the lack of praise
wrong."

believe that it is in
Simple minded though it may appear, we

systems that businesses
the area of developing appropriate maintenance
in some joint endeavors, and
and public schools could come together

might lead to other mutually supportive
success in these endeavors
responses as well.

Furthermore, if business and industry gave its

maintenance systems, this would go
support to the development of such
appropriate function of the
far toward legitimizing maintenance'as an
schools.
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What, then, are the arguments that educators might use to convince
business and industry that it is in their interests to support schools
in developing more growth oriented strategies for school personnel.
Beyond such obvious arguments as better schools are better for industry

and better schools attract higher quality industry, several additional
approaches can be suggested each of which has had some success in the
school system in which this study was conducted.

First, few employers

are aware.of or appreciate the fact that, on the average, 10% of those
persons who they employ with a college education had their first adult
job experience in the public schools (Vance and Schlechty, 1982).

Thus, the first few years of teaching serve not only to train teachers,
but as 4 training ground for future employees of industries, especially

high technology industries (see Vance and Schlechty, 1982).

Thus, it

in the
is in the vested interest of industry to support improvements

part of their
work life of school teachers, for they get a substantial

college educated work force from persons whose initial work perceptions
are shaped by schools.
in education
Second, few persons in business and only slightly more

the job requirements
have systematically thought about the parallels in
in
of teaching and the job requirements of first line supervisors

industry.

However, as Berliner's (1982) notion of the teacher as ex-

ecutive indicates, the parallels are real and striking.

For example,

work force of widely varying
first line supervisors must deal with a
ability and widely varying commitment to work.

They must set goals

provide instruction to those
and tasks for a large number of persons,

molt efficiently and effectively in those
persons for performing the
tasks, evaluate both the process

d product of the work, provide
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effective feedback, dnd motivate performance.

Thus, implicitly,

learning to teach effectively requires one to leaiin many of the same
things one needs to know to manage production oriented groups of
persons in other setting as well.

Though it is recognized that there

are differences between managing an assemblage of adult workers and

managing a classroom, there are many parallels.

This being the case,

public school teaching could be viewed as a "natural" training ground

not only for teachers but for future managers and executives.
itly, this is already the case.

Implic-

Making the case explicit might serve

to improve the training of teachers as well as encourage business

and industry to support the creation of healthy organizational en6ronments in which maintenance is considered as legitimate as change and
improvement.

F.inally, as American business becomes more atuned to the requirethe
ments of managing professionals, there is a growing awareness of

need to nurture employees as well as to supervise them.

If public

school personnel are astute, they can capitalize on this emerging
condition to gain political support for more attention to maintenance
in schools,

For example, books like Peters and Waterman's In Search

of Excellence (1982) provide a strong argument for the idea that mainbusiness.
tenance and change are integrally interrelated in American

Such arguments could serve educators well and should be addressed.
is proThere are, of course, those who would suggest that what

perhaps, cause
posed here avoids some fundamental issues and would,
problems.

For example, what is proposed assumes that a relatively high

turnover rate is not an undesirable circumstance.

We think it is not.

teaching have
What we think is critical is that teachers who stay in
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vital sources of renewal and maintenance and that those who are new
will assure exto the system have access to models and exemplars that,,
3

cellence in the schools and clissrooms.

Legitimizing Change

Throughout this report, it has been indicated that the way staff
development is embedded in school systems decreases the likelihood
that staff development will serve as a proactive force in the
initiation of change.

Indeed, in most of the situations studied and

observed, it was found that staff development either served as a maintenance function or it served as a response mechanism in support of

change that was initiated from some other source. When the school
system adopted a policy of requiring the implementation of a reading

management system, the staff development system responded to this
policy by developing a training program to develop the skills the implementation of this policy seemed to require.

Thus, it seems that,

for the most part, change is legitimized by mandates and policies

emanating from outside the staff development system and the staff
development system primarily serves as an adaptive mechanism in support
of these mandated changes.
In the course of our study and observation, however, we did get
fleeting glimpses and images of other ways in which staff development
related to the change process.

These glimpses and images suggest, we

However, it is only
3This point is obviously a controversial one.
indirectly related to the purpose of the present report. For the
reader who is concerned about the matter, a more detailed discussion
in other
of the issues of high turnover and stability can by found
discussions (e.g., Schlechty and Vance, 1983).
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could serve as
think, some possible'ways in.which staff deyelopment
to the change process.
an initiator of change as well as a responder

first=be necesIn order to give meaning to this discussion, it will
sary to discuss the aforementioned sources of legitimacy for the
change process.

Those sources are legal mandates, model and exemplars,

and research and theory.

With regard to the first source of legitimacy

(i.e., mandates), it is important to understand that such mandates can
emanate from a variety of sources.

For example, P.L. 94-142 is a

mandate that emanates from the federal level.

Some mandates emanate

from a state level, others from school board policy, others from
from building
system level administrators and still others emanate
principals.

It appears that the question of if, whether, and how the

mandates depends
staff development system is likely to respond to such
these mandates become inon if, whether, and how the intentions of

corporated into the system of personnel evaluation that operates
within the school unit.

Put simply and directly, if those with

evaluative authority in the school take the mandates into account in
development system
their evaluations, the likelihood that the staff
will make.a systematic response is increased.

The fact that the

level mandate and the
reading management syStem emanated from a system
into account in
fact that system level evaluators took this mandate
to this mandate.
their evaluations resulted in a multi-faceted response

Whitford was someThe case of the TRICA program reported by Joslin and
what different.

Since this program did not proceed from a clear

factors of whether the
system level mandate, one of the determining
seemed to be
staff development system would make a systematic response
systems took the
the degree to which building level evaluaticin
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expectations of the 1'RICA program into account.

In those buildings

where the expectations of the TRICA program were not taken into account
in the evaluation system, there was a less systematic staffrdevelopment
response.

With regard to models and exemplars, it is important to understand
that much that occurs in the name of staff development in schools, at
least in the school system studied here, is based on models and exemplars.

For example, the designers of the TRICA program argue that the

program is based on research and theory, and that this is the case
is not disputed.

However, the success or lack of success of this pro-

gram varied from building to building, at least in part, because of

different responses faculty and administrators had to the believability
and personalities of the designers and trainers.

Thus, it seems that

s. 41,1 development programs and activities that depend on models and

exemplars to legitimize the changes advocated are very dependent upon
personalistic variables (e.g., Has the trainer had real experience in
the classroom?

Is the trainer respected by the trainees?

trainer charismatic?)
relationships.

Is the

and also dependent on prior networks and working

For example, when system level personnel try to import

new models and exemplars for teaching practice, they seem to rely
heavily on initiating action with people who knew them before and whom
they believe trust them in their judgment about what is good.
For staff developers who see

themselves as agents of change, the

use of models and exemplars has considerable advantage.

For example,

system level and building level persons who have some degree of autonomy

and discretion in the use of staff development resources (e.g., consulting money, money to purchase materials) are in a position to
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initiate change by selecting and supporting models and exemplars
they value or .perceive to be worthy of emulation.

Furthermore, to

the extent that the models and exemplars they choose are persuasive

to those with evaluative authority (e. g., building principals,.
intermediate level administrator;s), they may eventually be able to

co-opt this evaluative authority in a way that provides mandated
support for their )referred model.

The TRICA program is an illustra-

tion of the use of such a strategy.

However, the TRICA program also

illustrates the vulnerabilities of the model and exemplar approach.
First, models and exemplars, if they are to be effective, depend upon
sustained interaction between those persons and organizational units
that are to be changed and the models or4exemplary case.

In the

initial stages of proceeding without a legal mandate, the change
oriented staff developers find themselves highly dependent upon
their ability to call on loyalties built in prior interactions with
trainees and/or on extrinsic rewards (e.g., stipends) to induce persons

to interact with the model or exemplar for a sufficient amount of
time to become loyal or committed to it, him, or her.

Thus, the

history and system biography of the sponsor or sponsors of a model
the effectiveness with
or exemplar become a critical determinant of

which the model or exemplar will be embraced.
Research and theory as a legitimizing basis for change in schools
have been
has in the past suffered from all the difficulties that

mentioned for models and exemplars.
be obvious.

The reason that this is so should

theory
For the most part, the extent to which research and

legitimizing base for change, reare transported into a school as a
exemplar.
search and theory is likely to be embodied in a model or

1 4.6
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For example, one Staff development activity was observed that was

consciously based, or purported to be based, on systematic analysis
of learning theory.

Thus, in the abstract at least, the' targets .of

the training were expected to embrace the procedures suggested
because they were justified and legitimized by "science".

The

interesting fact, however was (and is) that when the person who

codified this body of knowledge made presentations about it or gave
demonstrations based on it, participants were generally enthusiastic
and supportive.

However, when those he/she trained made similar

presentations to different audiences, the enthusiasm was substantially
less and the evaluations lower.

As one participant put the matter,

When X tells it, i believe it, but somehow when others try to say the

same thing its not as convincing."

Thus, the personal. characteristics

of the conveyer of supposed research knowledge seem to affect the
believability of the research itself.

This leads one to wonder whether

persons who believe the research or believe in the exemplar who conveys
the research.

In our view, if research and theory are to serve as a legitimizing
base for change or improvement in practice, some mechanism must be
found to make it less dependent on the personal qualities of,those who
convey the meaning of the research.

The final section in this chapter

will provide some suggestions as to how this might be done.
Schools As Research, Development and Training Organizations

Throughout this report we have commented on the dubious legitimacy
of teacher training in the, context of schools.

If teacher training is

research
a dubious enterprise as a legitimate function of schools,
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and developmerit is eden more,dubious.

The fact is that few persons

in schools see the conduct of research as a part of their role and

only slightly more see their rile involving the creation of new
'products based on research.

It is our view that until all three of

these conditions are changed (i.e., research, development, and teacher
training are viewed as legitimate functions of schools), there is little

likelihood that research and theory will ever inform practice in any
systematic way.

Put differently, until the roles of teachers and

administrators are redefined and until this redefinition includes a
systematic induction of teachers into research and development roles
as well as into teaching roles, teachers are unlikely to value research
and researchers are unlikely to engage in activities that teachers
value.

This being the case, the persistent split between theory and

practice will continue in the future.

What is being suggested is that

for staff development to serve as a catalyst for change, and for
research to serve as a legitimizing basis for staff development, there

needs to be a fundamental restructuring of schools, of teacher education
and of the teaching occupation.
One of the results of the research project reported here was that
the university based principal

investigator was invited by the Super-

intendent,to chair a committee charged with the task of developing a
coherent set of recommendations regarding the way staff development,
teacher evaluation and reward structures might be created to overcome
some of the difficulties that had been identified.

It would be mis-

only
leading to say that the research project reported here was the

or even the primary cause of this initiative, but knowledge of our
research findings throughout the system certainly contributed to the
initiative.

Furthermore, as the reader will readily see, many of the
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recommendations that have been made, grew directly out of the
effort.
insights that were developed in the present research

Superintendent asked the coSpecifically, in September of 1981, the
study merit pay and to
principal investigator to chair a committee to
school system should
make recommendations to him regarding how the
in the system.
respond to public pressure to institute merit pay

After

review of numerous preseveral months of diligent study including
the committee
liminary documents produced as a result of this project,
not a solution to the
arrived at the conclusion that merit pay was
problems to which merit
problems that had been identified, but that the

and should be systematically attended
pay was addressed were persistent
to.

committee to "try their
Subsequently, the Superintendent asked the

hand" at developing some
be addressed.

recommendations as to how these problems might

E) was submitted
On June 3, 1982, a report (see Appendix

to the Superintendent.

the creation
In essence, this report calls for

that gives emphasis to teachers
of a pattern of differentiated staffing

training and research and
assuming increasing responsibility for teacher
development activity.

the
Subsequent to the submission of this report,

a more deSuperintendent asked the co-principal investigator to prepare

recommendations of the committee might
tailed document indicating how the
(This document is presented
be more fully developed for implementation.
in Appendix F.)

board, after three
On September 28, 1982, the school

the Superintendent to develop
months of study and discussion, authorized
recommendations. At the
a detailed plan to implement the committee's
investigator hasteen assigned
point of this writing, the co-principal

responsibility for heading this planning effort.

Funds to support
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school sources and from
planning are being provided frOm local
Presently, additional supplemental funds from

university sources.

sought.
private foundations and public-agencies are being

There is, of

school
course, no way of knowing at the present time how far this

systeM will be able to go toward the implementation of these recommen,

dations.

and
However, we believe that anyone who reads this report

studies Appendices E and F will appreciate the fact that this
in which theory
collaborative research effort has produced a condition
1

can inform practice.
contained in the reports
We do not propose that the recommendations
only practical implicareferred to above (Appendices E and F) are the
tions of this research project.

Neither do we suggest that this

recommendations.
research project was the only factor that led to these

knowledge and insights
However, we are convinced that without the

without the collaborative style
gained in this collaborative effort and
project, the recommendations
that was represented in this research
been framed, and they certainly
would not have been framed as they have

have gained.2
would not have gained the endorsement they

compelled to excise much
In writing this report, we have been
One of the items
material that might.be of interest to the reader.
description of the mode of
that has not been included is a detailed
who is interested in
collaboration that was employed. For the reader
refer to Schlechty and
this matter, it is recommended that he/she
Noblit (1982).
1

2

that made the recommenIt is worthy of note that the committee
of the report. This committee was
dations was unanimous in its support
leaders, business leaders, a
broad based and included community
presidents of the AFT, the local affiliate
school board member, the local
of the local teachers organization
of the NEA as well as the president
elected Teacher Advisory Council.
and the chairperson of a system-wide
in Appendix G indicate, at this
Furthermore, as the documents contained
also has substantial support in the
time the report of the committee
local press as well.
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We hope that the readers of this report will find much that is
applicable to their situations.

If, however, they do not, we would

still contend that the time and effort spent on this project has been

worthwhile, for it has served as a catalytic agent to cause a large
urban school system and a school of education of a major university
solving some
to work together cooperatively and collaboratively in

problems that both must solve if either is to survive:
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APPENDIX A

Initial Research Questions

I.

Organizational Context (Coordination System)
A.

Organizational Set
1.

What are the names of the organizations and organizational
subunits that are' officially involved in or have responsibility

for performance of program tasks?
2.

organizational subWho decided that the organizations and/or
should have
units named above should be involved in or

responsibility for performance of program tasks?
3.

have for involving
What explanations do the decision-makers

orfor assigning
the organizations or organizational subunits
them responsibilities in the program?
B.

C.

Resource Adequacy
1.

What resources are needed by the program?

2.

What resources are allocated to the program?

Structural Lag
1.

adequate to meet
Are the resources allocated to the program
needs?

2.

time when the
If resources are not adequate, was there a
program?
needed resources were allocated to the

3.

How long has the program been in operation?

4.

will be
Is it reasonable to think that needed resources

allocated in the future?

If so, when?

r; )
/...,
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D.

Maintenance Cost
1.

How much money and staff and program decision - makers' time is
spent on program tasks?

2.

How is the time and money distributed between instructional
activities and non-instructional activities?

E.

Standardization
1.

What proportion of program tasks assigned to, participants are

common to all participants?
2.

Are common evaluative criteria applied to all participants?

3.

Are program tasks performed in a common place?

At a common

time?
F.

Formalization of Criteria for Staffing
1.

G.

Are there written criteria for staffing?

Staff Specialization
1.

Do formal (written) and informal (not written but understood

by program decision-makers) criteria include expectations that
staff have evidence of non-routine preparation in the content
area of the program, e.g., advanced degrees, special
certification?
2.

Are special types of experiences included in critera fo
staffing, e.g., workshop experience?

3.

H.

How detailed are the criteria for staffing?

Internal Staff Supply
1.

How many persons with necessary qualifications to fill staff
positions are known by program decision-makers to be available
in CMS?

15,i
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2.

How many persons with necessary qualifications exist in CIS
but are not known to program decision-makers?

.3.

7

How do available qualified staff members come to be known to
program decision-makers?

I.

External Staff Supply
1.

How many persons with necessary qualifications to fill staff
positions are known by program decision-makers to be available
outside CMS?

2.

How many persons with necessary qualifications exist outside
CMS and are reasonably accessible but are not known'to program

decision-makers?
3.

How do qualified staff come to be known to program decisionmakers?

Organizational Context (Power and Authority System)
A.

Levels ofAuthority
1.

What are the names of the program decision-makers and what
offices do they occupy?

2.

Relative to each other, how much authority do these persons

have within the school system

(e.g., two area superintendents =

one level of authority)?
B.

Authority Distribution
1.

What are the names and occupational positions of people who

exercise authority over the programs?
2.

Relative to each other, how much authority do each of these
people have over the development, operation and maintenance of
of the program?
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What is the distribution of authority among components oflhe
organizational set,-especially between CMS and ethers in the
organizational set?

C.

Informal Control
1.

Who, outside of those in authority, is able to influence

development, operation and/or maintenance of the program?
2.

What positions do these people occupy vis-a-vis the organizational set?

3.

What is the source of the influence?

4.

Toward what persons or offices in the authority structure is
the influence directed?

Functional Automony and Dependence
1.

Who has authority to review changes?

2.

Who has authority to initiate changes in program content,
format, and evaluation procedures?

3.

What positions do these people occupy vis-a-vis the. program?

4.

What happens when program changes are recommended by program
staff but not approved by other program decision-makers?

5.

What happens when program decision-makers make recommendations
that are not concurred in by program staff?

Orginizational Context (Boundary System)
A.

Source of Initiation
1.

Why was the program started, e.g., teacher request, needs
assessment, govermental mandate?

2.

Who or what office is the primary sponsor of the program?

3.

Who was involved in planning the program?
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B.

Source of Legal, Control

operates and
What are the guidelines under which the program

1.

who or what office promulgated these guidelines?
the guide-.
Who or what office is responsible for seeing that

2.

lines are conformed with?
3.

Whose judgment would be most important in making decisions

abbut changes in the program?
C.

Volunteerism
1.

those with evaluative
Is participation required by policy or

authority over participants?
D.

Degree of Participant Control
1.

instructional activiDo participants participate in planning

ties and/or delivery of instructional content?
2.

their input to be?
How important do participants perceive

3.

policy or is it up to
Is participant involvement a matter of

the general volition of the staff?
4.

and performance expectations?
Who establishes evaluation criteria

matters?
Do participants have input on these
E.

Source of Finance and Support
1.

funds, personnel
Who has authority to initiate requests for

and/or materials for a program?
2.

source(s) of these resources?
What is/are the organizational

3.

reduced as a result of
Are any other programs' resources
in question?
allocation of resources to the program
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F.

Type of Support (by source):
1.

What proportion of rupport for this program is 'initially
allocated in each of the following categories:

(a) designated

budget lines, (b) assigned personnel time, (c) in-kind material
resources?
G.

Boundary Extensiveness
1.

Are there persons or agencies outside the organizational set
and outside the informal influence network with whom partici-

pants or staff communicate regarding the program?

(e.g.,

national conferences, one-time consultants, letters, etc.)
H.

Program Pervasiveness
1.

Are participants, and staff relieved from other duties to carry

out program tasks?
2.

to
When confronted with a choice between allocating resources

this program or to other programs, how frequently are decisions
favorable to this program made?
3.
I.

How frequently do such choices arise?

Locus of Evaluative Authority
1.

What are the names of and the offices occupied by those with
evaluative authority over program and participants?

2.

In case of contradictory evaluations, which person's(s')
judgment(s) prevail(s)?

J.

Adaptability
1.

of the
In the past, have the goals, content and procedures

program changed in noticeable ways?
2.

account
How do program decision-makers, staff, and participants

for the change that has occurred?
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3.

K.

What is the source of pressure for the change?

Rationality
1.

11.

When'program decision-makers explain decisions about the
program, what basis do they articulate to justify or explain
their actions?

Organizational Context (Direction System)
A.

Competing Loyalties
1.

Relative to other job-related commitments, do staff perceive
their activity in this program as a high priority item?

2.

Relative to other job-related commitments, do decision-makers
view the program as high priority?

3.

Do participants view expectations of the program as consistent
with other job-related expectations?

B.

Goal Consensus
1.

What do program decision-makers, staff, and participants say
the goals of the program are?

C.

Goal Clarity
1.

Given the goals articulated by program decision-makers, what
do staff and participants attach to the goal statements?

D.

Goal Displacement
1.

What proportion of program tasks is directly related to pursuit
of official goals?

Organizational Context (Program Status).
A.

Status Enhancement
1.

Is there an expectation that participation in the program will

change officially recognized responsibilities?
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B.

Prestige Enhancement
1.

;in the program
Do non-participants-perceive that participation

is deserving of special recognitio'n and honor?
C.

Staff Prestige
1.

aeiative to other persons, how are staff viewed by participants
regarding their competence in the area of concern of the
program?

D.

Visibility
1.

What proportion of non-participant school system members are
aware of the existence of the program?

2.

members have
What proportion of non-participant school system
detailed knowledge about the nature of the program?

E.

Permanence
1.

decision-makers as onIs the program thought of by program
going or short term?

2.

II.

If the program is not on-going, what is its length?

Social Process (Knowledge Transmission Systems)
A.

Knowledge Types
1.

What kinds of norms do staff emphasize in instructional
activities?

2.

kinds of norms
In responding to instructional activities, what

do participants emphasize?
B.

Knowledge Source
.1.

of content of
What basis do staff use to explain the selection

instructional activities for the program?
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2.

What justification do staff give to participants for the
selection of content of instructional activitierf

3.. What justification mode is used by the author of the "technique
and practice" oriented literature assigned to participants?
C.

Technology Employed
1.

What types of activities are participants expected to engage
in, e.g., listen to lectures, read, observe, create materials,
demonstrate techniques, etc. -?

D.

Stability of Knowledge
1.

the knowHow certain are staff regarding the "correctness" of

ledge they are attempting to transmit?
2.

of
How certain are participants regarding the "correctness"

the knowledge the staff is transmitting?
3.

expressed in
If participants are uncertain, is the uncertainty
lack of
terms of lack of understanding of the knowledge or

belief in the knowledge?
4.

uncertainty in
If staff are uncertain, do they express their
being'
terms of the lack of predictability of the phenomenon
their
addressed, incomplete understanding of the phenomenon or

own inadequacies concerning the knowledge?
E.

Performance Visibility
1.

particiDo staff members demonstrate performances expected of

pants with participants observing?
2.

Where do these demonstrations take place?

.3.

expected of them with
Do participants demonstrate performances
staff, other participants, and others watching?

o
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4.

Where do these demonstrations occur?

5.

How frequent are these demonstrations?

Extensiveness of Performance Related Communication

F.

.

talk about observed perHow often do.staff and participants

1.

formances?

What is the content of these conversations?

2.
G.

Language Type and Function
1.

between and among staff
What is the content of conversations
activities?
and participants concerning instructional

H.

Knowledge and Expectations
Social Distance of Those Who Transmit
1.

out instructional
Do participants perceive those who carry

responsibilities as peers. subordinates, or superordinates?
2.

do participants view
Relative to themselves, how far removed
those with instructional'responsibility

regarding prestige

and honor?
3.

(e.g., friend,
In terms of personal affect, how close

feel to those with
acquaintance, stranger) do participants
instructional responsibilities?
I.

Shared Ordeals
1.

Are group assignments given?

2.

nature that they require
Are the group assignments of such a
things or the same things to
group members to do different

accomplish a common goal?
3.

used for group products?
Is a common basis of evaluation

4.

of participants is
What proportion of cooperative action

recognized and officially condoned
recognition and condoning)?
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(or any combination of
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I
Do staff members intend to foster cooperative action among

5.

participants?
J.

Cohort' Identity
1.

they
Do participants place higher value on the relationship

have with other participants than they do with non-participant
school :system members?
2.

Do participants interact with each other in non-program
settings more than they interact.with non-participant school
system members?

3.

with the
Are there special symbols, signs, or names associated
program that participants use to identify themselves?

K.

Success Acknowledgement
1.

by
Is successful -completion of program tasks accompanied

of
symbolic forms of recognition, e.g., diploma, letters

recommendation, etc.?
2.

Are remunerative or status rewards directly connected to

completion of program tasks?
3.

remunerative forms
How much emphasis is given to symbolic and

of recognition by officials in CMS?
Social Process (Evaluation and Enforcement System)
A.

Magnitude of Rewards
1.

rewards and
How much value do participants give to various

punishments associated with program participation?
B.

Consistency of Enforcement
1.

participants
Do all those who have evaluative authority over

criteria for
incorporate program expectations into their

evaluation of participants?

16,
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Do all those with evaluative authority over participants

2.

for
regularly apply program related evaluation.criteria

participants?

Source of Authority for Evaluation

C.

the job explain or
How do evaluators in the program and/or on

1.

performance to
justify evaluations they make of participants'
participants and to others?
2.

D.

How do participants explain the evaluations?

Perceived Validity of Evaluation
1.

of their
Do participants perceive that evaluations made

program-related performances are warrant :d?

System)
Social Process (Recruitment and Selection
A.

Program Size
1.

B.

C.

accomodate?
How many persons was the program designed to

Program Size Constraints
1.

program?
Who established the size limits for the

2.

the size limits?
How do program decision-makers explain

Presence of Criteria for Participation
1.

that program
What are the criteria, written or unwritten,
from the
decision-makers have for admission to or exclusion

program?
2.

subject matter,
To what areas do these criteria refer, e.g.,

grade level, etc.?
D.

Importance of Criteria for Participation
1.

importance is attached to
Relative to each other, how much
decision-makers?
each criterion for admission by program

By participants?

.16i
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I
Specificity of Criteria
by program decisionHow many distinct criteria are acknowledged

1.

makers?
2.
F.

How subject is each criterion to multiply interpretation?

Awarness of Criteria
1.

decision-makers say
What do staff, participants, and program
the criteria for admission are?

Cynical Knowledge Regarding Selection Criteria
1.

Do participants, staff, program

decision-makers, and non-

official criteria
participant school system members believe the

criteria, are actually
for selection, as they understand the
believe there is
used in selection of participants or do they
intentional violation of the criteria?
H.

I.

Participant Availability
1.

designed to accomodate?
How many participants is the program

2.

in the program?
How many people applied to participate

Selectivity
1.

excluded beHow many people who applied for admission were

they did not meet
cause program decision-makers perceived

stated criteria for admission?
J.

Competitiveness
1.

decision-makers perceived to
How many persons that program
from the program because
meet admission criteria were excluded

of program size constraints?
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;
K.

Source of Motivation to Participate
1.

What reasons do participants give for participation in the
program?

2.

each reason?
What relative importance do participants attach to

3.

give for
What are the reasons staff and program decision-makers

participants becoming involved in the program?
4.

What relative importance do staff and program decision-makers
--attach to each reason?

L.

Type of Admission
1.

time at which
Now much variability is there in the point in

each participant was admitted to theprogram?

f
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APPENDIX B

Program Selection Criteria
staff were
On October 11 and 12, 1979, meetings of the project

held as planned in Charlotte, North Carolina.

On the first 'Tay of

meetings, the nature of the project was reviewed.

This review included

project, a
extensive discussions on the intentions and goals of the

thorough exploration of the
progress report on work done to date, and a

role responsibilities of each staff member.
set of programs for
On October 12, the staff met again to select a
inclusion in the project.

Below are excerpts from the proposal stating

the program selection criteria which guided this process:

we define staff development as any training program,
instructional sequence, or set of experiences aimed at
professional staff (i.e., teachers, administrators, or
specialists) which is officially sponsored by the school
is the
system, or subunit thereof, and whose purpose
development or maintenance of knowledge, skills, and
the
attitudes that are officially held as appropriate to
attainment of the goals of the school system. This
definition excludes programs, courses, and experiences
that individuals might pursue as a part of their proIt also excludes
fessional growth or personal renewal.
of staff
those experiences that contribute to the capacity
which are
members to respond to the needs of clients, but
by the system as
not officially sponsored or recognized
staff development activities.
to staff
We will further limit our attention in this study
connected
development programs. By programs, we mean a
duration
to
take on
sequence of activities of sufficient
meeting place or time,
a public identity (e.g., a regular
identifiable
an identifiable cohort of participants, an
purpose or set of tasks, etc.).
Finally, we will not concern ourselves with any staff
pursuing some
development program or activity which is not
1980.
positive action during the spring semester of
(proposal, pp. 6-7)

106
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with some clear
The intentions of this project provide us
indications of the kinds of staff development programs_that
should be included in our study.
especially
Programs should reflect considerable variety,
office, subin terms of source of initiation (central
(teachers,
district, building level), target population
administrators), and content (skills, knowledge acquisition, attitude formation).

A.

Programs should vary in terms of the extent to which
of equity.
they are specifically targeted toward issues
explicitly
For example, some of the programs should
children
'aimed at improving the performances of minority
to educational
or giving minorities greater access
opportunities, some should be tangentially directed
content areas)
toward minorities (e.g., reading in the
(e.g.,
programs
and others should be general in nature
studies,
dealing with teaching strategies in social
science, etc.).
C.

D.

E.

intensity (e.g., shortPrograms should vary in length and
and should reflect
term workshops, long-term courses)
instructional input.
maximum variety in terms of source of
for
Data related to programs (including opportunities
readily accessible.
observations and interviews) should be

be sufficiently
Finally, the number of programs should
the dimensions of
great to provide maximum variance on
that the
concern, but sufficiently limited to assure
has quality,
qualitative data we get about each program
intensive
study of a:
for we are more concerned with the
study of many
few programs than with the extensive
available
to use and the
Thus, the resources
programs.
included in our
size and complexity of the programs
the absolute
final population will largely determine
We
estimate
that the
number of programs we will study.
(proposal,
p.
29)
number will be between 10 and 20.

summarized as follows:
The.criteria for program selection can be
1.

professional staff,
Individual programs must be aimed at
have content that is consponsored by the school system, and

sistent with the goals of the school system.
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variety as possible
As a group, programs must reflect as much

2.

initiation, target
on such characteristics as source of

population, content, degree to which equity issues are
instructional inaddressed, length, intensity, and source of

.

put.

Activities studies must have public identity as programs.

3.

their own
Exclusions are activities pursued by individuals on

and activities that are not approved by the system.
available for
After intensive staff discussions of the programs

were chosen for
selection and of the selection criteria, twelve programs
staff, are
All of the programs are aimed at professional

study.

consistent with the
sponsored by the school system and have content
system's goals.

definition of proEach activity meets the proposal's

gram and none violates the exceptions.

also reflect considerable variety.

As a group, the programs selected

The necessity of choosing a set of

possible was
programs which, as a group, will have as much variety as

the primary factor affecting selection.
The programs selected for study are:
1.

Incentive Pay program

2.

Desegregation Center Program

3.

Citizenship Education Program

4.

Summer School Preparatory Program

5.

Motivation and Management

6.

New.Teachers Workshop

7.

Employee Assistance Program

8.

Temple University Bilingual Program

I
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9.

Teaching Reading in the Content Area (TRICA)

10.

Oaklawn Program

11.

Leadership Program

12.

School Law for Administrators

)
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Description.of Programs Studied

The following descriptions have been compiled from documents on
staff development activities.
1.

Incentive Pay Program

Any employee who is paid on the teachers' salary scale and who

does not spend a majoHty of his/her time on administrative duties is
eligible to participate in the Incentive Pay Program (IPP).

An indi-

vidual teacher's plan of study is developed in consultation with
several organizational superordinates.

Each plan contains specific

units of credit in five predetermined categories.

Upon completion

of the required total of 15 approved incentive pay units, a teacheris
eligible for a salary in :rement.

The program has been in effect in

Charlotte-Mecklenburg since July 1, 1978.
Because of the scope and complexity of the program (e.g., it applies
levels of authority,
to all teachers, it involves multiple agencies and
etc.), it
it has a number of specific criteria for approved activities,

will likely provide an interesting comparative base from which to study
program differences.
2.

Desegregation Center Program

This program is directed toward only one of the eight sub-districts
in the system, the Independence Area.

It is designed to directly address

equity and is aimed at teachers and parents.

its' length and credit

still being developed.
status are unknown at this time since the program is
have
The Desegregation Center in Hillsborough, North Carolina, will

instructional input.
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3.

Citizenship Education Program

This is a Title IV-C program in secondary social studies.

It is

specific to one content area at one level of instruction,, 10 -12 social
studies.

The North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction

conducts workshops as a part of the program (seven workshops between
October and April).
4.

Summer School Preparatory Program

Beginning in the school year 1979-80, a mandatory retention, promotion and placement policy will go into effect.

In compliance with

the new policy during the summer of 1980, a tuition-free summer school
will be available to all students who are to be retained at the third,
sixth, and ninth grade levels as a result of their California Achievement Test scores.

The Summer School Preparatory Program, still being

developed, is for teachers of summer school for students who may be
retained as a result of the new policy.

Training in the workshop will

focus on the use of small groups to teach reading and math skills.
5.

Motivation and Management

This program is designed for all 4-9 teachers, counselors, and
administrators.

Its purpose is to provide information about motivation

for use at those grade levels and to look at factors which influence

classroom management by learning techniques for motivating students.
The source of instructional input is the staff of the Drug Education
Center.

It is a credit program (renewal and IPP) and is of set length

(February-April).
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6.

'

New Teachers Workshop

This, program is designed .for new teachers, both .those' new to

teaching and those new to the Charlotte-Mecklenburg system.

It is con-

ducted by the Teaching and Learning Center housed at the Staff
Development Center.
7.

Employee Assistance Program

Unlike most other staff development programs, the Employee

Assistance Program is specifically designed to help any employee meet
personal needs.

According to official policy 4147, "Behavioral/medical

will be
problems, emotional disturbances, family problems and stresses
regarded as health problems which can be successfully treated."
AP

The

rights of
Staff Development News (April, 1979) states that employee
in the
fiaprivacy and confidentiality are assured and that participation

program "will not jeopardize an employee's job security or promotional
opportunities" (p.3).

Of the approximately 150 employees who used the

service during the 1976 -79 school year, 67% sought help regarding job

related concerns, 20% sought help with family problems and 10% were
encerned with personal problems.
tradiThis program covers an area of staff development that is not

tionally addressed.

It employs the services of a variety of outside

igencies, directly confronts system management of confidentiality, is
credit in terms
available to all employees of the system, but offers no
credit.
ipt certificate renewal, incentive pay or university course

If

prevent collection of the
-11; fin(that participants' rights of privacy
4.

24.
necessary data, we will exclude this program from the project.

We do

since we have
)ot anticipate that confidentiality will be a problem

4.

wr

a-

:

tr
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(see proposal
the data collection procedures
into
account
in
taken that
and group
more- concerned with structural
p, 39) and because we are
however, want
characteristics. We do,
properties than with individual
about confidenare aware of and concerned
to assure the reader that we

tiality and rights of privacy issues.
Temple Bilingual

8.

Program

Participants
K-12 ESL teachers.
This program is available to all
developed materials in the classroom,
curriculum,
use
the
will develop
form for
curriculum and submit it in final
modify
the
evaluate and
relates
directly addresses equity as it
The
program
system-wide usage.
English. The prowhose primary language is not
of
students
to teachers
is 18 hours in length and is
to
participants,
provides
credit
gram
specialist from Temple University.
directed by a bilingual training
Oaklawn School Reading Program

9.

developed at the
in that it has been
is
unusual
This program
lab teachers and
involves only the Title I
school
and
initiation of one
model for
The teachers will develop a
that
school.
4-6 teachers at
all content areas. It is of
practice
throughout
teaching reading as a
involving 32 hours of
is a credit program
(October-April)
and
set length
inservice time
10.

Teachinglleadin

in the Content Area (TRICA)

high
through ESEA funding for junior
is
provided
This program
of
reading in the content area, it is
Its
focus
is
teachers system-wide.

a"credit program.
set length and is
11.

Leadership Program

Charlotte-Mecklenburg
There are 900 employees in the

17,1

system who
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hold principal's certification.
one administrative position.

Recently, there were 42 applicants for

In the next ten years, approxifiately half

retirement age.
of the school administrators will reach

"

In response to

developed to plan for the
these conditions, this program has been
best qualified individuals
training, recruitment, and selection of the
into administration.
12.

School Law for Administrators

adminisThis program is the only program that is exclusively for

trators, including central office staff.

It is provided by Wingate

College and is of set length.
factor affecting selection of
As was stated above, the primary
programs was the desire for variety.
4E'

The programs chosen differ widely

-from each other on a number of characteristics.

,

AP..

on-going and others are of set length.
issues, others do not.

For example, some are

Some directly address equity

populations (e.g.,
Some are targeted to general

designed for specific groups,
wall teachers, all employees), others are
teachers, 4-6 teachers at one school,
(e.g., high school social studies

.111,

jobilingual teachers).
that
list of programs includes several
It should be noted that this
scheduled
of this writing but are definitely
are still being developed as
collection activities are to be underway.
"for operation by the time data

problems, such as access, we will
`"While we do not anticipate any specific

74'

'

lrbe able to substitute programs

of a similar nature if problems do arise.
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APPENDIX D

Criteria Used by Practioners in
Reviewing Research Questions

1.

What terms in the definition need to be clarified or further explained before the definition is understandable to you?

2.

Given your present understanding of the construct, do you think
the answers to the questions we have proposed will describe the

differences suggested by the constructs?
other questions that should be added?

Do you think there are

Should some be deleted?

What is the justification for the addition or deletion?
3.

Will the answers to the questions be different across the programs
we have selected for study?

4.

If the answers to the questions are different, do you think the

differences are important to (a) how staff development programs
operate, and (b) the effects staff development programs migtq have?
5.

Given what you know of the operation of staff development prlograms
in CMS and of staff development programs generally, is it possible

to get answers to all of these questions?

If so, what is the

source of the answers, e.g., persons, offices, documents, etc.?

1 7:i
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APPENDIX E

Recommendations for Improving the
Career Opportunities of Teachers
in The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools:
A Constructive Alternative to Merit Pay

Submitted to Dr. Jay Robinson, Superintendent
June 3, 19d2
Phillip Schlechty (Chairperson)
Royce Angel
Elizabeth Dargan
Calvin Davis
Olin Flowe

Art Garrigus
Jim Murchison
Jim Sasser
Sarah Stevenson
Betty Thomas
Judy Trimble
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The initial charge to °this committee was to study the possibility

of implementing a system of merit pay in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Schools and to make recommendations to the Superintendent regarding
this matter.

In keeping with this charge, the committee reviewed

numerous documents, research reports and position papers related to
merit pay.

Based on this study the committee concluded that there is

no existing system of merit pay' that will work in schools.

Further-

more, the committee found that teachers generally so distrusted the
idea of merit pay that any effort to install, a merit pay would likely

do more harm than good.

In a letter dated December 4, 1981, the

chairman of the merit pay committee informed the Superintendent of
the committee's views.

The following excerpts from this letter

indidate the sentiment of the committee as of December 1981:

1.

There is no existing system of merit pay in schools that
Indeed, there is more evidence
can provide a model for CMS.
to support the assertion that merit pay has had harmful and
disruptive effects than that it has had positive effects.

2.

In spite of these facts, there is strong evidence that some
form of merit pay will be imposed on CMS and every other
school system in the state in the near future.

3.

If CMS is to escape the negative consequences that are
likely to flow from such a state mandated program, the system
has two options: a) prepare a strong statement, based upon
available evidence against merit pay and resist the imposition with logic and political power, or b) endeavor to
capture the momentum created by the present state-wide
concern with teacher evaluation and merit pay to create
a comprehensive system of incentives and evaluation that is
logical and that would work if it were implemented.

4.

The members of the committee have indicated that they will
commit themselves to working on the latter task if they are
If, however, your intent
assured that this is your intent.
is for us to review existing alternatives and make recommendations, our work is basically completed, for we see nothing
Furthermore, we do not
in alternatives worth recommending.
believe that the alternatives that the state will provide

17/
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will be any better than those we have already reviewed.
The committee was particularly concerned
that'merit'pay plans
tend to implicitly punish the many by rewarding
only a few.
There

was also concern that the basis of these rewards often becomes
arbitrary and capricious.

Given the public sentiment for merit pay,

the committee was especially concerned tnat the
CharlotteMecklenburg

Schools might ynintentionally become participants in ,all
ill-advised

effort that would have negative and punitive effects on teachers,
many of whom already feel that they are not appreciated for doing so
much, for so many, for so little.
The Superintendent accepted the committee's
recommendation and
asked the members to proceed to develop an evaluation, staffing and
incentive plan that would promote continuing professional development
and encourage outstanding performance among all 'professional employees.
Furthermore, it was agreed that positive reward for quality
service

and fairness in evaluation should be the paramount values
upon which the system would be based.
Given this new and expanded charge, the committee ceased viewing
itse]f as a merit pay committee.

Rather than merit pay, the committee

became concerned with developing a comprehensive system of evaluation,
staffing and rewards designed to systematically improve the over all
°

quality of instruction in the school system.

Thus, it should be

understood that the committee is not recommending a merit pay plan.
Rather, the committee is
evaluation

recommallEilcommhenitleallem21

train129 and rewards that opens new_possibilities for

111_212121112221 em2lo/ees.
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Operating under the expanded charge indicated above, the
committee took on the task of reviewing a body of.liter=ature that
deals with the nature of the teaching occupation and with management
practices employed in high technology organizations.
several .reasons this literature was reviewed.

There were

First, it was assumed

there was a need to take into account those forces in the present
environment which work against the systematic pursuit of goals of
excellence in schools.

Second, it was assumed that many of these

forces were to be found in the way the teaching occupation is now
structured and in the ways schools are now organized.

.

For example,

teacher representatives on the .committee regularly acknowledged the

need for more systematic performance evaluations of teachers.

They

also acknowledged that some teachers were more deserving of rewards
than were others.

Yet, regardless of the nature of the specific

proposals that were advanced to deal with these issues, teachers
and,Administrators felt that "the way things are now" the proposed
solutions would never work.

Discussions revealed that most of the

thinll that blocked the pursuit of common goals had to do with the
present pattern of organization in schools, the way roles are defined,
ano the way evaluations are conducted.

For example, even if principals have the technical capacity to
systematically evaluate teacher performance (which many do not), there

is-no guarantee that principals will be objective in their evaluations.
Furthermore, given the way schools are now organized it might be possible

to evaluate teacher performance more systematically, but It is virtually
impossible to evaluate the evaluations and/or the evaluator.
Discussions and observations such as these encouraged the committee
17 :j
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to take a new look at the entire problem.

As one committee member

stated, "It is clear that if we ere to do anything, we Kaye to approach
the problem from the totally new perspective.

We must overcome a

hundred year tradition".

The Problem Defined

Having accepted the fact that it was fruitless to attempt to
institute a system of merit pay without taking into account the organizational and occupational barriers that have made it ineffective
in the past, the committee began 'working toward the following goals:
I.

To develop a pattern of staffing and evaluation that is
logically linked to a system of incentives and rewards in
a way that encourages high quality performance and the
effective pursuit of the instructional

2.

goals.

To link performance assessments and evaluations of goal

achievement to opportunities for career advancement, job
enrichment, and economic rewards.
3.

To design a system of evaluation, rewards and careeis advancement that promises to overcome or offset the barriers
that presently prohibit the development of a positive,

growth-oriented system of performance evaluation.
4.

To link rewards and incentives tc the achievement of
instructional goals in a way that encourages collegial
approaches to problem solving, shared responsibility for

establishing and maintaining high performance expectations
and shared decision-making concerning the way goals should
be pursued and evaluations conducted.

The developmen1 of these goals grew out of the committee's study
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of the present conditions of teaching and the barriers created by
those conditions.

For example, one of the primary .barriers. to

systematic performance evalue.ions is that teachers and administrators
do not have a common language for describing and analyzing instructional performances and learning environments.

Furthermore, such a

language is not likely to develop so long as experienced teachers
are isolated from each other and so long as inexperienced teachers
are not systematically inducted into the role and performance expectations they are expected to engage in and uphold.

Thus, it seemed

essential that any effort to evaluate performance be linked to an
effort to encourage shared decision-making and collegial approaches
to prot.'m identification and problem solving.

Similarly, performance evaluations that are not linked to
positive rewards or to the potential of positive rewards are inherently
punitive.

Put directly, if positive evaluations are not used to

enhance one's reputation or status, if positive evaluations are not
."1

used to make one eligible to accept new responsibilities and gain
enriched job assignments, and if

positive evaluations are not used

to determine expanding career options, then the only evaluations
that count are those that are negative.

Unfortunately, the way

schools are now organized, negative evaluations are the only
evaluations that count since positive evaluations are not linked
to any rewards that count.

Proposed Solution
.AYdOmw4OMiIdlhlDdIWONlwiiI.O..

Having endorsed the goals stated above, the committee took on
the task of conceptualizing a solution to the problems the goa's
suggested.

The remainder of this report presents, in outline form,

lb i
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this conceptualization.
The Charlotte-Mecklenburg School's shc-uld adopt

Recommendation I:

the four goals outlined above as long term staff goals for the system.

If is the committee's view that the achievement of such goals
would involve such fundamental changes in staffing patterns; salary
structures, and systems of reward and evaluation that it would be
unrealistic to-expect such a plan= to be fully implemented in less
than ten years.

Furthermore, successful achievement of these goals

will require that staff presently employed in CMS develop new
technical skills, especially in the areas of personnel evaluation,
program evaluation, goal-setting, and management styles.

Thus,

short term solutions' would be dysfunctional and probably lead to

an aborted attempt at implementation.
Recommendation II:

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools should make a

clear distinction between career teachers and non-career teachers.
This,distinction should be supported by clearly discernible differences
in rewards, status and responsibility.

More specifically, It is

recommended that to achieve career status in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools one would first need to clearly demonstrate the capacity
to engage in the, types of performances in the classroom that are

determined to be essential to effective teaching.

In addition, it

is expected that a career teacher would have demonstrated the capacity
to improve his or her own performance and to support others in their
efforts to improve performances.

Finally, it is assumed that a

career teacher would demonstrate the ability to pursue goals
effectively and efficientl, and to work cooperatively with other teachers
in the pursuit of shared goals.

1S,2
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Recommendation III:.

The Charlotte- Mecklenburg Schools should

acknowledge that it is unreasonable to expect that all persons

employed by the system will desire and/or be able to fulfull the
expectations of the career teacher role.1

Furthermore, it should

be acknowledged that the number of career positions should be
limited in such a way as to assure that achievement of this position

clearly signifies a meaningful accomplishment.

Finally, it should

be acknowledged that those who occupy career positons have an

obligation not only to maintain high quality performance in their
own classrooms but also to a) work with non-career teachers in the
development of performance capacities, b). work with other career

teachers, non-career teachers and administrators in establishing
goals and performance expectations and in developing systemi to
assure that these expectations are met,and c) particip.ate in and/or
help design and implement those forms of continuing educaticin for

themselves and others that maintain currency in the field.
Rinmmendation IV.:

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools should adopt

the policy that all persons newly employed as teachers be designated

1

In this report the term career teacher is used in preference
to terms like master teacher oTleia tiiin74-. The committee
recognizes that the use of the term career teacher is likely to cause
some confusion since the labels career teacher and tenured teacher
are often used as synonyms. However, just as the term merit pay
has negative connotations so do terms like master teacher (Who,
after all, wants their child taught by a teacher who is not a master?).
However, assuming that the recommendations of this committee are
favorably received, careful considerations should be given to developing new titles for the positions described.

r
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as provisional2

teachers and that all provisional teachers should

undergo systematic performance evaluations at least four times per
year.

Recommendation V:

A document should be developed in which the.

nature and form of the performance evaluation of provisional teacoers
is outlined.

Recommendation VI:

Insofar as possible and professionally defensible,

the performance evaluation system recommended above should be con-

sistent withstate evaluation procedures and the Quality Assurance
Program.

The results of the performance evaluations of

Recommendation _VII:

provisional teachers should serve as a basis for nominating individuals
as candidates for career status.
A person who fails to be recommended for career

Recommendation VIII:

teacher candidacy by the end of the second.year of employment in CMS
will not be retained.
Recommendation IX:

Persons who have advanced to career teacher candi-

date status should be assigned to a career teacher who will serve as
a Preceptor/mentor.

The

xpectation is that the career teacher will

assist the career teacher candidate in developing and refining those
performance skills that must be developed in order to advance to career

2

The use of the term provisional teacher presents the same problem
as the term career teacher.
Conventional terminology suggests that a
provisional teacher is a non-tenured teacher.
In order to help the
reader understand what the committee means by such terms as career
teacher and provisional teacher, a series of definitions are ores'ented
in Appendix A.
The reader is encouraged to consult this Appendix
before proceeding with the remainder of this report.
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status.

It is expected, furthermore, that a part of the evaluation

of the career teacher will be based on assessments of the career
teacher's ability to work in this preceptorial role.

It is not, how-

ever, recommended that career teachers assigned as preceptors participate in the summative evaluation of nominees since this would create
an unhealthy, adversarial relationship.
Recommendation X:

Those persons who demonstrate the performance

capacities expected of provisional teachers and who evidence capacities

for growth and development during the year after they have been
nominated for candidacy should be extended the opportunity to advance
to the status of career candidate.

Furthermore, it is recommended

that a document be developed which describes procedures for assessing
the.indicated potential growth.
Recommendation XI:

A document should be developed in which the role

of career teacher is defined.

This document should include specifi-

cations of the skills, abilities and attitudes expected of an occupant
of that role.

Furthermore, it is recommended that specific recommendations

should be made regarding the form and content of training that would
be required to produce these competencies and the ways in which the
competencies should be assessed.

In making these recommendations, it

should be kept in mind that a career teacher must be a person with the
classroom 2) assist
capacities to 1) perform in outstanding ways in the

others with their classroom performance and 3) engage in collegial
approaches to problem identification and problem solving.

It is

capacity to engage in
critical that a,career teacher have the
formative evaluations of 1) his or her own performance, 2) the
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performance of others and.3) school programs.

Based on these

evaluation ;, a career teacher must Je able to design and implement

programs which address the problems identified.
v.

Recommendation XII:

The system should provide resources to support

a full time internship for each person who has been recommended as a
candidate for career status.

This internship

could be undertaken

in the year subsequent to being appointed to candidate status.

During

this intern year, the candidate would be released from regular classroom teaching assignment and be assigned tasks that assure that the
intern will gain. experience at various levels in the system.

The

interest is that the canOdate become aware of those personnel and
resources that are available outside the building in which he/she
is teaching and gain experience in working directly to assist other
/eachers.

It is also expected that during this internship year the

candidate will participate in a carefully designed training program
intended to assure that the individual possesses the capacities
expected of a career, teacher.

Recommendation XIII:

It is recommended that every career candidate

4*

who demonstratis.a continued capacity for high quality performance
be afforded thd Opportunity to undertake such an internship and
that the internship be structured in such a way that it signifies
a) that the occupant is being rewarded for meritorious service and
b) that it is expected that the occupant will shortly advance to
career status.
Recommendation XIV:

Recognizing that many persons enter teaching who

do not wish to engage in the activity outlined for career teachers,
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recognizing that such
persO'ns may be capable of
high quality perform
mance in the classroom and
recognizing that the school
system as an
employer has a right 'to
expect long term employees
to meet the obligations of a career
teacher, it is recommended that
persons who have
.arrived at the position
of career candidate be
permitted to continue
teaching even if they
opt not to accept the internship

that is
prerequisite to career
status so long as they a) maintain
a performance level that is 'equivalent
to other career teacher
candidates, b)
actively and effectively
participate in those forms of continuing
education that are determined to
be prerequisites to the competencies
and skills of career teachers,
and c) have not been employed
I
in CMS
for more than six years. 3
It is

recognized that there will be people who
would like to be
employed in CMS for more than
six years who.are capable of
adequate,
indeed perhaps superior
individual performance.s in the classroom.
It is also recognized that if
these recommendations are followed,
the services of some of
these people will be lost to the system.
However, the committee believes
that losing the services of these
people would be less damaging
in the long run than would
the stifling
effects of blocking the
career ladder by attending to the whims of
persons who are not sufficiently
motivated to pursue the more rigorous
3It is recognized that present
state law does not permit the
implementation of this
recommendation.
The committee did attempt to
reconcile its recommendations with
state
law but concluded that the
problem was with the law
not with the recommendations.
tnese recommendations are to be implemented,
-Therefore, if
some
modification
exception from state law,
of or
especially those dealing with the length of
time required to gain tenure
will be necessary.
The procedure c:le
committee has suggested is not
without
precedent,
(e.g. the recommended
procedures are very similar
to procedures employed in
Furthermorej_i_t_is not the committee's
univers4ties.)
intention to abolish tenure.
eta
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expectations imposed on career teachers generally.

Put simply,

there is a point at which it sfiould be either up or out.
hecommendation XV:

It is recommended that no person be permitted to

advance to career status who has not occupied the internship position
described in Recommendation XII.

Furthermore, it is recommended that

evaluations to determine whether one is afforded career status should
be based on assessment of a) performance, b) growth, and c) goal
achievement.

Recommendation
XVI:
41 .1..111m 111 41.411=

In support of Recommendation XV as well as sub-

sequent recommendations, it is recommended that a document be developed
in which are described the nature of goals to be used in the evaluation
of personnel and progratms, the way achievement of these goals will be

assessed and the w.ay rewards will be assigned.

Furthermore, it is

recommended that whatever economic rewards are associated with goal

achievement, these rewards should be distributed bbth on an individual
and a group basis.

For example, school faculties might be assigned

a goal and as a group be rewarded in terms of the degree to which
they achieve that goal.

Within the faculty, decisions might be made

to differentiate rewards depending upon decisions regarding the

relative contributions of individuals toward the achievement of that
goal.

Recommendation XVII:

The possibility of further differentiation

between and among career teachers should be explored.

The committee

,is generally of the view that most persons who arrive at. career

status will probably not wish to move beyond the expectations
suggested above.

Furthermore, few teachers (eve, career teachers)
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would feel comfortable with engaging in summative evaluation of
provisional teachers or nominees for career status'.

Yet, it seems

clear that if a system of personnel evaluation is to be effective,
mail), more persons will need to be involved in summative evaluations

than is now the case.

Thus, it is the consensus of the committee

that it is reasonable to assume thatat least some career teachers

might need to .take on the responsibility of summative evaluation

of programs if not of people.

Acceptance of such responsibility

would require teachers to do many things that call for special skills
and competencies which are not required if one limits attention exclusively to the problems of instructing children in one's own
classroom.

Similarly, given'the emphasis on problem solving implicit

in the design suggested here,.it seems likely that some persons in
teaching roles would be called on to take teaching assignments on
a short term (e.g., one to two years) precisely because they had
demonstrated an unusual capacity to deal with the kind of problems
that had been identified in the school to which they had been assigned.
The possession of the skills to engage in such trouble shooting and
the willingness to undertake such tasks should be honored and rewarded.
.Recommendation XVIII:

A study of the present salary structure4 and

the present system of incentives associated with participation in
411111.4111111

-

4it is recognized that the local school system has little direct

This fact places numerous
control over the state salary schedule.
Indeed, in the early
constraints on possible patterns of financing.
stages at least, it seems likely that the implementaiton of this
Program will depend upon the provision of new local monies and/or
It
a reallocation in the way local funds are presently expended.
should also be recognized that requiring large numbers of teachers
to commit themselves to the performance expectations embedded in this
report will also require that those who meet expectations receive
noticeably higher economic rewards.
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staff development Aind continuing education (e.g., the Incentive

Pay Program, monies spent to reward those with advanced degrees)
should be conducted.
regarding

TM:. study should result in suggestions

how/these resovees might be better allocated to support

the recommendAions made above.

In making these recommendations,

the followi g guidelines are suggested:
1.

The school system should support and reward only those
forms of continuing education and staff development that
are logically and/or empirically connected with the maintenance or development.of performance capacities expected
of career teachers and/or the support of those forms of
continuing education that serve as attractive fringe
benefits for new recurits.

The rationale for the first dimension of this guideline is,
perhaps, obvious.

Schools should support those forms of

continuing education that most clearly maintain or improve
deiired performance capacities.

The rationale for the

second aspect of this guideline is more subtle.

However,

it is the committee's view that the conscious use of continuing education activities can serve as a means of inducing

persons who are in short supply (e.g., math and science
teachers) to engage in short term service to schools in
exchange for long term advantage in other occupations.

For

example, a beginning math teacher whose personal economic
circumstances make the pursuit of graduate study impossible
might look with favor on the acceptance of a teaching position
if the acceptance of such a position were coupled with the
possibility of pursuing an advanced degree in computer science.
1 j()
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Such an offer might be ei,,Jr1 more attractive
if the school
system acknowledged the legitimacy
of an-indi=vidual using
benefits like these to gain
access to long term employment
outside the school setting. The fact is,
that as things
now stand, nearly 60% of those
initially employed as
teachers cventually take employment in
other occupations.
Under present circumstances,
many view this as a problem.

,

2.

This committee believes that, with
a little imagination,
this problem could be turned into a genuine
resource both*
for schools and for prospective
employers in other segments
of the economy.
Out differently, it might
be to the advantage of the school system to view the -first
few years of
teaching AS a means of producing
competence which will
eventually be "consumed" in both
career teaching positions
and in other occupations as well.
Salary goals should be set for career
teachers so that

a

person who attains career status will have
the potential
of life time earnings equivalent
to management personnel in
high technology industries.
The key to this guideline of course is the word
"potential".
No business guarantees a new employee
future earnings, but
healthy businesses do guarantee those
who demonstrate outstanding performance potential the opportunity
to earn, over
the course of their career, an amount roughly
equivalent to
that which could be earned in competitive
organizations.
It
is the committee's view that the
study of salary structures
should take into account long term salary
potential as well
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as short term salary offers.

Indeed, there are occupations

that attract and retain-an abundance of highly Aualified
persons who are willing to make short te..m salary sacrifices.

For example, at the age at which beginning teachers

draw their

first pay check they are making considerably

more money than are their peers who intend to be doctors
,or lawyers.

However, at the age at which an experienced

teacher is making as much as a teacher can make, doctors
and lawyers are earning considerably more.
3.

Continuing education and staff development should not be
viewed as an end in themselves
their own right.

or, something to be rewarded in

Rather, performance°and goal achievement

should serve as the basis of rewards, and continuing
education and staff development should be viewed as the
means of developing the skills to produce these performances.
In effect, it is suggested that persons' be paid for what

they do and what they achieve rather than for the degrees
they can accumulate and the certificates they can acquire.
Recommendation XIX:

The school system shoilld resist any effort to

implement the preceding recommendations on a piecemeal basis since

the successful implementation of one recommendation is dependent on
the successful implementation

of all the others.

Furthermore,

decisions regarding the implementation of these recommendations
should be consistently informed by the

effects they have on the

productivity of students and the ability of the school system to
achieve goals.
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Recommendation XX.

To assure that the above
recommendations Are
acted on In a
systematic and coordinated
fashion, arsteering
committee
should be established
that is representative
of the various groups
and constituencies
that will be affec'ted
by the implementation
of
these recommendations.
This steering committee
should have sufficient
staff a'd financial
resources to assure that the
planning and
implementation tasks outlined
above can be. effectively
'carried out.
This committee sholuld
also be empowered to
create whater other
study groups and
subcommittees seem appropriate
in order to carrl
out the tasks assigned.
Im2lementation.

Assuming that the above
recommendations are endorsed by the
Superintendent and by the
Charlotte - ,Mecklenburg Board
of Education
it is clear that much
more work must'be done prior
to impleMentation.
For example, contained in
these recommendations
are
suggestions regarding
a variety of documents that
would need to be
delft-eloped and studies that
would need to be done.
in addition, a
_great deal of planning
would need to occur before the
first active
move to implement this
program should be initiated.
Finally, given
the comprehensive
nature of these
recommendations, it would be
essential that planning activity
and subsequent
implementaticvl be
carefully coordinated with
other initiatives underway in
the school
system.

This committee is not in
a position to make specific
recommendations regarding how this
planning should occur or to
specify time
lines regarding the planning
and implementation sequence.
However,
careful thought has
been given to the kinds
of problems the implementation of the
recommendations might present
and some eenera1
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conclusions have: beeiOlormed.vn,rding.guidelincs by which the plan-

ing and implementation process. should proceed.
1.

These guidelinrc are:.

The implementation of these recommendations thould'be.

approached on a long term hasps.

The intent would be

to create an alternative system that would eventually
place the existing system.

It would be ill-advised

to

impose°this alternative system on present employees,
For a, time (5 -14 .years,),

therefore, it would be

necessary to partially'maintain the existing system
while creating the conditions that-would lead to the
replacement of that:system by the system recommended.
The rewards and incentives attached to the system recommended

here should be more attractive than the rewards and incentives
attached to the existing system.

However, the job require-

ments and performance expectations will.be more 'demanding
and substantially different from those that presently
exists.
41, .1.1011

Consequently, there may be many present employees

who wish to.become a part of the system recommended here,
and 'many others who would find this system unattractive.

It is the committee's viegWat present employees should
be given the option of participating in the new system if
they are willing and able tomeet the performance requirements of that system.

However, persons employed in the

existing system should .be allowed to continue to the pre-

sent system if they choose to do so with the understanding
that while they will not lose what they now have the rewards

will not be as great as rewards associated with the new
system.
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Given the comprehensive nature of the recommendations
made
herelit is essential that teacher leaders
ant top level
management in the school system be made fully
-aware of the
long term diricttons that ,the implementation
of these
recommendations-would set.

It is also essential that these

same persons have an opportunity to react to the recommendations and make suggestions for modification.

Finally, it is

essential that these persons be directly involved in planning
the strategies for implementation of these
recommendations.
4.

Recognizing the need for involvement by present employees
in the implementation of these recommendations
does not,
however, preclude the fact that many (probably
most) of those

presently employed in CMS will never participatein the
system recommended. This is the case for several reasons.
First, by the time this system is fully implemented (five

"S

to ten years from now), tt is reasonable 'that
between 25-50%
of those* presently employed in CMS will
have left the system
eittler to retire or to seek other jobs.

Second, there will'

undoubtedly be many present employees who will find the

demands of the system recommended not to be to their liking
and will,,therefore, opt to remain in the old
system until
they retire or otherwise disassociate
themselves from CMS.
Finally, there will be those in the present system who will

simply not be able to perform at the levels expected of

career teachers though they may well be performing quite
adequately in the present structure.
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4.

The point of this discussidn is to provide a basis for a simple
caution.

The system that this' committee has' recommended is, logical

bliut it is bound to threaten. many interests.

Implementation of such

recommeidations requires considerable courage and a willingness to give
up short. term advantages to self in favor of the long term benefit

to children.
Givgn these observations and this caution, the committee suggests
that the first and most essential prerequisite.to.theluccessful
and knowimplementation of'the.recommendations made here is strong

ledgeable commitment from the Charlotte-Mecklenburg !Wird of Edacation, administrators and teachers in the school system.

This commit-

ment alone is not sufficient twensure implementation of these re'.

commendations, but is certainly necessary.

In addition, this commit.

-menOilust include a clear. understanding that the recommendations made

here require long term and sustained action and that implementation

of'these recommendations must have high priority in every area of.
schvb1 life, especially the areas of personnel, staff evaluation, and
For example, the kind of planning and stu,44

budgetary .allocations.

that mill need to be don.e in order to develop a reasonable strategy

for the-mplementation of these recommendations cannot be done without
the commitment of considerable resources.

The steering .committee

should be comprised of teacher leaders and. administrators, and some
of these persons will need to be relieved' from regular duties on a
part or full time.basis.

In addition, funds will need to be found

to support the recommended studies and the development of tLe recommended documents.

Furthermore, it is likely that negotiations

will need to be unu'rtaken with colleges and universities as well
the
as with state agencies in order to develop the support systems
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recommendations imply.

These hegotietion

will Reed, to be backed by

the unified political support of the school board as, well as Other

influential groups and agencies in the area.

Put directly, these recommendations, if implemenied will bring
about fundamental change in the'way school systems are managed,
personnel are evaluated and instruction is carried out.

The key to

implementation is commitment from the school board administrators
and teachers and knowledgeable support from community leaders and
parents.

The key to such support is a clear vision of where one' is

going and the willingness to seriously attend to the advice of concerned parties as to how best to get there..

The goals stated hire seem to the committee to indicate a
direction.

It is the committee's belief thai.,the thoughtful and

careful planning and management' many others'in CMS will make positive

contributions that will assure that the goals set will be achieved.
If these goals are achieved children wil) benefit and CMS will continue to be a model for others to emulate.

4;0
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The following are general definitions of the positions
suggested by the committee:
/

Provisional
Teachers
.
All.profepsional' perionnel newly employed in the system wtil
be .called provisional teachers regardless of the number of years of
teaching* experience the, person might have had in other school
- systems.
The idea ie-to convey to the new employee and to others
that 'the first-year of employment is "a. period of testing and trial
where it should be expected that supervision and evaluations will he
intensive.
in unuival cases a person might be labeled a proviiional
(e.g., persons
teachet'during his/her second year'of employment.
who aregenerally strong as a classroom teacher but who have a
glaring.weakness which would need to be overcome before advancing
into thecareer structure.)

Career Nominees
Persons who have served at least one yedr as a provisional
teacher and who have been recommended by their principal as a.
peFson with considerable potential for advancing to career status
will-be known as a career nominee. Upon attaining nominee status,
the .nominee will be assigned to a career teacher who will serve in
the role of mentor/preceptor to the nominee.
Career Candidate

Persons who have served a year as a career nominee will be
known as career candidates if they hove received a positive recommendation from the building principal and others with evaluative authority.
(The committee has not made any recommendations regarding the role
the career teacher/preceptor should play in this evaluation, but this
is an issue that must be addressed prior to .implementation.)
.

Professional Internship
.A general idea of the internship is spelled out in Recommendations
XII. and XIII. .It.is important to understand that the intent of this
position is to provide 'chose who occupy it with opportunities to
work directly with other teachers and with administrators on instructional problems and with opportunities to observe building level and
system level activities thatare virtually invisible to a teacher
who spends all day in a classroom., It is the committee's view that
the provision of such opportunities is essential to the development
of outstanding teachers who are committed to the overall, health of
the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools. It is also the committee's view
that the opportunity.to occupy such a position will serve as a-

4

job-enrichment incentive and could hfl made to nrtib01
thn f.ws
that the persons occupying the., pe,sition
alrea14,
-their outstanding qualitieK and were OJout to ).e,come otrivinl:,
xecognized'for these qualities by promotion to s'ireer statls.
Career 'Teachers

Persons who have, successfully fulfilled each of the posi*ions
described above and successfully participated. in those forms of
training required of them in'these'positions would be designat'3.1
career teachers.. It is the`Committee's view that promotion to
career status should be accompanied by a substantial salary increasf:
and be subject to special public.notce.

-

A General Comment.
Though not specifically 'contained in the recommendations of this
report, the committee is generally of the opinion that some career
teachersvould be, eligible to occupy a "higher" career staiuw.-,
Furthermore, those who occupied this "higher" status would he subject
to special expectations and given special rewards. For example,
occupants of this "higher" status might be expected to alcept
temporary assignments in schools experiencing instructional problems
in their area of expertise and to provide leadership in the resolution
of these probl4ms.

It is also important to understand that the intent of this
pattern of staffing is to keep good teachers in the classroom not to
get them:out of the classroom. Thus, it is expected that those who
occupy the career positions would be teachers of children. What
distinguishes the career teacher, as the' committee has conceptualized
the role, is that the career teacher would be expected to serve as
a model and preceptor for other teachers as well as a model for
children. Thus, those who arrive at career status would be expected
to teach teachers at the same time they are teaching children just
as outstanding surgeons teach aspiring surgeons at the same time
they are caring for their patients.
....-s
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Appendix B
On the page that follows is a chart that presents the
alternative career patterns that might be
followed by =a new
employee in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg School System.
1.

°During the first year (labeled 0), all professional
employees' would be in provisional status.

2.

At .the end of the, first year, one'ot three options
would be exercised: a) the prbvisional teacher would
betome a career nominee, b) the provisional teacher would
be assigned a.second year with provisional status, or
c) .the provisional teacher would' be terminated..

3.

At the end of the second year, those who had arrived
at career nominee status would be subject,to two
options: either to advance to career candidacy or
remain a second year as,a career nominee. Provisional
teachers would, at the end of their second year, either
be terminated or nominated for career status.
.

4.

At the end of the third year of.employment, persons
who had not achieved career candidate status would be
terminated. Those who had achieved career candidacy
prior to the third year could either continue as a
career candidate or be offered an internship.

5.

From the end of the third year forward, all persons
would either be career candidates or interns and by
the end of, the fourth year,. some would be career
taachers. Thus, it would be possible for some people
to become career teachers in four years, others in five
years, and still others in six' years. If the committee's
recommendations are followed, however, any person who
had not achieved career status by. the end of the sixth
year would be terminated.

I
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PROPOSED

LINE

Recognizing that the recommendations of this committee call
for a comprehensive approach-to planning and implementation and
raeognizing.that such a comroaensive approach must involve a
variety of constituencies in both planning and. implementation and
recognizing that-such involvement and participation precludes the
establishment of fOrmal time lines beyond the preliminary stages,
the committee suggests thelollowing:
(1)

Within SO.days subsequent to the time that the school board
formally endories Recommendation I in this report and subse.quent to the time that the schtiol board endorses the other
recommendations contained in this. report or modifications
thereof, a steering committee should be appointed. This
steering committee should represent those agencies and
constituencies, that in the judgment of the superintendent
.havea vital stake in ,these recommeOations when acted upon.
However, it should not be the prerogative of the, steering
committee to.modify directi ns established by the recommenillations endorsed by the sch ol board without the prior
approval of the school'boa d or of'the superintendent
operating on behalf of .the' school boards. The task of the
steering committee, theref re, is to assure that the
recommendations endorsed by the school board are implemented effectively and efficiently.

(2) .Within 30 .days following the appointment of the steering
committee, an appropriate staff should be designated to
-"Pmanage the. planning task and. subsequent implementation tasks
contained in these recommendations.
(3)

Within 12 months of the formation of a planning/implementation
staff, the school board should be presented with a comprehensive
plan regarding how the 'recommendations should be acted on.
This plan should include-at least the following:
(a)

Specific recommendations regarding evaluation procedures
that will be used to determine eligibility for achieVing
career status( (as the term "career status" is employed
These recommendations should be
in this report);
addressed both to teachers who will be new to the system
and to teachers who are presently employed in the system.

(b)

Specific recommendations regarding how present employees
will be afforded opportunities to participate in the new
system., criteria those who elect to participate must meet
and the expectations that will, be imposed upon them.

.
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(c:)

Specific recommendations regarding the ways in which
these recommendations might be financed and supported.

1d). SpOiffic recommendations regarding the -design of trainimiraClOttyind tide. ways in, which the training should
WOrovided. These recomMendations should include
detailecrattehtton to the ways evaluators should be
trained as well at' to the ways present teachers and new
.teachers will be trained to meet the expectations..of
these evaluators.
,

$

(e)

(f)

Alt o.contained-in this.report should be a detailed
dentription of the resource requirements needed to
.retpond to the recommendations made in (a)-(d) above
including short-term (I.e., 1-5 year) projections and
.long-term (i.e.. Mire than 5. years) projections.
It is also hoped that the plan presented to the board
will include detailed time lines Along with suggestions
,regarding the ways n which present resource Allocations
might be modified t Offset the obviously increased.
demands this system.yould impose on the taxpayers of
Charlotte - Mecklenburg g.
k

In regard to this lait recommendation, the Committee is
convinced that what we are. proposing will certainly not
cost less than the present System and ls the tong run it
maylcost rore. The committee is further Convinced'that
schfol systems that expect.more must -be willing to pay
The system thls committee. is recommending expects
more.
.1111."1

more.
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APPENDIX. F

"A Suggested Strategy for Developing a Plan to
Implement the Recommendations of the Merit Pay
Study Committier"--

1
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ae exemptaay al:tea/Loom teachem in the Chaatotte..
Necktenbuag,Schoole.
To devetop'a 4yetem o d thataing and evaluation
that' 4uppoat4 the ac tvement od goat numbea one.

In o4dei to achieve the above goat4
eeommendeds

the dottowing steps

Caeation'od A Casten Stauttuae

Step Is
.

The d4a4t step aequiae4 the development old
detailed de4e4iption od the. iiaatou4 *au and
expectation4 4uggected by-tho4e Aott4 d4 pea.
the guideline& A4Comieended by the Meals Pay
0
Study ComMittet#

's

Evaluation and TuLnLng

Step fl

Step/two inOivai al the de4Atopment od a 4et el
paoceduaei and guidetine4 604* evaluating the
pe46o4manee od peas one in cacho( the dolts.
de4caibed in the caatea etAuctuae and bf the
e4eat4on 06 a teaming paogaam to Auppokt the
development and maintenance od the know/edge
and skips Aequilied by those *quo.
Caseation og A Staategic Plan

Step

This itep inv olve4 the development od a 4taategic
p,an with atteanative colt estimates, time Linea
and paeviiion4 604 contingeneie4.
Step 41

Submission od Plan and School Boaad Review
Step dotal tnvotvee the paepaaation od a document
104 aeview by the school boa4d. Thi4.document

.

would pae4ent a tong.aange plan box achieving
the goats Let Oath by the Metit Pay Study at
*Commttttt and -would contain paojectione 104
Least kigteen Vt4144 with detailed plans and
p4ojectione 6o.a implementation OVt4 the
It Ahoutd itt40 contain atteAnattvee
live yea)0.
and options with eaeh attehnatime aetated to
paojected costs and benelit41.,

4.
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Step

C4eatt

A Ceuta. StAuituke.

an appkopkiate
4c444con4 Aegaadikt_the *specs is a6pect6
made
until.the
ptanwig
p4o4144 44
ad/4M 6t4uctuke cannot be
undeaugy. Howevea, it. io pofraibte to iltuataate the hind of
cakee4.6taging that might *suutt. kom *such ptanging.:-The.
doltowing is aucA an it4u6tAation4
,

The ao.te od the pkovisivnit teachek
would bt Imlay 4.PaZa4 to the rote od 'vaunt fiket yea' teachtk6
in CMS with the following exceptian.s
Pkovicioitat teachtk.

1.

,

t.

.3.

4.

I

5.

Alt liast yam teacheaa, aegaadteaa od paiok expekienie.
'"outs de CMS, would be conaideaed'paomiaional teachcaa.
Pe4104manat tvaluationa.od 'gut year: teacheaa would be.
de6ipted 'in Atte% a way as to paovide a documented bacis
doh aetammendattona boa advaWcemenl to the position.
Wheat ouch documentation cannot ba.'
of CdAtt4 nominee.
devttoped, but wheat these 46 evidence of continuing
pkomite, the pekton would be continued a6 a pie/Art.144*dt
HOWtUtA, Wet that oda,
teachek 104 a *second yeah.
the almence.of a. ba646 fok a positive aecommendation
would ae.sutt in tekmination.
It would be expected that pkovisioaat teacheka woutd..4
pakticipate in *specialty designed **dining paogicam6
intended to oaient them to CMS and to VICOUAdge the
devetopmenit of paA4t4ve commitments to the value.%
and goat of'the 60tem. In addition, this training
would be designed to abAcate that bast yeas ttachem
deacaibing and analyzing
become AW441 od ways
ad44400M events" and diagnosing instructional problems.
Participation in the tkaining pkogaam de6c4ibed above
would be a peat of the jib expectations of a pitaviatonat
teachek, 'and.evatuation6 of the proviaionatteacherea
peTamance in.theAsh taa4ahng pkogkam6 would. be a pant
ke ovekatt evatuat4on of the Out ye' teaches.
od
Each beginning teacher( would be 'assigned to.a Witt*
teachek who would weave a6 an advisors and mentoa.:
The job ad the adviaort would be to 424444t the 6ik6t
yeak teaches in analyzing any problems he /she
having and to Auggeit waya'olf dealing with thug

pkobtem6, to help the beginung teacher locate
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p4ovide
app4opitiate assist/owe, and when needed, to
tuto4ing to support the success out comptetion od.
tit shoutd be
the dens t, yea* training p4oviam.
would belobemphasitid, :chat the - training program of-diast yeah
Aetate4, Mitch a4 the t4aining pnognam
physicianalinte4ns) is job-netated. It is not
.cxpectedithat the tna4ning pitogailms designed'
would comict oCconventionat @Wig& cou4sesI.

Cantu Nominee.

The' /tole od the eahee4 nominee would be

A peason in
similar to the note od thismovisionat teacht4.
participate in
this position would continue to teach, would
would
continue to be
..spettatty designed tnaining p4ognams, and
canedutty evaluated and ctosety supenvised by app4opiciate
the.p4inctpai and established Week teacheasl..
pe4sonnet
et:nevi nominee and proviiiionat
The 'basic dide4ence in.the\kote.od
nominee would, by vittue od
teacher would be that the careen
444Uhaltee AO his/hen
the position occupied, have 'some CONC./tete otandands
oltexcettence
pendo4mance 40 isq:Wa4 comptying with the
nutd
expected and"Tequ iced by the system and that with con
teacher. A
p4ogne44 he/she can anticipate becoming a eaheeit
nominee would be
second diddekence would be that the careen Was a44.19Red duking
I
assigned to a &Melilla eitheeh teachers than
the numbe4 od.p4odessionat
the povisionat yeast, theneby expanding
stnengths.
colleague who have detailed knowledge o the nominee's od slciat
Such an assignment should e4eate the baa 4 Oh the kind dutune
- and professional bonds and loyalthe4 thtt would suppo4t
growth.
ealte&A
A44iVat At the.poiition
4 the kind Od
o the'candidate that he/she
y.
g
o
date
hn whom take
rtodessionat CMS vatue4 highty and Ls. thus one
and d4om whom much
4y4tei.i4 witting to make Mi1104 investments
Duaing the candidate 044, and perhaps
would be expected.
the candidate would
dusting the summer subsequent to that yew",
activity that indicated
be expected and 4equined to engage Ln
school
4ystem!equal to the
that he/she had &commitment to the.
might
commitment the system had to him/hen. FO4 example', Lt
be expected that the candidate would continue tOpa4ticipate
would develop and
Ln specliatty designed titaining pitogitams, pnolects 'in his/hen
implement impnovement oniented 4e4eaiteh
40/e6 in
Own classroom, and would begin to take teadeashig
It mkght also' be expected
4
.buttding Levet pnobtem sotvin 0/coups.to
addoaded.
the
oppOntunity
that as a phi-nequisite to being
014104 system investbecome an intenn !which would aepiteAent a
fi
would
votuntegn to panticiment :in the AandiddteI the candidate
designed' to pnepaae
.patt in an intensive summeetnaining pnognam
intt4n6hip ptogaam.
htm/hea.to panttcipate edlectivety L, the
evaluated.
Again, all oi ,these activ tie4 would be ciotedutty

Cahee4 edh .date.

i

would

It stems neasonafite to expect that-the candidate yea& They
be a time Od decislon don many potentiat'Canee4 teachtas.
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to be .a ecuteek ttaatt4 to
'met decide whethei tkiy 4C4tty want
some °then, ocetipatton.
CMS oa whetheh they wants to putteue
att. OA almost alt,
Ceatainty 4006 watt chooee'to'lea4e,- but
However,
od those who itay wilt be oi axcettent quatity.
0# ea4ee4 teacheda,
Oilen the demands and tuatittts expected
teaChe4 send
it is Opetative that heipoektion od Cd4CC4be ocAghty
the tong hum oppoatunities o that pos,it4on
in baiti;
compaaabte to oppohtunities in othea occupattons.
to make the
if the system is to expeft outstanding peasonl
outlined
heat
k nda oi comm4tments the &Meth stauctuae
ktgh witty
,would acimiat fand_wtthou;'such commitments
paovtde tong team 4ncencannot bit assuaed), the sOtem must
tives to escouhage such coMmitments.
.

,

Intean*Vtaa.. The puhpo4e o$ the intehnshtp ytaa woutd.
teachea with tAcipant
be to poolade the phospective. eattee4
h4m/he4 a system -wide Vita,
and expeatenies that would give
world estabtish
It is atto'tntendeethat theinteanship
01 CMS.
would stave MS 4.0U4ee6 01
---n.etwo-aks and.undehstandtngi that
the
continuing sippoat Ln dutuat yeah*, and would 444u4e the duties
oppoatunitg to /Lading skttts neee44a4y to way out
to* exampte, duaing the intim yeah it
04 a ealLee4 teachea.
the.4ntean would de4ign
would- (oft coutdf be expected that
144444t eU44teUtum
And conduct woakshops paiohea teacheas,
speciatiste 4n the diagnost4 od inAtaucttonat paobtema,
peahaps woak with 40m1 phovtstonat teacheas expeatencing
'these
dtdlicuttles, etc.. At the_ same time, the work in
It ta caiticat
expanded noted would be cane dully 4 upeav44 ed.
that .dew
to undthstand, howeveh, that Lt ,would be anticipated
Ott to achieve caheeh
who aelitive at ZiteAn status would
euddicientty.
status, since the paioa neatening would have been
-

atgoaots to poeclude many lituaes.
it 44 anticipated that eakee/C
/Meta* ctasshooms. In d/
tette/1144 WOUTETWTZFEE'Vrteach in
and mcntoa tasks
addition, ;hey would C444V out the adv44oay
indicated above, and assume leadership Aikbuttding.tivet
caatecteacheas
1,400am devetopment acttvity.' F04 CX4MIALC, seta study,
would be expected to .provide teadeaship
in ,the
conduct buitding Levet Pue/wice,* provide teadthship
materials anTbt
tmptementation ol new 04 impA0ved. teaching that are being:
phepahedto ttst mattaiats and paoceduats
considehed doa adaptton. it. L4 also ttkety that Caaelk
phoisionat
teaehe46 would ptay sore note in the evaluation o$
and pAa4ap4
teachehs,'caatta nominees and .carte/. candidates
welt.
would become involved in path a4ee44ment4 a4
Given the Oct that eakeek teachehs wttt already have
the most cattteat
demonstaated theth cimpitence to pealfohm,
inctntives to continue to peadoan
COnCt4n ts providing them with
iaatning to
46 welt 44 they can and paovidtng them ,with
be used.
maintain theta skills. Sevehat sthategies might
Fiast4.on a aegutaa basts, each careen teachea's

Caheea Teaches level

I.
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pa404marice-coutd 'be raviewed by a tiam Wadministtotow and
en not the carte*
otheA.caAeeA teacheAslo deteAmine whethe4 i0401
od special
04 4omt
i
teache4 is deserwing Od promotion
about once,
44t44g inc4ea4 e. Such' Aeviewsshould take ptaCe
documented
(vim S-S yeasts, but the reviews should be based ei short term
percdo4mance app/misats that have occumeed on a M041
N44144 4.g. ,ARRUditg on qua/at/LW. Second, Wecis4oni:
doh pAomotiega4ding loathe* the teach.* shoutd be recommended
take into account
tAon on special 4ata4y conaidetotions
alto 04040ance a4
to
not only pet 4mance in the ctassombut
itINtIttOil and patio/mance in- contilming education activities
that (Me deSigne to.Maintain eu44eney. ht4d, those pe4sons
maintaining
whose pego4maniCapptmisats iadiaate that they. are designated
a Level od,pt4domance that is outstanding might be
Foutith, the numbs* od sateen
candidates bon e44e44 Level II.
might
be Limited in a way .that
Level II positions available.
assuAed that -being nominated doA Ouch 'a position 'cleanly
indicated a distinct honor, even above. that O6.ea41e4 levet I.

.

g

-

Caue4 Teachers.

would gain ACACIA t

These a4:

Levet II.

reasons who occupy this position

4.i .through satisiging.etta, COM444.0,14.

1. demonstimited capacity to.pe4dom in .outstanding
ways.in-the 4otkid catiet4.teache4
2.

3.

4.

willingness to pa4tic4pate in spe,ciatty designed
,t4aining pAogAams intended to develop sophis'ticated
41L4114 in the identidication od the nature and
40U4Ce4 Oi instAuctionat p4obtems, shitts.in
designing AesekAchrand 'development piojecto to
and steals in' leading.
address these pro blame,
development
od 4t4ategie4
"other adults in .the
intended to 4esotve the identi64ed p4obtems
demonst4ated capacity to engage in the hinds
od'activities indicated in 2 above

wittingness.to be mane dented 14om school to
school as the need do4.thit4 speciat talents
and skitts become Atcognixed and a4g. tatted 04.
.

teacheAs should be viewed as
04ganteationat Uvulae shootem who have special skill in
sotvingoand helping other to sotvo,instauctionat problems
(This As something tike
at the buitding.and'etawoom Level.
to
the tote o the'coo4d4nating teacher 44 it 14 now intended
opeAate, with the exception that careen Level II ttacheAs
would tatty spend much od their time in the direct instuction
od children.!
Put diAectly, ca feet level II

Like sanest Level one teachene, Caheth level II tiacheAs
would be evaluated on a 4eguta4 basis, and pettiodicatty (e.g.,
du4the4 pomotion tto
3-5 yearts), decisions 4ega4dins thei4
'Heat
4.2 ihoutd be noted
ea*eet level III) would be made. careen Level
I teacheta who
that there are Likely to be many
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would not ,choose to be ta4tt4 *Civet 11 teaditt4t, even id the
system west to414.4nololt them to do 40. Simita4ty, many Male
tevel11 teache4s may not want to be paomoted duhthev, even

though they might qualtif Oh such a p4omotion. The ciaticat
point is, howeve4, that the Individual who pehdohms in an
outstanding manna* has an leat!mag doa'advaacemtnt.
edletit reacirahhercUog4,117,

Caheehilevet,III pt4eonA would be

exptattd-t0 ty OuC many od the dunttiOnt now cahhied.out
by tunitieutum specialists, akta coo4dinating teache4s and institutes speciatist4 indeed, in the tong 411%, having achieved
the ed/teeit Level ill status might be a pheaequisite dox being
considehed 04 these mites. Among *the* things, the takett,
Level III teache4 would be-expected to have demonstaated
competthce in phoghtim evatuation, pehsonnet'evatuation, p4opam
design, and the conduct,o1 heseahch on teaching, teeming,
Again, pe4i odic 044mance 4evitws.wouid be
and cu44icutum.
Outstanding
puiohmances could be honoked in
conducted.
variety od ways lei., speciat'suppoat to attend donit4tnCtAte
oppoiituiiies to in4tiate special peojeete, and opp04tunities
to diaect system-wide imphovement eddohts 04 spec4al phoghamsl.

0

Step L.

Evaluation and Truilial

Specidic.i4ocedukes and caitehiti doh evaluation cannot be
developc4,until the sateen AtitUetUAe is developed. limilahtylp:
it it impossibte.to specily thaining activities until the
job deschiptidns axe c4eaaty deiined. Howeveh some genehat
comments and ittudi4aCionA can be phesented.

With Aegad to evaluation, it must Si undeastood that; doh
the most paht; evaluatiom must be conducted on a tong tehm
Fuatheamohe,. evaluations
basis and by.niimehous individutits a
LA-B.J
L
4111 development Oi
emphasize
Anuacti be conducted Lit ways that

Autte4Aluge pt4tond, hatheh than the weeding oue;011 untutctiiiut
persons. "Weeding out" 'the unsuccessiut should be a byp4oduct
F04 example,
phomoting and iltd0104194,19 the success due.
o
id tVatad#044 undekttood act thei4 4ecommendatiofts 104
pAomotiin went to be as cage dully ecautinized as theta hecommendationa doh the dismissal od tenuhed teachehs art nowAlcAutiniatd,
those who would be hecommended 104 success. would most p4obabty
desetve the 4ecommendation.
that the
With_aegand to thaining, the chiticat Oct
thaining should be4voak *elated and shoutd.be euppoktive od
holct.te4n Lmp *ovement od pehfohmaice as well 44 the eneoukagenent.and maintenance od excel ence Lit the long hum.. In Wei,
tectining should not be simply the accumidation od moue degkee6,
moue eaedit houm, and moue cehtilicates.
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and
The fotlowtng*Ves 4omt notion od what .evatuat2on
stauctuae

teitaining might took etke, 4.4 one a64i6m4 the Ca4te4
(4.e., paovisionat tiachea, 1444,14 nominee,

mentioned eaathea

WM44 candidate, intean, and ca4114 *escheat
.
.

shoutd systematteatty
takeinto account the quality o4 the teacheals,
peadoamancel in 41114 development paogaams.and
activities 14 watt at peadoamance in the elitesThe, evatuation od teacheas

I.

400111.

.

\

04

I

.

Att paov sonal teaeheas should be paouided with' an
oaien4a on to the Chaatotte-Meektenbuag School
In addition to the ultuat things handled
System.
400/tient Worts le.g., poticies, 4e4ou4414),
teacheas ew.to the system shoutd be/aqui/Led to engage
inea-stud o the CMS cuarticutum K-12 and a 6 udy'od
the /meant h stoty o4 CMS wSth special (MOW 6 on
the Ot4t4e4 pi the schoot'system, the hatoicy
deseotgatton and the .htstoay oi the putent
'N
o4 oagantzation At the same tune,, they should 114
\
paovided with hoioamation andloa woakshops that
inioam them about decision making p4OCt4444 4n .the\
sehoot system, tints od authotity, eta.
Futtheamote, the system should develop a test to
466144 Ike teachea4/ undeastanding og this indoamd.
Lion, and 6e0416 on this teat should be taken into
account 4 peadoamance evaluation.

2.

.

3.

.

tsuaing theliast yeas, teadheas should pndeago
a 4144t4 14,.tactining activities aimed at 4mp4Oving
tkkia ab41.i.ty to desiaibe and .analyze class/Loom
events. : The Madelyn Huntea mateaiats oa 4061i
Locally:developed 'variant od these mateatats

could pamide a tensible intaoductoay base.

Again, it would be aequi/ted that teacheas demonstaate maa.teay 04 the concepts and paoceduaes
that ate taught both in ctassaoom p440Amance6
and in test settings.
would be aedsortabti
Vuaing the ieeond yeiza,
to kequiat teacheas,- 4n coopeuttlon with
theta assigned mento* and thefitatding

..11
.

.

p4incipat, to fite a powtk plan. It is also
4easonable that the tgache4 and thit men/04 be
4equ24ed to p4esent.eyidersce that a) the ptan
1444 tiplemented and bi-44Hhad the intended eiiects
.04 pe4do4mance.
.

.

5, In iddltton.lo the 4Adlvidual gaowth plin,
the 414.04d VIA* 10 4tache4 might welt be expected and
in a speciattudevetoped oaduate
4tqui4ed to
440e4*
60444e aimed at eaeating awaw44ene44
4e4i444h and developient in the imek.od 414444eom
sanagemente.di4ectleaching, time on task,ALAd
'pe4hapktests.aid.measukementa. Again, it hi
4ecomminded that teadhe46:bt-444ui4ed to demOnst4ate
maaterty 01 these concepts. mica pant o peitio4mance
evaluation.
.

4.

14

Pu42ng the thi4d yea4 id employment, the teethe* ahoutd
be.expected and .4equi4ed.to en/Lott:An a speciatty
taiteced eoultAe aimed** dOetoping.ahitts in action
iletaditek and to 0.444N out, with app4op4tatetichnicat.
as4istanct 4481 eu444cutumr specialists, C.T.s andiO4
eottege.Ota4onnel, at twit :one paobtemoakented
aeoeaaehpaofeet. The paojtet should be aimed at
gtne4ating inio4mation that would assist the *take*
in 'dealing with a p4oblem he o4 she had identidted
in the 41444400m.
fluffing the bite/cask:4 yea4, the teache4 would be

expected to develop and implement at teast one
insekvice Activity based on the 4esutts o the 4esea4ch
conducted durcing the 1,44cl/ding V4446./ in addition,

du4ing this yea, the Leticia* shoutd unde*go dogma/
.0044.4t 1004k-kntended to develop skitts and undeastand4ngo
in the 44444 oi pitogium tveltuation, ptanning, and adult
teadeaohlp. Peadomance in these **tea 4,1000 be
taken into Account-in the system od pe404mance evatuation.

Step 3.

C4eation o

A Strectelic Plan

The development o a tong team comp4ehensive plan 44 miticat
to. the 4440444 o a change 44 txtenCive as.the one that has been.
it is not 'possible at this time to p4ovide details o
pkopooed.
such a plan, but the doltowtng questions 44e kelti4t4et4ve od the
khad4 o i441444 such a plan must add4es61
to

How should the.new system be phased int F04 example,
how do paesent teaches get into the new system id they
choose to do sot Should pitio4ity be given to p4pv4414a9
eahry oppolaronty 04 teacheu with mote senio4ity
since these peuons will be tatty to 4et444 bedo4e
Ott implementation?
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.

Ot4en standads foA,admission.to the.newisystem,
p4oftie
tAaining Aequ44ements and the demopaphte
of the
of exiAtinudacuttyt what pupoAtion
what
existinglacuttg is Way to putout entity,.
and
what
piteimAtton 441 tiketyIo be eueeteeiut,
could,
woutd the eoct be ti all who wanted to, and

2.

quatfy went peAmittedtp do AO

what would be
Once thi system iclutty implemented,
pAesent budget 4equh4ethe maximum annual cost beyond

mute' What would be 'the minimum?
4.

What would the staAt up

coOsIt

tnininun and

maximum ),t
S.

how would .the thatnLng
How much would tAatntng ao4t,and
be-Aetated. id at/att-to. existing'intentive:systems
state.and/tocat salary 4chedule4.that haw&
AecIncentive
masteA's'degAtes,. doctoAatei

.

Pay.ftopamIt /
taainiAs be identidied;
i..-How would 4n2Stal tV4tUnt0A4 and
be
howvould they be,tAained, and howvoutd they
Avatuatedt *kat incentives (L4 any) would time
pea4on4 bizoffeite0
Ae4amins state taws and polteie4,eannot be changed,
how 04 eould CMS go towand developing a togicat.
systemt/ What changes in state taw wouttbe needed
optima teVett What.
to make the system mak at an 4uch
changes (a) in
Ls therdeasibitity od getting
the'shoAt Aunt 1 b1 in the Long Aunt What contingency
plans &At theat to take into acpount the ba444eA4
that might be met if state taw.canhot.be changed,
potovided at an optimal
and/oA Local .funding cannot be
.

.

level.
S.

odthe new
How would the eidects.and eidectiveness
eyetem be evatuatedt

2

Step 4.

Submission of Plan and School Roam? Review

4ehoot bowed
Once a detaited plan has been 'mewed, the
data to make
and .the superantendent should have sudficient
od the atteAnative stAategies
indoAmed decision4 Aeganidtmg whichimplementation
as weft as
lould be the most appAopAtate doa
to suppoAt each of
data AegaAding the dunding Levels 4equAed
adteA such a detailed plan hat
the atteenativtl It is only
hmptementation would begin.
been appAoved that actual
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